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Abstract

The formation and persistence of microbial biofilms play an important role in

infection and the biofouling of the environment. In order to eradicate these

complex structures, further characterisation of the microniches that form within

biofilms is vital. This study aimed to investigate whether fluorescent nanosensors

could map pH and oxygen gradients in microbial biofilms.

Chapter One outlined the interaction of both neutral and cationic pH-sensitive,

polyacrylamide nanosensors with the opportunistic pathogen

Pseudomonas aeruginosa. When added to both planktonic cultures and biofilms,

cationic pH-sensitive nanosensors co-localised with P. aeruginosa where they were

likely interacting with extracellular components coating the bacterial cells. In a

P. aeruginosa biofilm, this co-localisation led to thicker biofilm formation.

Conversely, neutral pH-sensitive nanosensors became dispersed within a

planktonic culture; whilst in a biofilm the neutral nanosensors formed distinct

aggregation between the microcolonies.

Chapter Two showed the optimisation of oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide

nanosensor use with P. aeruginosa. During planktonic growth, P. aeruginosa

produced the auto-fluorescent virulence factor, pyoverdine, which matched the

fluorescence spectra used to detect platinum (II) porphyrin, the oxygen-sensitive

fluorophore used to functionalise polyacrylamide nanoparticles. By using

PAO1-NΔpvdD, the oxygen-sensitive nanosensors were capable of measuring real-

time oxygen consumption in planktonic culture. However, incorporation into a

P. aeruginosa biofilm required further optimisation to prevent microcolony

disruption.
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Finally, Chapter Three used Streptococcus mutans, a predominant acid-producing

oral bacteria, to determine whether the pH-sensitive nanosensors could detect pH

changes induced by glucose treatment. Confocal laser scanning microscopy

revealed that the addition of 1% w/v glucose to an established S. mutans biofilm,

embedded with pH-sensitive nanosensors, resulted in a gradual reduction in the

fluorescence intensity ratio during a 30 min period. This reduction in the

fluorescence intensity ratio indicated a reduction in pH of the biofilm over time as

the glucose was fermented.

These findings will help to improve technologies used to detect, measure, and map

both pH and oxygen gradients in microbial biofilms in order to develop potential

methods of biofilm treatment that either bypass or utilise these gradients.
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1. Introduction

1.1. What is a biofilm

A common misconception of microbial living is that bacteria exist as individual

organisms in a ‘planktonic state’. Rather, microorganisms such as

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a Gram-negative rod-shaped bacterium, and

Streptococcus mutans, a Gram-positive coccus bacterium, have been shown to

naturally accumulate on a wide variety of surfaces; where they form sessile,

sedentary communities (Geesey et al., 1977, Costerton et al., 1999). This

accumulation of microorganisms of mono- or poly-microbial aggregates are

commonly referred to as a biofilm (Flemming and Wingender, 2010). Biofilms have

been defined as a population of adherent bacterial cells, to themselves and

surfaces, that are enclosed by a matrix (Costerton, 1995). Since their initial

discovery by Anton van Leuwenhoek in the 17th century (by studying his own

dental plaque), biofilms have been an integral source of microbiological research,

as biofilm-associated bacteria differ from their planktonic form both phenotypically

and functionally, as seen when analysing gene transcription (Donlan, 2002).

The impact of expanding our understanding of complex microbial communities is

wide ranging, as the formation and persistence of these communities has a

profound effect in both medicine and the environment. As an example,

P. aeruginosa can typically be found as biofilms in soils, coastal habitats, on plants

and on animals (Stover et al., 2000). However, P. aeruginosa can also be found

in the form of antimicrobial-resistant biofilms in the lung of cystic fibrosis (CF)

patients (Moreau-Marquis et al., 2008). Once established, the P. aeruginosa

biofilm can contribute to the pathophysiology of disease by secreting virulence

factors and effector proteins to alter immune responses and cause cell injury or
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death (Govan and Deretic, 1996, Driscoll et al., 2007). Another example of a

microbial biofilm contributing to the pathophysiology of a disease is with

S. mutans, a primary species of tooth decay, surviving as a biofilm in oral cavities

such as tooth surfaces and dental materials (Klein et al., 2009, Waters et al.,

2014). Microbes are also capable of forming biofilms on inanimate, manmade

biomaterials devices; such as catheters, endocardial pacemakers, orthopaedic

prostheses and intraocular lens, which can hinder the performance of the device

as well as lead to the development of an infection (Bazaka et al., 2012, Passerini

et al., 1992). The formation of undesirable biofilms on man-made, abiotic products

is typically termed as biofouling (Kumar and Anand, 1998).

1.2. Environmental biofouling

Biofouling is not only limited to a medical setting; environmental biofouling can

lead to contamination in the food and dairy industry, as well as the contamination

of water systems such as drinking water reservoirs (Kumar and Anand, 1998) (Xu

et al., 1998). Biofouling can be detrimental to systems reliant on the passage of

water; for instance, biofouling can decrease the heat transfer in cooling towers

and cause a general deterioration of materials in industrial or home water piping

systems such as washing machines (Flemming, 2002, Donlan, 2002).

1.2.1. Developing Anti-biofouling Materials

An important aspect of the prevention of biofouling is the development of materials

that can inhibit the attachment of microbes. A prime example of a material

susceptible to biofouling are silicone catheters; as catheters are pervious to

biofouling due to the material used (Polydimethylsiloxane – PDMS). Due to the
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hydrophobicity of PDMS, bacterial attachment is improved (Fletcher and Loeb,

1979), which has led to research into coating catheters with anti-biofilm materials

(Tyler et al., 2017) or the altering the topography of PDMS to inhibit attachment

(Graham et al., 2013). Further work is required to expand the library of suitable,

biocompatible, non-toxic materials that prevent biofouling in both catheter design

as well as other susceptible systems such as washing machines (Munk et al., 2001,

Gattlen et al., 2010).

Of particular interest is the development of polymers capable of coating surfaces

to provide anti-biofouling properties. Some materials that have previously been

used include Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOX), Poloaxmers, and Poly(ethylene

glycol) (PEGs)-based polymers.

PEOX are hydrophilic polymer chains of varying lengths. Previous research by

Roosjen et al. (2004) had shown that PEOX coatings reduced the adhesion of both

bacteria and yeast in static conditions, whilst Tauhardt et al. (2014) showed, using

a flow-cell system, that PEOX coatings had reduced the adhesion of five water-

borne bacterial species with high potential to form biofilms; yet cell viability was

largely unchanged.

Poloxamers are Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(propylene oxide)-block-

poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO) block copolymers where the end tail PEO

regions are hydrophilic and the central PPO region is hydrophobic, creating an

amphiphilic polymer. These amphiphilic copolymers have been demonstrated to

prevent the attachment of bacteria. In particular, the Poloxamer, F127, has been

shown to be effective in the prevention of bacterial attachment of Escherichia coli

strain D21 to F127-coated, hydrophobic, N-octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)-pre-

treated glass (Razatos et al., 2000); and the attachment of both
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Staphylococcus epidermis and Serratia marcescens on F127-coated glass slides,

pre-treated with polystyrene (Marsh et al., 2002). Another example of F127 used

as an anti-biofouling material was by Nejadnik et al. (2008) who used F127 to

coat silicone rubber. Both Staphylococcus aureus and S. epidermis attachment

was significantly reduced, whilst P. aeruginosa attachment was unaffected. Other

Poloxamers have been tested as an anti-biofouling material; Poloxamer 338

(P388) has been shown to reduce the adherence of two E. coli strains under both

static and flow conditions when compared to uncoated silicone urinary catheter

(two-way Foley catheter), whilst having no significant effect on planktonic growth

(Stirpe et al., 2020).

Finally, Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEGs) can either form self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs) or can be combined with PEGMA/GMA and LMA to create random

copolymers. These random copolymers are amphiphilic, with the LMA monomer

providing the hydrophobic group and the other two groups providing the

hydrophilic groups. Similar to the PEO regions of the Poloxamer materials, the PEG

region of these copolymers form a linear brush layer, whilst the PEGMA region

forms a bottlebrush structure (Figure 1.2.1-1) (Cheng et al., 2005, Gunkel et al.,

2011). The effect of PEG-based polymers preventing bacterial protein adsorption

were first described by Prime and Whitesides (1991) whilst increased chain length

as a preventative measure was described by Prime and Whitesides (1993).These

PEG-based coatings have been demonstrated as suitable material for the

prevention of bacterial attachment. For example, Harris et al. (2004) coated

titanium surfaces with poly(L-lysine)-grafted-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG)

functionalised with peptides of the RGD (Arg-Asp-Gly) motif. These PLL-PEG-RGD

coated surfaces reduced the attachment of S. aureus when compared to the

uncoated titanium surface. Another example, by Ozcelik et al. (2017), showed
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significant reduction in the attachment of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus to

polystyrene coated with poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEDGE)

incorporated with the Quorum Sensing Inhibitor (QSI), 5-methylene-1-(prop-2-

enoyl)-4-(2-fluorophenyl)-dihyropyrrol-2-one (DHP). The inhibition of Quorum

Sensing (QS) is important, as it is a vital interbacterial communications

mechanism responsible for the development and maturation of a biofilm (Sauer

et al., 2002, Muras et al., 2020). Therefore, the action of this PEG-based polymer

with a QSI incorporated can have a two-fold affect; the first is to prevent bacterial

attachment, and the second is to inhibit biofilm formation.

Figure 1.2.1-1: Schematic representation of linear PEG brushes (a) and PEGMA

bottlebrushes with its 3D architecture (b) – adapted from (Maan et al., 2020)
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1.3. Biofilm formation and dispersal

Figure 1.3-1: Biofilm establishment and the maturation process leading the dispersal –

Stage 1, initial attachment; stage 2, irreversible attachment and cell-cell adhesion; stage 3,

proliferation; stage 4, maturation; stage 5, dispersion and death (brown cells in image).

In order to improve the development of anti-biofouling materials, understanding

how biofilm formation occurs is essential. Figure 1.3-1 represents the five stages

involved in the formation of a biofilm, using P. aeruginosa as an example. The

initial establishment of a P. aeruginosa biofilm begins with the attachment of

planktonic cells to a surface, where they form a monolayer. Motility and the

velocity of the suspending medium dictate whether bacteria adhere or attach to a

surface. Non-motile bacteria adhere to surfaces at low and moderate velocities,

whilst at higher velocities non-motile bacteria are transported away. For motile

bacteria, attachment can occur at any fluid velocity (Tuson and Weibel, 2013).

Attachment and early biofilm formation under flow are therefore often reliant on

flagellar-based swimming, type IV pili and Cup fimbriae for P. aeruginosa (O'Toole

and Kolter, 1998, Mikkelsen et al., 2011). Once the cell has made contact with the

surface, proteins such as SadB are required for the transition from reversible to

irreversible attachment (Caiazza and O'Toole, 2004). This irreversible attachment
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then leads to microcolony formation by clonal growth and/or aggregation. Surface

contact leads to changes in gene expression, with upregulation of factors favouring

a sessile lifestyle, including components found within the extracellular matrix such

as the exopolysaccharides Psl and Pel and the protein CdrA (Borlee et al., 2010,

Kostakioti et al., 2013). A number of factors including type IV pili twitching and

GacA, the response regulator for the GacS/GacA/RsmA system, are required for

the formation of P. aeruginosa microcolonies (O'Toole et al., 2000, Parkins et al.,

2001, Caiazza and O'Toole, 2004). Expression of GacA results in the upregulation

of rsmY and rsmZ, which suppresses RsmA activity and allows pel and psl gene

expression (Mikkelsen et al., 2011). These microcolonies can then transition to a

mature antimicrobial-resistant population encased in extracellular polymeric

substances, which can contribute to antimicrobial tolerance and protection from

the immune system (Ramsey and Whiteley, 2004, Rybtke et al., 2015).

The formation of patterns within a biofilm can also enable survival and innate

tolerance to adverse conditions. Nutrient availability and environmental cues can

influence the pattern of biofilm formation (Parsek and Tolker-Nielsen, 2008);

whilst the development of the distinct architecture in a mature biofilm can be

attributed to cell-to-cell signalling via the las quorum-sensing system (Davies et

al., 1998). Finally, cell death plays an important role in the continued

differentiation and dispersion of subpopulations of a biofilm (Webb et al., 2003).

Voids within microcolonies can form via cell lysis, which can contribute “public

goods” such as cytosolic proteins and extracellular DNA (eDNA) to the surrounding

biofilm (Turnbull et al., 2016); or, individual cells and aggregates can slough off

from a mature biofilm where they are dispersed, in a planktonic state, to attach

and establish another biofilm elsewhere (Rumbaugh and Sauer, 2020).
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1.4. Components of the biofilm matrix

Complex multicellular biofilms consist of numerous microbial cells, which are

embedded within a self-produced matrix containing extracellular polymeric

substances, providing heterogeneity and creating multiple microenvironments

(Sutherland, 2001). This self-produced matrix is referred to as the extracellular

matrix (ECM). The ECM of a biofilm can provide physical stability and increased

adhesion via the expression of exopolysaccharides (Ryder et al., 2007), whilst

retaining secreted enzymes, cellular debris and genetic material (Flemming and

Wingender, 2001). During periods of starvation, the ECM can even be degraded

by their own producer bacteria or other microorganisms present (Zhang and

Bishop, 2003). The ECM is also capable of conferring a significant increase in

antimicrobial resistance, with a tolerance to antimicrobial treatments of up to

1000-fold more than planktonic cells (Flemming and Wingender, 2010). The

resultant ECM is a dynamic system constructed by the organism in response to

the local environment (Flemming and Wingender, 2001).

The structural composition of the ECM can vary depending upon the microbial

species involved; for example, the ECM of Bacillus subtilis is more proteinaceous

than P. aeruginosa, whilst P. aeruginosa is characterised by more carbohydrate

components (Harimawan and Ting, 2016). However, the components that are

invariably present within the ECM are exopolysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids

and lipids (Wei and Ma, 2013). Each component of the ECM has a different

function, resulting in a spatially heterogeneous and diffusion-limiting matrix that

can protect and secure the microbes within (Klein et al., 2015). As biofilms can be

formed by multiple microbial species, including fungi, some biofilms are better

characterised than others are. The following examples of ECM components are
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focused on P. aeruginosa, with additional species-specific examples given where

relevant.

P. aeruginosa produces exopolysaccharides (EPS) such as Psl, Pel, and alginate

that provide stability via cell-to-cell and cell-to-surface interactions during the

formation and survival of a biofilm (Colvin et al., 2012, Sharma et al., 2014). In

mucoid strains of P. aeruginosa, the predominant EPS produced is alginate

(Hentzer et al., 2001). These mucoid strains, typically isolated from CF patients,

often over-express alginate which promotes cell attachment (Govan and Deretic,

1996, Orgad et al., 2011). In non-mucoid strains, both Psl and Pel are the principle

EPS expressed (Wozniak et al., 2003). Psl is essential for biofilm formation in the

P. aeruginosa strain PAO1 (Jackson et al., 2004) where it is required for the

adherence to abiotic surfaces and other bacterial cells (Ryder et al., 2007). Psl

also sequesters iron, which serves as a signal for biofilm formation and

development (Yu et al., 2016). For the P. aeruginosa strain PA14, Pel is shown to

be an essential component of the pellicle form of a biofilm, which forms at the air-

liquid interface in a static culture (Friedman and Kolter, 2004). Each

polysaccharide is important during the establishment of a biofilm; however, a

redundancy between Psl and Pel when serving as structural scaffolds in mature

biofilms has been shown (Colvin et al., 2012). This redundancy can protect against

any possible mutation that could affect the expression of one of the

exopolysaccharides.

There are also a range of proteins present in the ECM that have either been

actively secreted or are present due to the lysis of bacteria within the biofilm

(Turnbull et al., 2016). These proteins appear to have a key role in the assembly

of the ECM (Klein et al., 2015). An example is the protein CdrA, which has been

found in the matrix fraction of P. aeruginosa biofilms (Borlee et al., 2010). CdrA
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has been shown to crosslink either Psl and/or tethers Pel to the bacterial cell wall,

promoting stability of the biofilm. However, CdrA is not dependent on the presence

of EPS, as it is capable of forming proteinaceous matrices in the absence of EPS

(Reichhardt et al., 2018). Another example is the exoenzyme glucosyltransferase,

secreted in S. mutans. Glucosyltransferase plays an important role in the

accumulation of microorganisms on enamel surfaces via the in situ production of

glucans. These glucans then present suitable binding regions for the oral

microorganisms (Bowen and Koo, 2011).

Finally, eDNA has been shown to promote biofilm establishment and the stability

of the biofilm (Das and Manefield, 2012). A novel mechanism of eDNA has been

identified which shows the ability of eDNA to chelate Mg2+ within the biofilm. This

creates a localised cation-limited environment, which in turn induces the

expression of LPS-modification genes leading to the resistance to certain

antimicrobials (Mulcahy et al., 2008) (Discussed in further detail later).

Altogether, the ECM creates a complex combination of extracellular polymeric

substances which allow the embedded microorganisms to attach to both biotic and

abiotic surfaces (Karatan and Watnick, 2009), protect itself from host immunity,

such as oxidative stress (Wood, 2016), and to survive in oligotrophic conditions,

occasionally supplied by a eutrophic environment (Kim and Lee, 2016).

1.5. Environmental factors for chemical gradients

As well as determining the general make-up of the ECM and the individual

components present, an understanding of the formation of distinct and dynamic

chemical environments within a biofilm is also required.
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Donlan (2002) described biofilms as discrete microniches; which leads to the

formation of various microenvironments within a single biofilm. For example, the

formation of dynamic pH gradients to create physiological heterogeneity can be

attributed to environmental factors such as the availability of nutrients (Allan et

al., 1999) and their resultant metabolites (Hidalgo et al., 2009); whilst the

physiological structure and distribution of cells and nutrients within a biofilm can

create dynamic oxygen gradients (Xu et al., 1998). Through the use of a

phosphate limited nutrient media, Allan et al. (1999) were able to show reduction

in pH when comparing the biofilm with the bulk fluid; whilst the accumulation of

metabolites such as tricarboxylic acids and CO2 from the catabolism of carbon

sources such as glucose can cause a decrease in pH (Hidalgo et al., 2009).

Components of the ECM can also affect the pH of the biofilm; for example, eDNA

can influence the acidification of P. aeruginosa in planktonic cultures and biofilms

(Wilton et al., 2016). Lastly, using an oxygen microelectrode De Beer et al. (1994)

were able to demonstrate the formation of vertical and horizontal voids formed in

mature biofilms, where oxygen concentrations where higher than the surrounding

anaerobic cell clusters.

Biofilms are typically formed by multiple species of bacteria (Elias and Banin,

2012). With multispecies biofilms, spatial distribution of bacterial species can

result in various combinations of organisation. These combinations can either be

separate mono-species microcolonies, co-aggregation, or distinct layers of each

species (Nielsen et al., 2000, Elias and Banin, 2012). These combinations of

possible spatial distributions are often a result of metabolite availability as well as

the bacterial species present. For example; the first species may require a

metabolite from the second species, leading to aggregation for access to the

metabolite (Nielsen et al., 2000). Oxygen availability can also dictate the location
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of different bacteria within a multispecies biofilm. For example, oral biofilms

consist of a host of microbes, with a range of aerobic and anaerobic respiration.

Biogeography studies have shown that distinct strata can form in in vitro oral

biofilms, with aerobic bacteria forming towards the surface and anaerobic bacteria

towards the bottom/centre (Welch et al., 2016).

It is therefore possible that different organisations of multiple species could lead

to the formation of distinctly different microenvironments within a biofilm. These

multiple species may then generate their own optimal microenvironment

depending on organisation, availability of nutrients, and other species present,

which may lead to either antagonism or synergism between the different species.

All of which may create more well-defined regions of both pH and oxygen within

a biofilm. A better understanding of these microenvironments would lead to the

improvement of treatment methods to combat these distinct microbial biofilms.

1.6. Analysing environmental factors in microbial biofilms

In order improve our understanding of these microenvironments; research has

been carried out to detect chemical gradients that can form in microbial biofilms.

To continue on this research, two important aspects for the analysis of microbial

biofilms must be considered. The first is the in vitro system used to produce a

biofilm, and the second are the tools used to analyse the chemical composition of

a microbial biofilm. Using an accurate and non-invasive technique to measure

chemical gradients in a mature in vitro biofilm can lead to the development and

production of treatment methods that can either use these unique

microenvironments to their advantage; or, to bypass these microniches to

eradicate the bacteria directly.
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1.6.1. In vitro biofilm systems

As mentioned above, the first aspect for analysing chemical gradients within a

microbial biofilm is choosing a suitable in vitro system to grow a mature biofilm.

Current research into biofilm formation presents an issue when considering what

system would be suitable to use. Glass bottomed chambers, multi-well plates, and

coverslips have been used as surfaces for biofilm formation after a period of

incubation (Hidalgo et al., 2009, Murphy et al., 2014, Ruhal et al., 2015, Wilton

et al., 2016). These systems allow access to the biofilm so that further analysis

can be carried out. Examples include quantifying live and dead cells by real-time

PCR (Alvarez et al., 2013, Kean et al., 2017), multiplex fluorescence in situ

hybridisation (M-FISH) to monitor the 3D spatial distribution of multispecies

biofilm (Karygianni et al., 2014, Welch et al., 2016), or spectroscopic techniques

such as Time-of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) (Hua et al.,

2015) and Raman spectroscopy (Bodelon et al., 2016). The use of these analytical

techniques can provide greater detail of the composition and distribution of

microbes and their biomolecules found within a biofilm (Masyuko et al., 2014).

Glass bottomed chambers, multi-well plates, and coverslips also do not restrict

the imaging process such as Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) and

Super-Resolution Microscopy as these surfaces are clear.

In order to mimic systems with a flow of nutrients and microbes that can

contribute to infection or biofouling, flow chambers or cells are a common system

that allows for the movement of media and bacteria (Klausen et al., 2003, Hunter

and Beveridge, 2005, De Rienzo et al., 2016). These systems provide a constant

flow of media and bacteria to mimic natural flow rates and can be imaged in order

to visualise the biofilm. However, they can typically be sealed systems and so

post-analytical techniques would be difficult to perform after incubation.
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For determining changing chemical gradients, the current tools available such as

glass bottomed chambers and single-channel flow cells are adequate for our goals.

1.6.2. Tools for biofilm analysis

The second aspect for analysing chemical gradients within a microbial biofilm is

choosing a compatible tool that is suitable for the detection of chemical gradients.

Research into the dynamic formation of ion gradients within bacterial biofilms,

including pH and oxygen gradients; have been reported in previous studies, and

will be discussed in further detail below. Whilst this research has been able to

characterise potential chemical gradients, they have used procedures which are

either intrusive, potentially interfering with the results, or lacking resolution

required for accurate chemical readings. Particular techniques to study the ion

gradients of biofilms include microelectrodes (Schachtele and Jensen, 1982,

Lingstrom et al., 1993, De Beer et al., 1994) or microsensors (von Ohle et al.,

2010, James et al., 2016). A limiting factor is that microsensors typically cannot

provide horizontal pH gradients or spatial resolution in biofilms (Hidalgo et al.,

2009). However, microsensors are typically inexpensive and have improved in size

of tip diameter and spatial resolution in recent years (Revsbech, 2005, Billings et

al., 2015).

One particular avenue of interest are nanoparticles. Research into the novel

application of nanoparticles has increased in recent years, including as an

alternative to common treatment methods for the removal of biofilms, such as

antimicrobials/antibiotics. An emphasis on inorganic nanocomposites, including

silver, gold and magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, has seen increased

antimicrobial effects. For example, a polylysine/silver nanoparticle composite has
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been used as an effective antibacterial towards both P. aeruginosa and S. aureus,

without toxicity to mammalian cells or the emergence of bacterial resistance over

a 30 passage period (Dai et al., 2016). Similarly, mixed charged zwitterionic gold

nanoparticles, coupled with near-infrared (NIR) light irradiation has been used to

treat S. aureus biofilms through photothermal therapy (Hu et al., 2017). Finally,

the antimicrobial, methicillin, has been encapsulated in multiple suparamagnetic

iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) to create iron oxide-encapsulating

polymersomes (IOPs). These IOPs were shown to penetrate a S. epidermis biofilm

in the presence of a neodymium magnet, leading to extensive cell death within

the boundaries of the magnetic field (Geilich et al., 2017). Whilst this last example

highlights the use of nanoparticles as a delivery system as well as possessing

antibacterial properties, nanoparticles have also been used to coat surfaces to

prevent initial biofouling. For instance, titanium discs coated with zinc

nanoparticles alone and with zinc nanoparticles in an equal mix with

hydroxyapatite (HA) were shown to significantly reduce the biofilm mass and

thickness of aerobes, anaerobes and Streptococcus spp. when compared to

uncoated titanium discs, albeit only after 96 h incubation (Abdulkareem et al.,

2015).

Whereas these previous examples have used inorganic nanoparticles for either the

treatment or prevention of biofilms, further work has used biopolymers as a means

of encapsulation for the delivery of antimicrobials. For example, alginate has been

used to encapsulate the antimicrobial, ciprofloxacin, whilst the QSI, 3-amino-7-

chloro-2-nonylquinazo-lin-4(3H)-one (ACNQ), was attached, via a pH-responsive

hydrazine linker, to the surface of the alginate nanoparticle (Singh et al., 2019).

ACNQ was used to inhibit QS during biofilm formation, whilst ciprofloxacin was

incorporated to treat mature P. aeruginosa biofilms.
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Whilst research has developed into using nanoparticles as a treatment method,

this thesis is interested in nanoparticles as an optical tool for the study of chemical

gradients. Various analytes have been studied in recent years, such as ions;

including lithium (Galyean et al., 2018) and potassium (Jewell et al., 2020a), as

well as pH (Hidalgo et al., 2009, Fulaz et al., 2019) and oxygen (Jewell et al.,

2019, Jewell et al., 2020b). These studies have used fluorescent-based

nanosensors to detect changes in microbial biofilms and will be discussed in

greater detail in the following work.
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2. Aims and Objectives

The first aim of this thesis was to develop both neutral and cationic pH-sensitive,

polyacrylamide nanosensors and to determine their interaction with P. aeruginosa.

The objectives were, 1). Detect any possible inhibition either neutral or cationic

nanosensors had on the growth of P. aeruginosa, 2). Determine whether the

neutral and cationic nanosensors remained extracellular, 3). Confirm real-time

measurements of pH with various metabolites, 4). Determine the interaction of

the neutral and cationic nanosensors in a P. aeruginosa biofilm, and 5). Measure

pH changes in a P. aeruginosa biofilm with an acetic acid challenge.

The second aim of this thesis was to measure oxygen consumption and availability

in a range of bacteria, using oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors. The

objectives were, 1) Determine the suitability of the oxygen-sensitive nanosensors

with the P. aeruginosa strain PAO1-N, 2). Detect variations in oxygen consumption

in planktonic culture, 3). Determine the interaction of the oxygen-sensitive

nanosensors in a P. aeruginosa biofilm, and 4). Elucidate the effectiveness of anti-

biofouling materials on the bacterial attachment and biofilm formation of four

bacterial species using oxygen consumption as a marker.

The final aim of this thesis was to detect and map pH changes in both planktonic

and biofilm stages of S. mutans, using the pH-sensitive nanosensors in

conjunction with accessible imaging techniques; including confocal laser scanning

microscopy (CLSM) and fluorescence microscopy. The objectives were, 1). Detect

pH changes generated by S. mutans in planktonic culture, 2). Generate a

reproducible method that produced a robust biofilm incorporating the

polyacrylamide nanosensors, and 3). Detect pH changes in a biofilm during a

challenge with glucose.
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3. Materials

3.1. Bacterial strains

Each experiment used freshly streaked agar plates, with isolates taken directly

from an incubated plate to create an overnight culture. Plates were stored at 4oC

if required for other work.

Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PAO1-Nottingham wildtype (PAO1-N WT),

PAO1-Washington (PAO1-W), PAO1-Lausanne (PAO1-L), PAO1-Denmark

(PAO1-DK) and PAO1 C++ were initially streaked out from a -80oC stock onto

Luria Broth (LB) agar and incubated at 37oC, for 24 h. Overnight cultures were

made directly from incubated plates to insure isolates were fresh. 5 mL LB media

and an individual colony picked with a sterile 10 µm loop from the streaked plate.

The culture was incubated overnight at 37oC in a shaking incubator. Both

P. aeruginosa strains CW4T1 (pyocyanin mutant) and PA14 as well as the PAO1

mutant strains (PAO1-NΔpchEF, PAO1-NΔpvdD, PAO1 C++ΔpvdD and

PAO1 C++ΔpvdDΔpchEF) were also grown in the same manner.

Escherichia coli strain DH5α was initially streaked out from a -80oC stock onto

Luria Broth (LB) agar and incubated at 37oC, for 24 h. Overnight cultures were

made directly from incubated plates to insure isolates were fresh. 5 mL LB media

and an individual colony picked with a sterile 10 µm loop from the streaked plate.

The culture was incubated overnight at 37oC in a shaking incubator.

Staphylococcus aureus strain SH1000 was initially streaked out from a -80oC stock

onto brain heart infusion (BHI) agar and incubated at 37oC, for 24 h. Overnight

cultures were made directly from incubated plates to insure isolates were fresh.

5 mL BHI media and an individual colony picked with a sterile 10 µm loop from
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the streaked plate. The culture was incubated overnight at 37oC in a shaking

incubator.

Streptococcus mutans strain D282 was initially streaked out from a -80oC stock

onto Todd Hewitt agar and incubated at 37oC, 5% CO2, for 48 h. Overnight cultures

were made using 5 mL Todd Hewitt (TH) media and an individual colony picked

with a sterile 10 µm loop from the streaked plate. The culture was incubated

overnight at 37oC in a static incubator. S. mutans strain NCTC 10449 was streaked

out from a 80oC stock onto BHI agar and incubated at 37oC, 5% CO2, for 48 h.

Overnight cultures were made directly from incubated plates to insure isolates

were fresh. 5 mL BHI media and an individual colony picked with a sterile 10 µm

loop from the streaked plate. The culture was incubated overnight at 37oC in a

static incubator.
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3.2. Chemicals and Equipment

Oregon Green 488 carboxylic acid succinimidyl Ester, 5-isomer (OG), 5-(6)-

carboxyfluorescein succinimidylester (FAM), 5-(6)-carboxytetramethylrhodamine

succinimidylester (TAMRA) and Rhodamine Red™-X, succinimidylester-5-isomer,

4’, 6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole, Dihydrochloride (DAPI) and SYTO™9 green

fluorescent nucleic acid strain were obtained from Invitrogen, USA. Acrylamide

99% minimum, N,N’-methylenebis(acrylamide) (bisacrylamide),

polyoxyethylene(4)lauryl ether (Brij L4), (3-acrylamidopropyl)

trimethylammonium chloride (ACTA), Diotylsulfosuccinate sodium (AOT),

ammonium persulphate (APS), N,N,N,N-tetramethyl-ethylenediamine (TEMED),

RPMI-1640, Lysogeny Broth (LB), Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), L-gutamine 5x M9

minimal salts, Magnesium Sulphate, Citric acid, Potassium Phosphate, Glucose,

Sucrose, Succinate and Xylose were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, USA. N-(3-

Aminopropyl)methacrylamide hydrochloride (APMA) was obtained from

Polysciences Inc, Germany. Hexane, Sodium Borate, Ethanol absolute (99.5%),

Sodium Chloride, phosphate buffer saline (PBS), Sodium Sulphite, Acetic acid,

Bacto agar and Bacto casamino acids were obtained from Fisher Scientific, UK.

Calcium Chloride, Potassium Nitrate and Xylitol were obtained from VWR

International, USA. Todd Hewitt broth and brain heart infusion broth (BHI) were

obtained from Thermo Fisher, UK. was purchased from Merck, UK. Platinum (II)

porphyrin was kindly supplied by Dr. Francesca Giuntini from Liverpool John

Moores University.

TetraSpeck™ Fluorescent Microspheres Sampler Kit was obtained from

Thermo Fisher, UK. Glass-bottom Microwell Dishes (35 mm petri dish, 20 mm

microwell, No. 1.5 coverglass, 0.16-0.19 mm) were obtained from

MatTek corporation, USA. Gas permeable moisture barrier seals (96) were
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purchased from 4titude, UK. Ibidi 15 µ-slide 8-well plates were purchased from

Ibidi, Germany. Microplate, 96-well, PS, F-bottom (chimney well) µClear, Black,

Med. Binding. And Sensoplate, 24-well, PS, F-bottom, Glass bottom, Black plates

were obtained from Greiner bio-one, Austria. Immersol 518F & Immersol W were

purchased from Zeiss, Germany. 96-well multiplate OxoPlates, OP96U, were

obtained from PreSens, Germany.

Unless otherwise mentioned, all the chemicals that used throughout this study

were of analytical grade.
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4. Methods

4.1. Nanosensor fabrication

The initial step before nanosensor fabrication was the conjugation of the

succinimidyl ester derivative of each fluorophore individually to APMA. This step

was performed by dissolving 5 mg APMA into 2.5 mL of Sodium Borate buffer

(50 mM, pH 9.5) followed by 1 mg of each fluorophore (OG, FAM, TAMRA) being

dissolved in 200 µL of the resultant APMA solution. Each dye was prepared in

individual glass vials, covered with aluminium foil. The reaction mixtures were left

stirring for 24 h at room temperature before being stored at -20oC until further

use.

For the synthesis of pH sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors, hexane was

deoxygenated for at least 30 min, using argon, under continuous stirring

conditions. 3.080 g of Brij L4 and 1.590 g of AOT were weighed out and mixed

together in a 250 mL round bottomed flask whilst being purged under argon for

15 min; followed by the addition of 42 mL of the deoxygenated hexane. The flask

was left to continually stir as the mix was sealed within an argon environment

using syringe needles and a balloon. This was proceeded by the addition of the

acrylamide (513.0 mg), bisacrylamide (152.0 mg) and ACTA (119 µL) for cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors, or 540 mg acrylamide and 160 mg bisacrylamide for

neutral polyacrylamide nanosensors. This was dissolved in 1.5 mL water, followed

by the addition of the APMA-fluorophore conjugates made previously. 15 µL of

OG-APMA, 15 µL of FAM-APMA, and 60 µL TAMRA- APMA were added and the

mixture was purged under argon before being delivered by syringe into the

250 mL flask containing the emulsion of hexane, AOT and Brij L4. Finally, 15 µL
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of TEMED and 30 µL of APS were added and the stirring continued in the dark,

under a sealed argon environment for 2 h.

In order to isolate the nanosensors, the hexane was removed using a rotary

evaporator at 30oC before 30 mL of ethanol (100%) was added to the flask

contents. The mixture was transferred to a falcon tube and centrifuged at

6000 rpm for 3 min. The supernatant was disposed of and the pellet was

re- suspended in 30 mL of 90% ethanol before being centrifuged again. The pellet

was re- suspended in 30 mL of 100% ethanol and spun down (repeated twice).

Finally, the pellet was re- suspended in 10 mL 100% ethanol and transferred to a

250 mL round bottomed flask before being dried using a rotary evaporator at

30oC. The dried nanosensors were stored at -20oC until further use.

4.1.1. Nanosensor fabrication with Rhodamine Red-X

For polyacrylamide nanosensors containing Rhodamine Red-X as a reference dye,

the above method was followed with Rhodamine Red-X replacing TAMRA. 1 mg of

Rhodamine Red-X was dissolved in 200 µL of an APMA solution and 60 µL of this

solution was added instead of TAMRA. Only cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors

containing Rhodamine Red-X were made.

4.1.2. Oxygen nanosensors fabrication

The nanoparticles used to covalently attach the platinum (II) porphyrin to were

manufactured as shown above with amended volumes of acrylamide (502 mg)

and bisacrylamide (149 mg). Additional APMA (31 mg) was included to provide a

free amine group for the ester linked porphyrin to covalently attach to the surface
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of the nanoparticle. Also, TAMRA (60 µL) was encapsulated in order to provide a

reference.

For functionalisation, the polyacrylamide nanoparticles were suspended in sodium

borate buffer (50 mM, pH 9.5) at 20 mg mL-1 with 1 mg mL-1 platinum (II)

porphyrin. The solution was covered with aluminium foil, with the reaction mixture

left stirring for 24 h at room temperature. After incubation, the solution was

diluted in ethanol (100%). The mixture was transferred to a falcon tube and

centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was disposed of and the

pellet was re- suspended in 30 mL of 100% ethanol before being centrifuged again

(repeated five times). Finally, the pellet was re- suspended in 10 mL 100%

ethanol and transferred to a 250 mL round bottomed flask before being dried using

a rotary evaporator at 30oC. The dried nanosensors were stored at -20oC until

further use.

4.2. Characterisation of nanosensors

4.2.1. Zeta Potential and size

The zeta potential and size of the polyacrylamide nanosensors were calculated

using the Malvern DLS Zetasizer. For determining both the size and zeta potential

of the polyacrylamide nanosensors, 1 mg mL-1 suspensions of nanosensors were

prepared in 10% phosphate buffered solution (PBS). For zeta potential, samples

were loaded into a DTS1070 folded capillary cell (Malvern); whilst for size, samples

were transferred into disposable 4 mL cuvettes.
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4.2.2. pH nanosensor calibration

The pH calibration was performed by suspending polyacrylamide nanosensors in

deionised H2O at 2 mg mL-1 before being diluted to a working concentration of

1 mg mL-1 in the pH buffers. Fluorescence intensity was measured using the

Agilent Fluorescence Spectrometer. The settings used can be found in Table

4.2.2-1.

Table 4.2.2-1: Excitation and emission settings for the emission scan of polyacrylamide
nanosensors using the Agilent Fluorescence Spectrometer

An alternative method for pH calibration was with a TECAN plate reader (Infinite®

200 PRO, TECAN). Using a black Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well microplate

(Greiner Bio-one), 1 mg mL-1 polyacrylamide nanosensors, in the pH buffers

ranging from 2.5-8, were loaded and single reads taken using the settings in

Table 4.2.2-2.

Table 4.2.2-2: Excitation and emission settings for the emission scan of polyacrylamide

nanosensors using a TECAN plate reader

Parameters OG/FAM TAMRA Rhodamine

Red-X

Excitation wavelength

(nm)

488 540 570

Emission scan (nm) 520 580 590

Gain Optimal Optimal Optimal

Parameters OG/FAM TAMRA

Excitation wavelength (nm) 488 540

Emission scan (nm) 500-600 550-650

Slit size 5 5

Voltage (mV) 660 660
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4.2.3. Oxygen nanosensor calibration

To confirm the change in fluorescence intensity by oxygen, platinum (II) porphyrin

functionalised polyacrylamide nanosensors were diluted in 1:10 PBS to 1 mg mL-1.

The nanosensor solution was deoxygenated, using argon, under continuous

stirring conditions. Fluorescence intensity was measured using the Agilent

Fluorescence Spectrometer, whilst the oxygen saturation of the nanosensor

solution was determined using an oxygen sensor probe from Ocean Insight. Once

the solution reached atmospheric oxygen saturation, oxygen was bubbled into the

solution to detect fluorescence intensity changes above atmospheric oxygen

conditions.

4.3. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) and fluorescence

microscopy systems

To generate the biofilm images, a Zeiss LSM 700 compact confocal laser scanning

microscope was used fitted with HAL 100C lamp for light illumination and a Zeiss

alpha-Plan-Apochromat, 20x/0.8na, 40x/1.2na Water or 63x/1.46na Oil objective

lens. Images were captured by using AxioCam digital microscope camera

connected to ZEN software and analysed using Zen blue software. For the

planktonic images, a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted fluorescence microscope was used

with a CFI60 40x/0.6na objective lens. Images were captured by using Cool

Snap™ MYO digital microscope camera connected to NIS Elements software and

analysed using ImageJ.
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4.4. Super-Resolution imaging of nanosensors with PAO1-N WT

Overnight cultures were set up as described in 3.1.

1 mL of PAO1-N WT was incubated with either 1 mg mL-1 cationic polyacrylamide

nanosensors, neutral polyacrylamide nanosensors, or alone in LB as a control

(O/N, 37oC shaking). After incubation, samples of each culture were washed to

provide a comparison to unwashed samples. Culture samples were centrifuged

and the pellet re-suspended in LB before being repeated a second time.

4.5 µL of the bacterial sample was loaded onto a 1 % agarose cube (1x1x0.5 µL).

0.5 µL of TetraSpeck™ 0.1µm Microspheres (diluted to 200 µM in Milli-Q H2O) was

loaded on the agarose samples for six samples in total (cationic; washed and

unwashed, neutral; washed and unwashed, cells alone; washed and unwashed).

The agarose cubes were placed onto MatTek 35 mm dishes with a 20 mm glass

microwell and imaged using a Zeiss PS1 Super Resolution Microscope with a 63x

water-immersion objective. Images were processed using Zen software for

illumination and alignment adjustments.

4.5. Growth assays

4.5.1. Toxicity of polyacrylamide nanosensors with PAO1-N WT

1 mL of PAO1-N WT inoculum from an O/N culture was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm

for 1 min, the pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 rpm

for 1 min. The pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL of LB medium and the optical

density at 600 nm (OD600) measured. PAO1-N WT was then diluted to an

OD600=0.5 in LB.
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Initial concentrations of 30 mg mL-1 and 2 mg mL-1 for both cationic and neutral

nanosensors were made in LB medium. All four suspensions were filter sterilised

using a Minisart® 0.22 µm PES filter. The final concentrations required were 25,

10, 5, 1, 0.5, & 0.1 mg mL-1 with PAO1-N WT at an OD600=0.05. Both 25 mg mL-1

cationic and neutral nanosensors in LB (no PAO1-N WT), PAO1-N WT at an

OD600=0.05 in LB and finally LB alone were used as controls.

Samples were loaded into a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well microplate and

the absorbance measured using a TECAN plate reader. Absorbance at 600 nm was

measured after 5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec settle time every 15 min for

96 cycles, with the temperature held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC.

The resultant absorbance data was normalised by dividing the first OD600

measurement by itself to create a value of 1; then the proceeding values were

divided by the first value.

The Area Under the Curve (AUC) was calculated as the sum of all data points

recorded for each condition, i.e. each measurement taken from time-point 0-18 h

to produce the sum of 72 values. This method was used for all AUCs calculated.

4.5.2. Toxicity of cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors with S. mutans

strain NCTC 10449

1 mL of S. mutans NCTC 10449 inoculum from an O/N culture was centrifuged at

13,000 rpm for 1 min, the pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at

13,000 rpm for 1 min. The pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL of BHI medium and

the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) measured. S. mutans was then diluted to

an OD600=0.5 in BHI.
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Initial concentrations of 15 mg mL-1 and 2 mg mL-1 for both cationic and neutral

nanosensors were made in BHI medium. All four suspensions were filter sterilised

using a Minisart® 0.22 µm PES filter. The final concentrations required were 10,

5, 1, 0.5, & 0.1 mg mL-1 with S. mutans at an OD600=0.05. Both 10 mg mL-1

cationic and neutral nanosensors in BHI (NCTC 10449), S. mutans at an

OD600=0.05 in BHI and finally BHI alone were used as controls.

Samples were loaded into a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well microplate and

covered with a permeable gas membrane (4titude 96-well cover). The absorbance

and fluorescence intensity measured using a TECAN plate reader. Absorbance at

600 nm was measured after 5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec settle time every

15 min for 21 h, with the temperature held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC, with CO2

at 5%. Fluorescence intensity was measured at ex:488 nm, em:520 nm &

ex:540 nm, em:580 nm.

4.5.3. Photostability of OG, FAM, TAMRA and Rhodamine Red-X

2 mg mL-1 cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors containing either TAMRA or

Rhodamine Red-X were suspended in 1:10 PBS then diluted in pH buffers from

2.5-8 for a final concentration of 1 mg mL-1. Samples were loaded into a Greiner

CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well plate and covered with an 4titude gas permeable

membrane (96-well). Fluorescence intensity was measured using a TECAN

microplate reader. The fluorescence intensity of OG, FAM (ex:488 nm;

em:520 nm), Rhodamine Red-X and TAMRA (ex:540 nm, em:580 nm) were

measured after 5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec settle time every 15 min for 21 h,

with the temperature held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC. The excitation and

emission settings can be found in Table 4.2.2-2. Experiments extended to include
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measurements every hour rather than every 15 min and also with a reduced

temperature (25oC down from 37oC).

4.5.4. pH measurements over time

PAO1-N WT at OD600 of 0.05 with either M9 glucose or M9 succinate set up with

1 mg mL-1 cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors containing Rhodamine Red-X as a

reference dye. pH buffers from 2.5-8 containing 1 mg mL-1 polyacrylamide

nanosensors were also set up to measure the emission of OG, FAM, TAMRA over

21 h. Samples were loaded into a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well plate and

covered with an 4titude gas permeable membrane (96-well). Both the absorbance

and fluorescence intensity was measured using a TECAN microplate reader. For

growth, absorbance at 600 nm was measured after 5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec

settle time every 15 min for 21 h, with the temperature held between 36.5oC and

37.5oC. For pH determination, the fluorescence intensity for OG, FAM (ex:488 nm;

em:520 nm), Rhodamine Red-X and TAMRA (ex:540 nm, em:580 nm) was taken

every 15 min. The excitation and emission settings can be found in Table 4.2.2-2.

The pH was calculated using measurements from pH 2.5-8 buffers with 1 mg mL-1

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors. A ratio between OG/FAM fluorescence

intensity and Rhodamine Red-X fluorescence intensity (em:580 nm) is created.

From the fluorescence intensity ratio, a linear regression was calculated every 1 h

(i.e. 22 are calculated for 0-21 h). The next step was to determine the fluorescence

intensity emission from the wells containing PAO1-N WT. Another ratio between

OG/FAM fluorescence intensity and Rhodamine Red-X fluorescence intensity was

created, which can be converted to a pH value using the ‘rolling’ linear regression

calculated. The difference between pH values from M9 glucose & M9 succinate,

with and without PAO1-N WT, were subtracted to produce the final pH values.
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4.6. Oxygen consumption assays

4.6.1. Detecting auto-fluorescence in PAO1 strains

The PAO1 strains from Nottingham, Washington, Lausanne and Denmark were

prepared as described in 3.1. 1 mL of inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for

1min, the supernatant was disposed of and the pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS

and re-centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min. The pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL

of M9 succinate + 1% w/v casamino acids and the optical density at 600 nm

(OD600) measured. PAO1-N was then diluted to an OD600=0.5 in M9 succinate +

1% w/v casamino acids. A final OD600 of 0.05 for each PAO1 strain was used,

either in the presence or in absence of 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors. Samples

were loaded into a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well black-walled microplate

and the absorbance measured using a TECAN plate reader. For growth,

absorbance at 600 nm was measured after 5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec settle

time every 15 min for 21 h, with the temperature held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC.

For oxygen determination, the fluorescence intensity for TAMRA (ex:540 nm;

em:580 nm) and porphyrin (ex:405 nm; em:650 nm) was taken every 15 min.

4.6.2. Measuring growth and auto-fluorescence in different bacterial

species

The E. coli strain DH5α, the S. aureus strain SH1000 and PAO1-N were prepared

as described in 3.1. 1 mL of inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1min,

the supernatant was disposed of and the pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-

centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min. The pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL of M9

glucose and the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) measured. Each strain was then

diluted to an OD600=0.5 in M9 glucose. A final OD600 of 0.05 for each strain was
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used, either in the presence or in absence of 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors.

Samples were loaded into Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well black-walled

microplate and the absorbance measured using a TECAN plate reader. For growth,

absorbance at 600 nm was measured after 5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec settle

time every 15 min for 21 h, with the temperature held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC.

For oxygen determination, the fluorescence intensity for TAMRA (ex:540 nm;

em:580 nm) and porphyrin (ex:405 nm; em:650 nm) was taken every 15 min.

4.6.3. Measuring growth and auto-fluorescence in Pseudomonas

mutants

The P. aeruginosa strains PAO1-N, PAO1 C++, PA14, CW4T1 (pyocyanin mutant),

ΔpvdD (PAO1-N), ΔpvdD (PAO1 C++), ΔpchEF (PAO1-N) and ΔpvdDΔpchEF (PAO1

C++) were prepared as described in 3.1. 1 mL of inoculum was centrifuged at

13,000 rpm for 1 min, the supernatant was disposed of and the pellet was washed

in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min. The pellet was

re-suspended in 1 mL of M9 succinate + 1% w/v casamino acids and the optical

density at 600 nm (OD600) measured. PAO1-N was then diluted to an OD600=0.5

in M9 succinate + 1% w/v casamino acids. A final OD600 of 0.05 for each

P. aeruginosa strain was used. Samples were loaded into a Greiner CELLSTAR®

F-bottom 96-well black-walled microplate and the absorbance measured using a

TECAN plate reader. For growth, absorbance at 600 nm was measured after 5 sec

orbital shaking and 5 sec settle time every 15 min for 21 h, with the temperature

held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC. For oxygen determination, the fluorescence

intensity for TAMRA (ex:540 nm; em:580 nm) and porphyrin (ex:405 nm;

em:650 nm) was taken every 15 min.
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4.6.4. Testing different bacterial species with oxygen nanosensors

Using the E. coli strain DH5α, the PAO1 strains PAO1-N and PAO1-NΔpvdD, and

the S. aureus strain SH1000, 1 mL of each inoculum was centrifuged at

13,000 rpm for 1 min, the supernatant was disposed of and the pellet was washed

in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min. The pellets were re-

suspended in 1 mL of M9 glucose and the optical density at 600 nm (OD600)

measured. Each strain was then diluted to an OD600=0.5 in M9 glucose. A final

OD600 of 0.05 for each strain was used, either in the presence or in absence of

1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors. For ‘0%’ and ‘20%’ oxygen controls, 1 mg mL-1

nanosensors in M9 glucose was used for ‘20%’ and 40 mg mL-1 sodium sulphite

was dissolved in 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors for ‘0%’. Samples were loaded

into a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well black-walled microplate and the

absorbance measured using a TECAN plate reader. The microplate was covered

with a gas permeable membrane (4titude – Moisture barrier seal 96). For growth,

absorbance at 600 nm was measured after 5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec settle

time every 15 min for 21 h, with the temperature held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC.

For oxygen determination, the fluorescence intensity for TAMRA (ex:540 nm;

em:580 nm) and porphyrin (ex:405 nm; em:650 nm) was taken every 15 min.

Fluorescence intensity ratio values were calculated by dividing the em:650 nm

reading by the em:580 nm reading for each time point. The resultant fluorescence

intensity ratio was normalised by dividing the first fluorescence intensity ratio

value by itself to create a value of 1; then the proceeding values were divided by

the first value.
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4.6.5. Measuring PAO1-NΔpvdD growth and oxygen consumption with

varying concentrations of potassium nitrate

Using the PAO1 strain PAO1-NΔpvdD 1 mL of inoculum was centrifuged at

13,000 rpm for 1 min, the supernatant was disposed of and the pellet was washed

in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min. The pellet was re-

suspended in 1 mL of M9 salts and the optical density at 600 nm (OD600)

measured. PAO1-NΔpvdD was then diluted to an OD600=0.5 in M9 minimal media

with 1% w/v casamino acids alone or 1% w/v casamino acids with increasing

concentrations of KNO3 (5 mM, 10 mM & 20 mM). A final OD600 of 0.05 was used,

either in the presence or in absence of 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors. Samples

were loaded into a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 96-well black-walled microplate

and the absorbance measured using a TECAN plate reader. For ‘0%’ and ‘20%’

oxygen controls, 1 mg mL-1 nanosensors in M9 salts was used for ‘20%’ and

40 mg mL-1 sodium sulphite was dissolved in 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors for

‘0%’. The microplate was covered with a gas permeable membrane (4titude –

Moisture barrier seal 96). For growth, absorbance at 600 nm was measured after

5 sec orbital shaking and 5 sec settle time every 15 min for 21 h, with the

temperature held between 36.5oC and 37.5oC. For oxygen determination, the

fluorescence intensity for TAMRA (ex:540 nm; em:580 nm) and porphyrin

(ex:405 nm; em:650 nm) was taken every 15 min. Fluorescence intensity ratio

values were calculated by dividing the em:650 nm reading by the em:580 nm

reading for each time point. The resultant fluorescence intensity ratio was

normalised by dividing the first fluorescence intensity ratio value by itself to create

a value of 1; then the proceeding values were divided by the first value.
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4.7. Streptococcus mutans starvation assay

1 mL of S. mutans strain NCTC 10449 inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm

for 1 min, the pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 pm for

1 min. The pellet was re-suspended in PBS for 30 min as a starvation step. The

cells were spun down again and re-suspended in saline. A cell suspension at

OD600=0.5 mixed with 1 mg mL-1 cationic nanosensors in saline was aliquoted into

a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 24-well black walled microplate. Imaging was

performed using a Nikon wide field fluorescence microscope with the 60x/0.6na

magnification (40x objective with 1.5x additional magnification). An image was

taken (brightfield, 460 nm for OG/FAM & 550 nm for TAMRA) for time point 0 min

before either glucose, sucrose, xylose, xylitol (all 1% w/v final conc.) or saline

was added to the respective wells. Images were taken every 5 min for 30 min.

Wells with no cells were treated with each carbohydrate solution and imaged to

confirm the absence of any change in fluorescence intensity brought on through

the solutions themselves.

The calibration was performed using a Greiner CELLSTAR® F-bottom 24-well black

walled sensoplate where pH buffers from pH 8 to pH 2.5 were mixed with cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors for a final concentration of 1 mg mL-1. Images were

taken from each pH with (460 nm) and (550 nm) using the same exposure

settings as the experiment. The fluorescence intensity ratio from each pH was

plotted and the linear regression calculated to determine the pH values from the

fluorescence intensities generated during the experiment.
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4.8. Pseudomonas aeruginosa static biofilm set-up

4.8.1. P. aeruginosa static biofilm set-up with pH nanosensors

1 mL of PAO1-N WT inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min, the pellet

was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min. The pellet

was re-suspended in 1 mL of RPMI (supplemented with 10% FBS and 500 µL

L-Glutamine) and the optical density at 600nm (OD600) measured. PAO1-N WT

was then diluted to an OD600=0.5 using the RPMI. For the nanosensors, 1 mg mL-1

was used as the working concentration and the polyacrylamide nanosensors were

filter sterilised using 0.22 µm PES filters. Finally, the working OD600 of PAO1-N WT

was 0.05. A combination of cells and nanosensors were loaded into individual wells

of µ-slide 8-well glass bottomed chambers (Ibidi) and a control of PAO1-N WT

alone at OD600 = 0.05 was loaded too. The chamber was stored in a box covered

in aluminium foil and place in a static incubator at 37oC for 48 h.

After incubation, the media was removed and replaced with fresh medium. The

fluorescent nuclear stain 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was then applied

at 30 µg mL-1 where indicated. The biofilms were imaged using a Zeiss confocal

laser scanning microscope and the appropriate excitation settings for the

fluorescence channels (DAPI=405 nm, OG/FAM=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm).

Images were processed using Zen software (Zeiss).

4.8.2. Acetic acid challenge

1 mL of PAO1-N WT inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min, the pellet

was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 pm for 1 min. The pellet

was re-suspended in 1 mL of RPMI (supplemented with 10% FBS and 500 µL

L-Glutamine) and the optical density at 600nm (OD600) measured. P. aeruginosa
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was then diluted to an OD600=0.5 using RPMI. For the nanosensors, 1 mg mL-1

was used as the working concentration and the polyacrylamide nanosensors were

filter sterilised using 0.22 µm PES filters. Finally, the working OD600 of

P. aeruginosa was 0.05. A combination of cells and nanosensors were loaded into

individual wells of µ-slide 8-well glass bottomed chambers (Ibidi) and a control of

P. aeruginosa alone at OD600 = 0.05 was loaded too. The chamber was stored in

a box covered in aluminium foil and place in a static incubator at 37oC for 48 h.

After incubation, the media was removed and replaced with fresh medium, and

DAPI at 30 µg mL-1. The biofilms were imaged using CLSM with a 63x/1.46na

objective and the appropriate excitation settings for the fluorescence channels

(DAPI=405 nm, OG/FAM=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm). For the acetic acid

treatment, 100 µL of 3% acetic acid was added to the medium after initial pre-

treatment imaging. Further images were captured after 30 min incubation in the

acetic acid. Images were processed using Zen software (Zeiss) and fluorescence

intensities calculated using ImageJ software.

4.8.3. P. aeruginosa static biofilm set-up with oxygen nanosensors

Using the PAO1 strains PAO1-N and PAO1-NΔpvdD. 1 mL of inoculum was

centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min, the supernatant was disposed of and the

pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min. The

pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL of M9 succinate and the optical density at 600

nm (OD600) measured. The PAO1 strains were then diluted to an OD600=0.5 using

M9 succinate. For the oxygen-sensitive nanosensors, 1 mg mL-1 was used as the

working concentration. Finally, the working OD600 of P. aeruginosa was 0.05. A

combination of cells and the oxygen nanosensors were loaded into individual wells
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of µ-slide 8-well glass bottomed chambers (Ibidi) and a controls of PAO1-N and

PAO1-NΔpvdD alone at OD600 = 0.05 was loaded too. The chamber was stored in

a box covered in aluminium foil and place in a static incubator at 37oC for 48 h.

After incubation, the media was removed and replaced with fresh medium. The

fluorescent nuclear stain SYTO™9 was then applied for a final concentration of

0.3 µM. The biofilms were imaged using a CLSM at 20x/0.8na objective and the

appropriate excitation settings for the fluorescence channels (Porphyrin=405 nm,

Styo9=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm). Images were processed using Zen software

(Zeiss) and fluorescence intensities calculated using ImageJ software.

4.9. S. mutans Biofilm set-up with pH nanosensors

4.9.1. Examining sucrose supplementation in D282 and NCTC 10449

biofilm formation

1 mL of S. mutans strain D282 inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min,

the pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 pm for 1 min.

The pellet was re-suspended in either Todd Hewitt (TH) media alone or TH + 1%

w/v sucrose. Cell suspensions of S. mutans D282 (OD600=0.05) were mixed with

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors at a working concentrations of 1 mg mL- 1

(initially filtered using 0.22 µm PES filters), diluted in either TH alone or TH + 1%

w/v sucrose. Biofilms were also set up with D282 alone, either with a 1% w/v

sucrose supplement or without. Biofilms were set up using 15 µ-slide 8 well glass

bottomed chambers (Ibidi). The chamber was incubated for 48 h static incubation,

37oC, 5% CO2. The media was then removed and replaced with TH without sucrose

supplementation and incubated for a further 24 h. Imaging was performed using

CLSM with the 63x/1.46na objective. The TH media was removed and replaced
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with saline (0.9% NaCl) and the nucleic acid stain 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(DAPI) at 30 µg mL-1 was added in order to detect cells during the process. The

biofilms were imaged using the appropriate excitation settings for the fluorescence

channels (DAPI=405 nm, OG/FAM=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm). Images were

processed using Zen software (Zeiss).

For NCTC 10449 1 mL inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min, the

pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 pm for 1 min. The

pellet was re-suspended in either BHI alone or BHI + 1% w/v sucrose. Cell

suspensions of NCTC 10449 (OD600=0.05) were mixed with cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors at a working concentrations of 1 mg mL- 1 (initially

filtered using 0.22 µm PES filters), diluted in either BHI alone or BHI + 1% w/v

sucrose. Biofilms were also set up with NCTC alone, either with a 1% w/v sucrose

supplement or without. Biofilms were set up using µ-slide 8 well glass bottomed

chambers (Ibidi). The chamber was incubated for 48 h static incubation, 37oC, 5%

CO2. The media was then removed and replaced with 50% BHI without sucrose

supplementation and incubated for a further 24 h. Imaging was performed using

CLSM with the 40x/1.2na objective. The BHI Media was removed and replaced

with saline (0.9% NaCl) and the nucleic acid stain 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(DAPI) at 30 µg mL-1 was added in order to detect cells during the process. The

biofilms were imaged using the appropriate excitation settings for the fluorescence

channels (DAPI=405 nm, OG/FAM=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm). Images were

processed using Zen software (Zeiss).
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4.9.2. Examining the addition of cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors

to an established biofilm in comparison to incubation with the

inoculum

Using the S. mutans strain D282, 1 mL of inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm

for 1 min, the pellet was washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 pm for

1 min. The pellet was re-suspended in TH + 1% w/v sucrose. The biofilm was

grown in an Ibidi glass chamber and set up with a cell suspension of D282 at

OD600=0.05 alone or mixed with 1 mg mL- 1 cationic nanosensors in TH media +

1% w/v sucrose. After 48 h incubation at 37oC, 5% CO2, the TH media + 1% w/v

sucrose from each well was removed. For the wells with nanosensors already

present, fresh TH media was added. To the wells with D282 alone, 1 mg mL- 1

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors in TH media was added. The chamber was

incubated for another 24 h before imaging. Imaging was performed using CLSM

with the 63x/1.46na objective. The media was removed and replaced with H2O,

with DAPI (1 mg mL-1) added to detect cells during the process. The biofilms were

imaged using the appropriate excitation settings for the fluorescence channels

(DAPI=405 nm, OG/FAM=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm). Images were processed

using Zen software (Zeiss).

4.9.3. Nanosensor responsiveness to pH challenge

1 mL of D282 inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min, the pellet was

washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 pm for 1 min. The pellet was

re-suspended in TH + 1% w/v sucrose. The biofilms were grown in an Ibidi glass

chamber and set up with a cell suspension of D282 at OD600=0.05 mixed with

1 mg mL- 1 cationic nanosensors in TH media + 1% w/v sucrose and incubated for
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48 h, 37oC, 5% CO2. Imaging was performed using CLSM with the 63x/1.46na

objective. The media was removed and replaced with H2O, with DAPI (1 mg mL-1)

added to detect cells during the process. Initial snapshots of a single plane of focus

were taken before a combination of pH solutions were added. Condition 1) pH 4

added at time point 0 min, pH 7 added at 5 min, pH 6 added at 10 min, pH 5 at

15 min and finally pH 4 at 20 min; condition 2) pH 6 added at time point 0 min,

pH 5 added at 5 min, pH 4 added at 10 min, pH 7 at 15 min and finally pH 6 at

20 min. Subsequent snapshots were taken every minute for 25 min. The biofilms

were imaged using the appropriate excitation settings for the fluorescence

channels (DAPI=405 nm, OG/FAM=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm). Images were

processed using Zen software (Zeiss) and fluorescence intensities calculated using

ImageJ software.

4.9.4. Glucose challenge in S. mutans biofilm

1 mL of D282 inoculum was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 1 min, the pellet was

washed in 1 mL PBS and re-centrifuged at 13,000 pm for 1 min. The pellet was

re-suspended in TH + 1% w/v sucrose. The biofilms were set up with a cell

suspension of D282 at OD600=0.05 mixed with 1 mg mL- 1 cationic polyacrylamide

nanosensors in TH media + 1% w/v sucrose and incubated for 48 h, 37oC, 5%

CO2. After 48 h, the media was replaced with TH media alone and incubated for a

further 24 h. The imaging was performed using CLSM with the 63x/1.46na

objective. The media was removed and replaced with saline (0.9% NaCl) whilst

DAPI (1 mg mL-1) added to detect cells during the process. A plane of interest was

found and either glucose (1% w/v), or water was added. Images were taken every

minute for 20 min then 25 and 30 min. After 30 min, a 4.5 pH buffer was added
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to each well and an image was taken every min for 5 min. All images were taken

with ex: 488 nm, em: 520 nm & ex: 540 nm, em: 580 nm. Duplicate images were

taken at 0 min and 5 min post pH treatment with the addition of ex:405 nm,

em: 420 nm to detect the cells. The biofilms were imaged using the appropriate

excitation settings for the fluorescence channels (DAPI=405 nm,

OG/FAM=488 nm, TAMRA=555 nm). Images were processed using Zen software

(Zeiss) and fluorescence intensities calculated using ImageJ software.

4.10. Anti-biofouling polymer assays

4.10.1. OxoPlate and oxygen nanosensor microplate set-up

An adapted Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) assay was performed using either an

OxoPlate or oxygen-sensitive nanosensors to measure oxygen consumption during

incubation. PA14, PAO1-N, E. coli strain ATCC 10536 and S. aureus strain ATCC

6538 were streaked out on TSB agar and incubated at 37oC for 18 h. 5 mL TSB

medium was inoculated with an individual colony from each strain and incubated

for 18 h at 37oC, at shaking 150 rpm. The optical density of each overnight was

measured at 600 nm (OD600) before each strain was diluted to an OD600=0.05

using TSB media.
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Figure 4.10.1-1: OxoPlate and polymer-treated Peg-lid schematic – a) The top-view of a 96-

well OxoPlate with a side-view of an individual well. The oxygen-sensitive fluorophores are entrapped

in a thin polymer film that sits at the bottom of the well. The film contains two different fluorophores,

an indicator, and a reference fluorophore. The fluorescence intensity of the indicator depends on the

oxygen content in the sample, whilst the fluorescence intensity of the reference is independent of

oxygen content. b) The side-view of a coated peg-lid placed on top of a 96-well plate. Each individual

peg sits within an individual well of the plate. The colours denote pegs coated in a polymer. c) Each

individual peg is submerged in a sample during incubation. If bacteria is present, the peg provides

a surface for bacterial attachment and biofilm formation. This peg-lid can then be transferred to

either an OxoPlate or 96-well plate for analysis in a microplate reader.

Table 4.10.1-1: Material compositions used for peg-lid coatings

Row Material No. Treatment Compositions

1 None

2 None

3 1 PEOX 200 kDa Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) 200 kDa

4 2 PEOX 500 kDa Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) 500 kDa

5 3 Pluronic F127 Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(propylene oxide)-

block-poly(ethylene oxide)

6 4 Pluronic P123 Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(propylene oxide)-

block-poly(ethylene oxide)

7 5 N/A N/A

8 6 P20 Poly(PEGMA1000/LMA/PEG500), A:B P20

9 7 P26 Poly(GMA/LMA/PEG600), A:B P26

10 8 PDMS Poly(dimethylsiloxane), hydroxy terminated 110 kDa

11 None

12 None
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Figure 4.10.1-2: Plate layout for biofilm peg-lid assay – a) plate layout for the OxoPlate work.

Plates were split along a horizontal axis to contain one bacterial species in the top portion (A-D) and

a second species in the bottom portion (E-H). Six plates were produced for the four species used.

b) plate layout for the oxygen nanosensor work. Plates were split along a horizontal axis to contain

one bacterial species in the top portion (A-D) and a second species in the bottom portion (E-H). Two

plates were produced for the four species used.

OxoPlate plate design is found in Figure 4.10.1-2a) whilst with oxygen

nanosensor plate design is found in Figure 4.10.1-2b). Initial set-up for OxoPlate

and nanosensor plate was identical. Cells were loaded at 0.05OD into assigned

wells of a Grenier bio-one flat bottomed 96-well plate (red text in Figure

4.10.1-2) before a peg-lid, coated with test materials (Error! Reference source

not found.), was placed onto the microplate, submerging each peg into culture,

as described in Figure 4.10.1-1. The microplate and peg-lid were incubated for

5 h at 37oC. After incubation, a washing step was performed; the peg-lids were
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placed into 96-well plates containing deionised H2O for 10 min before being

transferred to a second plate containing deionised H2O for a further 10 min.

For the OxoPlate work, TSB media was loaded into assigned wells of an OxoPlate

OP96U, 96-well multiplate (columns 2 to 11, Figure 4.10.1-2a). For the controls,

planktonic cells (0.05OD) were loaded in column 12, virkon was added to TSB

media in column 2, row C-F, deionised H2O (C100) was added to column 1, row

A-D and 20 mg mL-1 sodium sulphite in deionised H2O (C0) was added to column

1, row E-H.

For the nanosensor work, TSB alone was loaded into assigned wells of a Grenier

bio-one, flat-bottomed, black walled 96-well plate (grey sections in Figure

4.10.1-2b), whilst 0.5 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors in TSB were loaded in green

section of Figure 4.10.1-2b. For column 12, planktonic cells in TSB at 0.05OD

were loaded in A, B, G & H (orange), whilst planktonic cells at 0.05OD in

0.5 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors in TSB were loaded in C-F (blue). Virkon was

added to nanosensors in TSB media in column 2, row C-F. For C100 and C0,

0.5 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors were suspended in deionised H2O (C100) or

20 mg mL-1 sodium sulphite in deionised H2O (C0).

The plates were loaded into a robotic system, Cheryl2, in order to measure

multiple plates via a Varioskan plate reader. The robotics and the plate reader

were housed in a cytomat incubator, held at 37oC. Fluorescence intensity was

measured every 30 min for 20 h. For the OxoPlate, fluorescence intensity was

measured at ex:540 nm, em:590 nm for the reference dye & ex:540 nm,

em:650 nm for the indicator dye; whilst for the oxygen nanosensor plates,

fluorescence intensity was measured at ex:405 nm, em:650 nm for the platinum

(II) porphyrin and ex:540 nm, em:580 nm for TAMRA.
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Fluorescence intensity ratio values were calculated by dividing the em:650 nm

reading by the em:580 nm reading (for nanosensor work) and em:650 nm by

em:590 nm (for OxoPlate work) for each time point. The resultant fluorescence

intensity ratio was normalised by dividing the first fluorescence intensity ratio

value by itself to create a value of 1; then the proceeding values were divided by

the first value.

4.10.2. Crystal Violet assay

0.05% Crystal Violet in H2O was aliquoted into 96-well plates, before placing the

bacteria-incubated peg-lids into the wells and incubating for 30 min. Material

coated peg-lids without bacterial incubation were used as a control to remove

background absorption from crystal violet staining the material. Peg-lids were

transferred to a wash plate with H2O for 30 min, before being transferred to new

H2O wash plate for another 30 min; before being left to dry. To process the stained

peg-lids, 95% ethanol was aliquoted into 96-well plates and the peg-lids were

transferred into the wells and incubated for 30 min. To measure the absorption

from the crystal violet, a microplate reader was used at 590 nm.
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5. Characterisation of pH-sensitive, polyacrylamide nanosensors

with Pseudomonas aeruginosa

5.1. Introduction

5.1.1. Potential effects of pH

The heterogeneous environment produced within the matrix of a biofilm is a

potential side effect of environmental changes facing the embedded

microorganisms. Any change in the microenvironment will have an effect on

biofilm function and survival, as these changes will be sensed by embedded

bacteria and potentially trigger a response that alters the physiology of said

bacteria. For example, the contraction in multispecies biofilm thickness has been

observed (Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas fluorescens, and P. aeruginosa)

when irrigation with acidic media (pH 3) occurs, suggesting that localised changes

in pH can alter the physical properties of the matrix (Stoodley et al., 1997).

Environmental pH is also a contributing factor for the selection and establishment

of biofilms. For example, the optimal pH for the planktonic growth of Group B

Streptococcus, an asymptomatic coloniser in the acidic vagina of pregnant women,

is at pH 6.5; however, for Group B Streptococcus biofilm formation, the optimal

pH is 4.5 (Ho et al., 2013). This indicates a selection condition in the acidic range

for optimal bacterial survival, as vaginal pH varies between pH 3.8 to 4.5 (Mania-

Pramanik et al., 2008).

As well as environmental pH contributing to the establishment of a biofilm, the

generation of an acidic environment by the biofilm itself can also contribute to the

pathophysiology of a disease. For example, a change in pH within the lumen of

the lung has been detected in patients with cystic fibrosis (CF); when examining

both the exhaled breath condensate and airway surface liquid, the pH was lower
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in CF patients compared with healthy controls (Tate et al., 2002). This is of

importance as CF patients are prone to chronic polymicrobial infections that are

characterised by the formation of a biofilm that can incorporate a range of

microbes including both P. aeruginosa and S. aureus (Harrison, 2007, Moreau-

Marquis et al., 2008, Filkins and O'Toole, 2015, Hotterbeekx et al., 2017).

Therefore, the presence of a biofilm in CF patients may contribute to the lowering

of the pH in the airway, causing airway inflammation. In another example, the

ECM of an oral biofilm not only provides mechanical support and cohesiveness to

a surface, it can also facilitate the formation of highly acidic microenvironments

within the biofilm if acidogenic bacteria such as S. mutans and Lactobacilli are

present. These acidic microenvironments are critical for the pathogenesis of dental

caries (Klein et al., 2015). Altogether, these examples might indicate that the

generation of an acidic environment may contribute to the pathogenicity of each

bacteria.

As well as potentially contributing to the pathophysiology of a disease, could an

acidic environment have a protective effect on the biofilm? The ECM does provide

short-term protection against the initial diffusion of antimicrobials, such as

β-lactams and aminoglycosides into the biofilm (Mulcahy et al., 2008). However 

not all antimicrobials (e.g. fluoroquinolones) have reduced penetration (Costerton

et al., 1999). Previous research studied the effects of low pH and cation ion

supplementation on the activity of quinolones and aminoglycosides against

P. aeruginosa (Blaser and Luthy, 1988). Low pH and Ca2+ and Mg2+ supplements

were able to antagonise the action of both classes of antibiotics, however, this

study was only carried out on planktonic culture which are more sensitive to

antimicrobials when compared to bacteria in biofilms (Flemming and Wingender,

2010). A second study determined the effects of pH on the antimicrobial
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susceptibility of planktonic and biofilm-grown clinical P. aeruginosa isolates.

During planktonic growth under acidic conditions (pH 5.5), tobramycin bactericidal

activity against the isolates was reduced, whilst ceftazidime activity was

unaffected by changes in pH. Conversely, both tobramycin and ceftazidime were

ineffective at eradicating biofilms formed at each pH used (pH 5.5, 6.5, 7 & 7.4)

(Moriarty et al., 2007). However, this may be as a result of aminoglycosides, such

as tobramycin, exhibiting reduced penetration through the ECM of the biofilm

(Tseng et al., 2013). Another example of antimicrobial resistance via pH changes

was shown by Wilton et al. (2016); who demonstrated that the acidification of a

P. aeruginosa culture by eDNA resulted in higher minimal inhibitory concentrations

(MICs) for aminoglycosides. The action of eDNA was shown to be two-fold; the

acidification of the environment together with cation chelation, both of which

induces the expression of genes, including spermidine synthesis, controlled by

PhoPQ and PmrAB, a two-component systems (TCS) used to detect limiting Mg2+.

The acidification and cation limitation leads to aminoarabinose modification of the

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) lipid A moiety (Mulcahy et al., 2008, Wilton et al., 2016).

The modification of LPS with aminoarabinose removes the anionic phosphate

residues, which in turn masks LPS from interaction with cationic antimicrobials

(Hamad et al., 2012). Therefore, aminoarabinose modification, along with the

production of spermidine, can reduce outer membrane permeability, which in turn

can limit the antimicrobial peptide binding, membrane damage and killing of

P. aeruginosa by aminoglycosides. Interestingly, the acidic environment produced

by eDNA can be neutralised using L-arginine or sodium bicarbonate, whilst the

cation limitation can be neutralised by Mg2+; all of which restores aminoglycoside

sensitivity (Wilton et al., 2016).
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Finally, as well as having a potential effect on the function of antimicrobials, low

pH may also have an effect on QS, which would have knock-on effect on biofilm

formation and virulence. As mentioned earlier, QS is an interbacterial

communications mechanism that is partially responsible for the development of a

biofilm in its later stages (Sauer et al., 2002). Research indicates that the

threshold of N-acylhomoserine lactone (AHL) concentration is dependent on local

pH and temperature. The turnover of AHL is attributed to pH-dependent

lactonolysis (opening of the homoserine lactone ring). At a pH of <5, AHLs appear

to be more stable than at between pH 6 to 8 where some AHL hydrolysis is likely

to occur (Yates et al., 2002).

5.1.2. Tools for pH calculations

As mentioned in 1.6.2, various tools have been used to measure pH gradients in

microbial biofilms including microelectrodes (Schachtele and Jensen, 1982,

Lingstrom et al., 1993, De Beer et al., 1994) or microsensors (von Ohle et al.,

2010, James et al., 2016). However, these tools are often intrusive or cannot

provide horizontal pH gradients and spatial resolution in biofilms (Hidalgo et al.,

2009). To move away from these intrusive methods, research has focused on the

use of pH-sensitive fluorophores, which can be added to a biofilm. These biofilms

can then be imaged via fluorescent microscopy and a quantitative measurement

of the pH can be calculated by using the fluorescent intensity of the fluorophore.

For instance, the pH-sensitive fluorophore, seminaphthorhodafluor-4F 5-(and-6)-

carboxylic acid (C-SNARF-4), has been used to examine the pH microenvironment

of biofilms formed by P. aeruginosa (Hunter and Beveridge, 2005). The

protonation of C-SNARF-4 shifts the emission spectra so that increasing the ion
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concentration increases the fluorescent intensity at one wavelength and decreases

it at another (the fluorescent emissions for SNARF-4 are measured at 580 nm and

640 nm). As the pH increases from pH 5.6 to 7.6, the intensity at 640 nm increases

whilst the intensity at 540 nm decreases. Calculating the ratio from these two

wavelengths, a quantitative measurement of pH can be assigned. However, the

reported range that this fluorophore is capable of achieving was only between pH

5.6 to 7.6. This lacks the pH range that is offered by the combination of Oregon

Green 488 and 6-Carboxyfluorescein fluorophores that has been used in studies

by the Aylott lab (Chauhan et al., 2013). C-SNARF-4, used by Hunter and

Beveridge (2005), was also used freely with no encapsulation; this can be

problematic due to the possible dissemination of the fluorophore and the

fluorescence lifetime, which has been shown to change due to pH (Burdikova et

al., 2015). Free fluorophores, such as C-SNARF-4, can also interact with non-

specific proteins which will interfere with the fluorescence (Graber et al., 1986).

However, studies have continued using C-SNARF-4 as a free fluorophore to detect

pH changes in bacterial biofilms (Schlafer et al., 2015, Wilton et al., 2016, Schlafer

et al., 2011, Dige et al., 2016, Schlafer and Dige, 2016). In a more recent study;

C-SNARF-4 was used in combination with Oregon Green 488 in a novel study into

the pH heterogeneity within a natural cheese matrix (Burdikova et al., 2015). The

introduction of Oregon Green 488 meant that the pH range could be increased to

as low as pH 3.5. However, the two fluorophores were again used freely which

could lead to inappropriate fluorescence from non-specific binding of proteins. It

is also not possible to confirm whether the two fluorophores are co-located,

therefore the emission measured will be depend on which fluorophore is present.

More recently, fluorescent silica nanoparticle sensors, or more commonly referred

to as nanosensors, have been used to image pH microenvironments in biofilms.
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Hidalgo et al. (2009) manufactured pH-sensitive core-shell silica nanosensors

using the pH-insensitive dye, Cy5, as the core. The Cy5 was coated in a silica shell

that had the pH-sensitive dye, fluorescein, incorporated into. This provided

ratiometric readings between pH 4.5-8 and was used to image pH changes in

E. coli biofilms. Another example of fluorescent silica nanosensors has been used

to study the pH gradients formed within P. fluorescens biofilms. These

nanosensors again contained the pH-sensitive fluorophore, fluorescein, and a pH-

insensitive dye, rhodamine B, to provide ratiometric analysis of the pH gradients,

between pH 4.5-7.5, throughout a biofilm (Fulaz et al., 2019).

Similarly, studies by the Aylott Lab have used the pH-sensitive fluorophores

Oregon Green 488 (OG) (pH∼3.50 to 6.00) and 5-(and-6)-Carboxyfluorescein

(FAM) (pH ∼5.00 to 8) in conjunction with the pH-insensitive fluorophore 5-(and-

6)-Carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA). These three fluorophores (Figure

5.1.2-1a) are covalently linked, via a succinimidyl ester group, to an inert

cross-linked matrix and encapsulated, in polyacrylamide, to form pH-sensitive

nanosensors (Figure 5.1.2-1b).
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Figure 5.1.2-1: a) Chemical structure of the three fluorophores (OG, FAM & TAMRA), with

the succinimidyl ester group, used in the polyacrylamide nanosensors. b) Representative

diagram of nanosensors and their mode of action – The matrix protects both the fluorophores

and the cellular components. As free protons pass through the matrix, they quench the fluorescence

of OG and FAM. The fluorescence from TAMRA remains unaffected. (3-acrylamidopropyl)

trimethylammonium chloride (ACTA) is added to provide a net positive surface charge. Modified from

Chauhan et al. (2013)
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Figure 5.1.2-2: Fluorescent and non-fluorescent form of 5-(and-6)-Carboxyfluorescein

(FAM) at different pH – The fluorophore FAM can exist in four forms; protonated, neutral, anionic

and dianionic. At high pH, FAM is in its dianionic form, leading to high fluorescence intensity. As the

pH decreases, free protons can protonate FAM, leading to the quenching of fluorescence. At its

protonated form, FAM fluorescence is completely quenched.

Both FAM and OG are derivatives of fluorescein, a commonly used fluorophore.

The pKa of FAM is 6.5 whilst the pKa of OG is 4.6. This difference is due to the

fluorination of OG, as shown in Figure 5.1.2-2a. The addition of fluorine to

fluorescein has been shown to cause ionisation at a lower pH due to strong

electron-withdrawing properties of the fluorine (Sun et al., 1997). When the pH is

higher than the pKa, the fluorophore is deprotonated, producing high fluorescence

intensity. As the pH decreases below the pKa, the fluorophore becomes

protonated, causing quenching of the fluorescence, as shown in Figure 5.1.2-1.

Therefore, when OG and FAM are present within a matrix, a wider pH range can

be created as the quenching of FAM fluorescence is initiated first, followed by OG.

The matrix also provides protection to the fluorophores from cellular components

whilst also protecting biological components from free fluorophores (Chauhan et

al., 2013). These ratiometric pH-sensitive nanosensors have been used to

characterise the dynamic pH conditions of the pharyngeal and intestinal lumen of
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Caenorhabditis elegans between the physiological ranges of pH 3 to 8 (Chauhan

et al., 2013) and intracellular metabolism of glucose in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

(Elsutohy et al., 2017). Rather than calculate a fluorescence intensity ratio from

two emission wavelengths, as shown by Hunter and Beveridge (2005) and

Burdikova et al. (2015), the intensity of emission at 520 nm is compared to the

intensity of emission at 577 nm from the pH insensitive fluorophore TAMRA. As

the protonation of Oregon Green and FAM increases, the intensity of emission at

520 nm decreases, whilst the intensity of emission at 577 nm remains the same

as the pH changes, therefore a ratio can be generated. The final pH resolution is

±0.17 pH units, providing an accurate and non-invasive measurement of dynamic

pH changes (Chauhan et al., 2013).

Finally, size and charge may also play a part in the functionality of nanosensors.

The hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of nanoparticles can influence the spatial

distribution (Mauline et al., 2013), whilst size is important for the homogenous

distribution of nanosensors within a biofilm (Hidalgo et al., 2009). Charge is an

important factor for the penetration of antimicrobials or nanoparticles as bacterial

biofilms have a net negative charge due to components of the ECM (Zhang et al.,

2011). One product of the ECM that provides a negative charge is eDNA, which is

present at low basal levels in P. aeruginosa culture during initial and mid-log phase

of growth, before large quantities are released in the late-log phase of growth

(Allesen-Holm et al., 2006). As well as secreting molecules with a negative charge,

bacterial cells typically possess a net negative surface charge (Jucker et al., 1996,

Gottenbos et al., 1999), due to the presence of carboxyl, phosphate and amino

groups (vanderWal et al., 1997) and also lipopolysaccharides (LPS) (Langley and

Beveridge, 1999). These surface expressed molecules, as well as eDNA, provide

the net negative charge of a bacterial biofilm, which can have an impact on the
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initial penetration and the dissemination of both charged antimicrobials and

nanoparticles in a biofilm (Javanbakht et al., 2016). For example, penetration of

the cationic antimicrobial, tobramycin was shown to be limited in P. aeruginosa

biofilms, whilst the penetration of a neutral antimicrobial ciprofloxacin was not

restricted (Tseng et al., 2013). The restriction of nanoparticle penetration due to

particle charge has also been demonstrated; the self-diffusion of anionic

nanoparticles into P. fluorescens biofilm was reduced due to charge as well as

increasing size (Peulen and Wilkinson, 2011). It is therefore important to study

the differences between nanoparticle charges to determine which is most suitable

for this work.

Altogether, using these encapsulated fluorophores as pH-sensitive nanosensors

can offer an unintrusive analytical tool that can produce a spatial distribution of

pH ranges within a biological sample such as a biofilm.
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5.2. Results

5.2.1. Neutral and cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors were

manufactured to determine whether charge alters the

interaction of bacteria with nanoparticles

Neutral and cationic nanosensors were produced in order to determine which

charge would be suitable for measuring and mapping external pH changes in

microbial biofilms.

To verify that the neutral and cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors were

appropriately synthesised, each batch was prepared for post-production

characterisation to determine the zeta potential and size, as described in 4.2.1.

The average yield, size, zeta potential and polydispersal index (PDI) for each

nanosensor is listed in Table 5.2.1-1.

Table 5.2.1-1: Average yield, size, charge and PDI of cationic and neutral polyacrylamide

nanosensors

Parameters Neutral nanosensors Cationic nanosensors

Size (nm) 38.18 (±2.88) 44.61 (±2.35)

PDI (A.U.) 0.200 (±0.160) 0.173 (±0.099)

Zeta Potential (mV) -3.09 (±2.25) 18.18 (±2.359)

Yield (mg) 947.37 (±105.12) 578.26 (±124.21)

Batch-to-batch production of both cationic and neutral polyacrylamide

nanosensors was reproducible, resulting in comparable yields as well as consistent

size and charge.
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5.2.2. Both fluorescence Spectrometer and TECAN plate reader

accurately verified the pH-sensitivity of the polyacrylamide

nanosensors

To verify that the nanosensors would respond to pH changes, both neutral and

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors were prepared for pH calibration as described

in 4.2.2.

The Agilent Fluorescence Spectrometer was initially used to generate an emission

scan, as described in Table 4.2.2-1. Figure 5.2.2-1a) shows an emission scan

for neutral nanosensors at 1 mg mL-1 in citrate/phosphate buffers ranging from

pH 2.5–8, whilst b) shows an emission scan for cationic nanosensors.
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Figure 5.2.2-1: Comparable emission scans for neutral (a) and cationic (b) polyacrylamide

nanosensors obtained from a fluorescence spectrometer – Both neutral and cationic pH-

sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors were diluted to a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1 in a

range of pH buffers (pH 2.5-8). Two emission scans were performed to detect the fluorescence

intensity peaks of OG/FAM and TAMRA in the buffered solutions. Left-side: ex:488 nm, em:500-

550 nm to detect the fluorescence emissions of OG & FAM. Right-side: ex:540 nm, em:560-620

nm to detect the fluorescence emissions of TAMRA. n=3.
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The first emission scan (left), from 500-600 nm, measured the response of the

pH-sensitive fluorophores, OG & FAM. This shows a decrease in fluorescence

intensity as the pH decreased (as described in Figure 5.2.2-1), with a peak at

~522 nm. The second emission scan (right), from 550-650 nm, shows an almost

constant fluorescence intensity for the pH-insensitive fluorophore TAMRA.

However, fluorescence intensity is reduced in pH buffers 2.5 & 3. This observation

can be explained as TAMRA is known to become sensitive to pH at values at pH 3

and below, due to the eventual protonation of the lone electron pair on the

nitrogen double bond (Figure 5.1.2-1a), leading to the reduced fluorescence

intensity. To calibrate the pH from these results, a ratio can be calculated between

OG/FAM and TAMRA, using the maximum fluorescence values (Figure 5.2.2-2).

A second method, described in Table 4.2.2-2, was used to corroborate results

produced in the Fluorescence Spectrometer. The pH calibration was carried out

using a TECAN microplate reader, with the results shown in Figure 5.2.2-2.

Plotting the ratios calculated between OG/FAM and TAMRA; the representative pH

calibration curves from the Fluorescence Spectrometer (Figure 5.2.2-2a & b) and

the TECAN plate reader (Figure 5.2.2-2c & d) are comparable, whilst both show

a linear increase between pH 3.5 – 7.5. The plateauing seen at both high

(> pH 7.5) and low (≤ pH 3) pH indicate pH-insensitivity from OG/FAM and 

TAMRA, respectively.
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Figure 5.2.2-2: Comparable pH calibration curves of neutral (a&c) and cationic (b&d)

polyacrylamide nanosensors using a fluorescence spectrometer (a&b) or a TECAN plate

reader (c&d). – pH-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors at a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1

were added to a range of pH buffers (pH 2.5-8), before the fluorescence intensity of OG/FAM and

TAMRA were measured (ex:488 nm, em:520 nm & ex:540 nm, em:580 nm), using either a

fluorescence spectrometer (a&b) or a TECAN plate reader (c&d). The fluorescence intensity ratio

between OG/FAM and TAMRA was calculated and plotted. Error bars are ± 1 S.D. n=3 for

spectrometer, n=1 for plate reader.
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5.2.3. PAO1-N WT growth is unaffected by low concentrations of

polyacrylamide nanosensors

In order to use the polyacrylamide nanosensors in further experiments, it was

necessary to determine whether the nanosensors would be detrimental to the

growth of bacteria when incubated together. The OD600 was taken every 15 min

for 18 h with PAO1-N WT grown in LB media and either neutral or cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors ranging from 0.1 to 25 mg mL-1. The resultant

absorbance data was normalised, as described in 4.5.1, due to higher

concentrations of nanosensors increasing the initial starting OD600 reading, causing

the growth to be artificially increased. The Area Under to Curve (AUC) was also

calculated as described in 4.5.1, and used in each result where AUC is displayed.

Figure 5.2.3-1: PAO1-N WT growth with neutral polyacrylamide nanosensor is uninhibited

below 1 mg mL-1 – PAO1-N WT at OD600 of 0.05 was incubated in LB media and neutral

polyacrylamide nanosensors ranging from 0.1 mg mL-1 to 25 mg mL-1 for 18 h. (a) OD600 was

measured every 15 min, which was plotted on a log scale against time. (b) Area under the curve is

represented in the bar chart. Error bars are ± 1 S.D. n=3x3 ***=P<0.001 & * = P<0.05
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Figure 5.2.3-2: PAO1-N WT growth with cationic polyacrylamide nanosensor is uninhibited

below 1 mg mL-1 – PAO1-N WT at OD600 of 0.05 was incubated in LB media and cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors ranging from 0.1 mg mL-1 to 25 mg mL-1 for 18 h. (a) OD600 was

measured every 15 min, which was plotted on a log scale against time. (b) Area under the curve is

represented in the bar chart. Error bars are ± 1 S.D. n=3x3 ***=P<0.001 & * = P<0.05

There is no significant effect in the growth of PAO1-N WT over 18 h when using

either neutral or cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors at 1 mg mL-1 and below

(Figure 5.2.3-1 & Figure 5.2.3-2). However, growth is significantly reduced

when the concentration of the nanosensors was ≥5 mg mL-1 (P<0.001 for

25 mg mL-1 & 10 mg mL-1, P<0.05 & P<0.005 for 5 mg mL-1 neutral and positive

respectively).
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5.2.4. Cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors interact and coat

planktonic PAO1-N WT when incubated overnight

With the purpose of understanding the interaction between planktonic

P. aeruginosa and polyacrylamide nanosensors, overnight cultures incorporating

either neutral or cationic nanosensors were set up, as described in 4.4.

The question was whether the polyacrylamide nanosensors would become

internalised during the overnight incubation, or would remain externally within the

medium. Overnight cultures were either washed in LB or transferred directly onto

1% agarose before 0.1 µm TetraSpeck™ fluorescent microspheres were added in

order to aid alignment of the images during processing. Cells were imaged using

a Zeiss PS1 Super Resolution Microscope. Images for both washed and unwashed

planktonic cultures with cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors are shown in Figure

5.2.4-1 & Figure 5.2.4-2.
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Figure 5.2.4-1: Cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors coat planktonic PAO1-N WT after

overnight incubation – After incubation in 1 mg mL-1 cationic nanosensors, cells were either loaded

onto agarose or washed with LB before loading. 0.1 µm TetraSpeck™ fluorescent microspheres were

added before images were taken using a Zeiss PS1 Super Resolution microscope with 63x objective.

Top half) represents an unwashed region of planktonic PAO1-N WT with two Regions of Interest

(ROIs) expanded upon. Bottom half) represents a washed region of planktonic PAO1-N WT with

two ROIs. PAO1-N WT are coated in the cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors, suggesting interaction.

Scale bar 10 µm for large panels, 2 µm for small panels. n=1x3

Figure 5.2.4-1 (Top panels) shows PAO1-N WT taken directly from an overnight

culture grown with cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors. The two expanded

Regions of Interest (ROIs) shows fluorescence from both OG/FAM (ex:488 nm;

em:520 nm) and TAMRA (ex:540 nm; em:580 nm) as well as the microspheres

(at ex:660 nm; em:680 nm, ex:488 nm; em520 nm, and ex:540 nm;

em:580 nm). The OG/FAM and TAMRA fluorescence was most intense surrounding

the bacteria. Furthermore, the cationic nanosensors did not appear to have been
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internalised by the cells. This is confirmed by the bottom panels of Figure

5.2.4-1, which show PAO1-N WT after washing with LB. Fluorescence in OG/FAM

and TAMRA channels were virtually removed with the wash and where regions of

fluorescence can still be seen (bottom row of panels), it appears to line up with

where larger clusters of cells had formed.

Figure 5.2.4-2: Neutral polyacrylamide nanosensors show no attachment to Planktonic

PAO1-N WT overnight incubation – After incubation in 1 mg mL-1 neutral nanosensors, cells were

either loaded onto agarose or washed with LB before loading. 0.1 µm TetraSpeck™ fluorescent

microspheres were added before images were taken using a Zeiss PS1 Super Resolution microscope

with 63x objective. Top half) represents an unwashed region of planktonic PAO1-N WT with two

ROIs expanded upon. Bottom half) represents a washed region of planktonic PAO1-N WT with two

ROIs. PAO1-N WT incubated overnight in neutral polyacrylamide nanosensors show no attachment

to planktonic cells, but fluorescence in the medium; whilst all fluorescence is lost when washed with

LB. Scale bar 10 µm for large panels, 2 µm for small panels. n=1x3
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The interaction of neutral nanosensors (Figure 5.2.4-2) with PAO1-N WT is in

contrast with cationic nanosensors. The top panels of Figure 5.2.4-2 show

PAO1-N WT taken directly from an overnight culture grown with neutral

polyacrylamide nanosensors. Fluorescence in both OG/FAM and TAMRA channels

is evenly dispersed across the plane of view, rather than interacting with

PAO1-N WT, as seen with the cationic nanosensors in Figure 5.2.4-1. Again, the

bottom panels represent washed cells. After washing, the fluorescence from the

neutral nanosensors is completely absent, matching controls where a culture was

grown in absence of nanosensors (Figure 5.2.4-3).
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Figure 5.2.4-3: PAO1-N WT grown in absence of nanosensors highlights the absence of

fluorescence – PAO1-N WT was either loaded onto agarose or washed with LB before loading.

0.1 µm TetraSpeck™ fluorescent microspheres were added before images were taken using a Zeiss

PS1 Super Resolution microscope with 63x objective. Top half) represents an unwashed region of

planktonic PAO1-N WT with two ROIs expanded upon. Bottom half) represents a washed region of

planktonic PAO1-N WT with two ROIs. Images highlight the absence of fluorescence when

nanosensors are absent from overnight cultures. Fluorescent microspheres were used to calibrate

images across each channel. Scale bar 10 µm for large panels, 2 µm for small panels. n=1x3
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5.2.5. TAMRA and Rhodamine Red-X are not photo stable over an

extended period

To elucidate the photostability of each fluorophore used (OG, FAM, TAMRA &

Rhodamine Red-X) in the cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors, fluorescence

intensity was measured over time in a range of pH buffers (2.5-8), as described

in 4.5.3.

Figure 5.2.5-1a, c & e) shows the fluorescence intensity from the TAMRA-based

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors, whilst Figure 5.2.5-1b, d & f) shows the

fluorescence intensity from the Rhodamine Red-X-based nanosensors.

Figure 5.2.5-1a & b) shows the fluorescence intensity of OG & FAM (ex:488 nm,

em:520 nm). The fluorescence intensity reduces as the pH reduces, as seen in

Figure 5.2.2-1. The fluorescence intensity also remains stable over a 21 h period.

However, Figure 5.2.5-1c & d) shows the fluorescence intensity (em:580 nm) of

TAMRA (c) & Rhodamine Red-X (d) decrease over the same period when excited

at 540 nm. The reduction in fluorescence intensity is most noticeable at a lower

pH and for TAMRA-based versus Rhodamine Red-X-based nanosensors. Finally,

Figure 5.2.5-1e & f) shows the fluorescence intensity of TAMRA & Rhodamine

Red-X using an excitation wavelength of 570 nm and measuring the emission at

590 nm (as per the manufacturers instructions for Rhodamine Red-X). These

results fluctuate between each 15 min reading.
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Figure 5.2.5-1: Comparison between TAMRA-based and Rhodamine Red-X-based cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors shows reduced fluorescence intensity (photobleaching) over

time – 4 mg mL-1 cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors containing either TAMRA or

Rhodamine Red-X as a reference dye were suspended 1:10 PBS and diluted to a working

concentration of 1 mg mL-1 in a range of pH buffers (2.5-8). Fluorescence intensity was measured

every 15 min for 21 h at 37oC using: ex:488 nm, em:520 nm for (a & b), ex:540 nm, em:580 nm

for (c & d), and ex:570 nm, em:590 nm for (e & f). Error bars are ± 1 S.D n=3x3.
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Reducing the number of reads from every 15 min to every 1 h did not improve the

photostability of either TAMRA or Rhodamine Red-X (Supplemental Figure

10-1), whilst reducing the temperature from 37oC to 25oC, with reads every

15 min, caused fluctuations in the Rhodamine Red-X-based nanosensors

(Supplemental Figure 10-2).

As Rhodamine Red-X fluorescence intensity decreased over time the least,

(Figure 5.2.5-1d), further pH work requiring a microplate reader was carried

forward using pH-sensitive nanosensors containing Rhodamine Red-X.

5.2.6. Extracellular pH decreases over time as PAO1-N WT

metabolises available carbon sources

To reveal whether the pH-sensitive nanosensors could detect pH changes over

time in planktonic culture, PAO1-N WT was grown in M9 minimal media with either

glucose or succinate as a carbon source, as described in 4.5.4.

Figure 5.2.6-1a) shows the normalised growth of PAO1-N WT in either

M9 glucose or M9 succinate in the presence and absence of 1 mg mL-1 cationic

nanosensors. There is no apparent difference between growth with and without

nanosensors whilst initial growth with succinate as the carbon source appears

slightly improved.

Figure 5.2.6-1b) shows the resultant pH from PAO1-N WT over 21 h when grown

in M9 glucose (blue line) or M9 succinate (orange line). The pH was calculated

using measurements from pH 2.5-8 buffers with 1 mg mL-1 cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors, as shown in Supplemental Figure 10-3. A ratio

between OG/FAM fluorescence intensity (a) and Rhodamine Red-X fluorescence
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intensity (ex:540 nm; em:580 nm) (b) was created (c). As the pH ratio gradually

increases over time due to the fluorescence intensity of Rhodamine Red-X

gradually decreasing, the resultant linear regression was calculated every 1 h (i.e.

22 are calculated for 0-21 h). The next step was to determine the fluorescence

intensity emission from the wells containing PAO1-N WT, as shown in

Supplemental Figure 10-4. Again, a ratio between OG/FAM fluorescence

intensity (a) and Rhodamine Red-X fluorescence intensity (b) was created (c),

which can be converted to a pH value (d) using the ‘rolling’ linear regression

calculated from Supplemental Figure 10-3c). The difference between pH values

from M9 glucose & M9 succinate, with and without PAO1-N WT, were subtracted

to produce the final pH values shown in Figure 5.2.6-1b).

The final pH values show a slight increase in pH initially for both M9 glucose (pH

7.1 to 7.5) and M9 succinate (pH 6.37 to 6.98) before gradually decreasing from

~7 h onwards to a final pH reading of pH 6.08 (M9 glucose) and pH 5.84

(M9 succinate).
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Figure 5.2.6-1: PAO1-N WT growth reduces the extracellular pH over time – 4 mg mL-1

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors containing Rhodamine Red-X as a reference dye were

suspended in either M9 glucose or M9 succinate and diluted to a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1.

Nanosensors were diluted in either PAO1-N WT at an OD600 of 0.05 (solid blue or orange) or M9

media alone (dashed blue or orange). PAO1-N WT was also measured in absence of nanosensors

(black or grey line). (a) Absorbance at 600 nm was measured every 15 min for 21 h at 37oC. (b)

Fluorescence intensity was measured using: ex:488 nm, em:520 nm and ex:540 nm, em:580 nm

and a fluorescence intensity ratio was calculated. The resultant pH calculated from fluorescence

intensity ratio and a ‘rolling’ linear regression from the fluorescence intensity ratio calculated using

pH buffers (pH 2.5-8). Error bars are ± 1 S.D n=3x3.
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5.2.7. Generation of static biofilm models of PAO1-N WT with

polyacrylamide nanosensors highlight their effects on the

biofilm formation and their dispersal throughout the biofilm

To determine the interaction of PAO1-N WT with both neutral and cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors within a biofilm, a static biofilm model was produced,

as described in 4.8.1.

Both neutral and cationic nanosensors were added to separate PAO1-N WT

suspensions in RPMI for a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1 with OD600 at 0.05.

After 48 h incubation, the resultant biofilm was stained with DAPI (30 µg mL-1)

and imaged using a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope. In addition to the

nanosensors, controls with PAO1-N WT alone were grown and imaged for

comparison. The following images represent a biofilm with cationic polyacrylamide

nanosensors (Figure 5.2.7-2), neutral nanosensors (Figure 5.2.7-3) and no

nanosensors (Figure 5.2.7-1).
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Figure 5.2.7-1: PAO1-N WT biofilm grown in the absence of nanosensors – Representative

models of PAO1-N WT grown over 48 h in RPMI with no nanosensors. Images taken with a Zeiss

confocal laser scanning microscope with a 40x/1.2na objective First row) Side 3D view of DAPI

(405 nm excitation). Second row) Side 3D view of OG/FAM (488 nm excitation) & TAMRA (555 nm

excitation). Third row) Side 3D view of overlay image. Fourth row; left panel) Top 3D of DAPI.

Fourth row; central panel) Top 3D view of OG/FAM & TAMRA. Fourth row; right panel) Top 3D

view of overlay image. No nanosensors (right) produce biofilms approximately 8 µm thick. n=3x3
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Figure 5.2.7-2: Cationic nanosensors increase the thickness of the PAO1-N WT biofilm –

Representative models of PAO1-N WT grown over 48 h in RPMI with 1 mg mL-1 cationic nanosensors

Images taken with a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope with a 40x/1.2na objective. First

row) Side 3D view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Second row) Side 3D view of OG/FAM (488 nm

excitation) & TAMRA (555 nm excitation). Third row) Side 3D view of overlay image. Fourth row;

left panel) Top 3D of DAPI. Fourth row; central panel) Top 3D view of OG/FAM & TAMRA. Fourth

row; right panel) Top 3D view of overlay image. Cationic nanosensors produces a biofilm

approximately 30 µm thick with co-localisation between nansensors and cells. n=3x3
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Figure 5.2.7-3: Neutral nanosensors form discrete regions of aggregation amongst the

PAO1-N WT biofilm - Representative models of PAO1-N WT grown over 48 h in RPMI with

1 mg mL-1 neutral nanosensors. Images taken with a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope with

a 40x/1.2na objective. First row) Side 3D view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Second row) Side 3D

view of OG/FAM (488 nm excitation) & TAMRA (555 nm excitation). Third row) Side 3D view of

overlay image. Fourth row; left panel) Top 3D of DAPI. Fourth row; central panel) Top 3D view

of OG/FAM & TAMRA. Fourth row; right panel) Top 3D view of overlay image. Neutral nanosensors

produce biofilms approximately 8 µm thick. The neutral nanosensors form discrete regions of

aggregation between the cells. n=3x3
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A PAO1-N WT biofilm grown for 48 h in RPMI in the absence of nanosensors

typically achieves a thickness ~8 µm with small microcolonies (~5 µm -10 µm),

using a model representation produced via Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy

(CLSM) (Figure 5.2.7-1). The second and fourth row (central panel) shows an

absence of fluorescence, as nanosensors were not added.

Both the thickness of the biofilm and the distribution of the nanosensors appears

different when comparing a biofilm grown in the presence of cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors (Figure 5.2.7-2) and a biofilm grown in the presence

of neutral polyacrylamide nanosensors (Figure 5.2.7-3). The thickness of the

PAO1-N WT biofilm grown with neutral nanosensors biofilm (8- 10 µm) is

comparable to PAO1-N WT grown alone. However, the thickness of the PAO1-N WT

biofilm grown in the presence of cationic nanosensors is approximately 4x greater.

The surface charge on the nanosensors also affects their distribution in a biofilm,

as the neutral nanosensors appear to form distinct aggregates distributed between

the cells within the biofilm. This is indicated by the yellow regions where OG/FAM

and TAMRA are overlain whilst the blue fluorescence (cells stained with DAPI) are

separate. In contrast, the cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors appear to co-

localise with the bacteria within the biofilm.
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5.2.8. Acetic acid treatment is readily detectable by embedded

nanosensors in a PAO1-N WT biofilm

To test the nanosensors response to acid treatment, PAO1-N WT was grown with

1 mg mL-1 cationic nanosensors embedded within the biofilm, as described in

4.8.2.

After incubation, images were taken before the biofilm was treated with 3% acetic

acid, as shown in Figure 5.2.8-1. The fluorescence intensity is markedly changed

(Figure 5.2.8-1b) by the introduction of an acidic product, shifting from

yellow/orange to red, indicating the acidification of the nanosensors and hence

the biofilm. This pH change can also be visualised in Figure 5.2.8-1c).

Incidentally the addition of the acetic acid also reduces the thickness of the biofilm

from approximately 40-50 µm to 25-30 µm (Figure 5.2.8-1a).
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Figure 5.2.8-1: Cationic nanosensors are capable of responding to treatment with 3%

acetic acid resulting in comprehensive changes in fluorescence intensity when compared

to pre-treated – Representative models of PAO1-N WT grown over 48 h in RPMI with 1 mg mL-1

cationic nanosensors. Images were initially taken before 3% acetic acid was added to the medium

and left for 30 min. Images were taken with a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope with a

40x/1.2na objective. a) Side 3D view of DAPI (405 nm excitation) before and after 3% acetic acid

treatment. b) Slices show the top view of OG/FAM & TAMRA in increments of five. Scale bar 20 µm.

c) Each slice from the subsequent z-stacks taken with CLSM were processed in ImageJ. Fluorescence

intensity measurements were taken for both channels (OG/FAM & TAMRA) and a ratio calculated.

Slices were taken from the base of the biofilm till the furthest point cells appear on the cross section.

Error bars are ± 1 S.D n=2x2.
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5.3. Discussion

Previous research has indicated the formation of physicochemical gradients within

microbial biofilms (Hunter and Beveridge, 2005, Hidalgo et al., 2009, Fulaz et al.,

2019), and the impact an acidic environment can have on treatment methods

(Wilton et al., 2016). Therefore, there is a need for novel approaches to probe

these microenvironments to determine their effect on biofilm-specific processes.

In order to characterise these physicochemical gradients in biofilms, pH-sensitive

nanosensors were used in this study.

The first objective was to detect any possible inhibition of growth the nanosensors

had with our selected bacterial species. The results of the overnight growth of

planktonic PAO1-N WT in increasing concentrations of both neutral and cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors indicate that concentrations up to 1 mg mL-1 had no

effect on the growth (Figure 5.2.3-1 & Figure 5.2.3-2). However, growth with

nanosensors at 5 mg mL-1 and above was increasingly reduced. The inhibition of

growth at ≥ 5 mg mL-1 for both neutral and cationic is likely due to an

accumulation of the nanosensors on the surface, leading to compromised cellular

permeability (Abbaszadegan et al., 2015). The impact on growth was most

noticeable with the cationic nanosensors which is likely due to the addition of (3-

acrylamidopropyl) trimethylammonium chloride, which has been commonly

referred to as ACTA (Elsutohy et al., 2017), APTAC or AMPTMA (Zhou et al., 2017,

Li et al., 2018). ACTA was used to introduce a net positive charge in the cationic

nanosensors. It is likely the increased concentration of cationic charges led to the

retardation in growth (Zhou et al., 2017). Therefore, the working concentration

was chosen to be 1 mg mL-1, as the growth of PAO1-N WT was unaffected at this

concentration, whilst a balance was needed to be stuck between signal intensity

and any potential inhibition in growth.
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The second objective was to determine whether the nanosensors remained

extracellular. Super-Resolution microscopy was used to determine the interaction

of polyacrylamide nanosensors with planktonic PAO1-N WT after overnight

incubation in culture; whilst CLSM was used to image and construct 3D

representative models of biofilms to study the distribution and interaction of both

neutral and cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors with PAO1-N WT in a biofilm. The

most apparent difference in both planktonic and biofilm analysis was between the

dispersal of neutral and cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors.

First looking at the planktonic data, the representative images taken with the Zeiss

PS1 Super-Resolution microscope (Figure 5.2.4-1 & Figure 5.2.4-2) show this

difference clearly. In the unwashed samples, the cationic nanosensors were

coating the rod-shaped cells of PAO1-N WT. Brighter regions were also present

where cells were absent; indicating that the cationic nanosensors were likely

interacting with excreted products such as eDNA, proteins and

exopolysaccharides, as well as with the outer membrane of PAO1-N WT. In order

to explain the extracellular clumping, the net charges of the constituent parts of

the ECM should be considered. Three major EPS molecules for P. aeruginosa are

excreted to aid establishment of biofilms. These are Psl, which is neutral (Byrd et

al., 2009), Pel which is cationic (Jennings et al., 2015), and alginate which is

anionic (Ghafoor et al., 2011). The anionic charge of alginate means that it could

be considered as a potential ECM component that could interact with the cationic

nanosensors; however, alginate production has been shown to be absent in PAO1

planktonic culture (Wozniak et al., 2003), therefore it is unlikely. Still, treatment

with alginate lyase would confirm whether the interaction was in fact with alginate.

Another excreted product is eDNA, which also has a anionic charge and is present

at low basal levels of P. aeruginosa culture during initial and mid-log phase of
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growth, before large quantities are released in the late-log phase of growth

(Allesen-Holm et al., 2006). At these larger quantities, clumping between cells

and eDNA have been shown, indicating eDNA may function to aid cell-to-cell

interaction. It is therefore possible that the cationic nanosensors are interacting

with the anionic eDNA, but this would require examination in the presence of

DNase I to degrade the eDNA to confirm.

The coating of the cells can be explained by the observation that bacteria typically

possess a net negative surface charge (Jucker et al., 1996, Gottenbos et al.,

1999), due to the presence of carboxyl, phosphate and amino groups (vanderWal

et al., 1997) and also lipopolysaccharides (LPS) (Langley and Beveridge, 1999).

P. aeruginosa PAO1 produces two chemically and antigenically distinct types of O-

antigen side chains as part of its LPS; termed A-band LPS and B-band LPS. The

A-band LPS is neutral at physiological pH, whilst the B-band LPS is anionic at

physiological pH due to the presence of carboxylate groups (Makin and Beveridge,

1996, Langley and Beveridge, 1999, Shephard et al., 2008). The expression of B-

band LPS has been shown to increase in proportion to A-band LPS in planktonic

culture (Shephard et al., 2010), providing a net anionic charge to the surface of

PAO1-N. It is therefore likely that the cationic nanosensors are interacting with B-

band LPS, amongst other molecules, causing the coating of the cells. However,

this cannot be confirmed until isogenic LPS mutants are used (A+ B+, A+ B-, A- B+,

A- B-). Although this would not provide a complete picture of what outer membrane

molecules the cationic nanosensors are interacting with. The coating of bacteria

by cationic nanoparticles can supported by previous publications, albeit with

Gram-positive bacteria (Li et al., 2018). Using a range of Gram-positive bacteria

treated with cationic (36-41 mV) block copolymer nanoparticles, a change in ζ 

potential from negative to positive was seen; indicating the binding of the cationic
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nanoparticles to the bacterial surface. Cryo-transmission electron microscopy

(cryo-TEM) also showed the accumulation of the nanoparticles around the surface

of the S. aureus strain BAA40, with the cell wall remaining intact (Li et al., 2018).

Conversely, the neutral polyacrylamide nanosensors used in this study were not

seen to be interacting with the cells at all; rather, the neutral nanosensors were

well dispersed throughout the culture, with no discernible regions of increased

fluorescence that were present with the cationic nanosensors. The term neutral is

a misnomer as the ζ potential is -3.09 mV (±2.25) (Table 5.2.1-1), inferring a

slight negative charge. This would explain the dispersal of the nanosensors as a

result of an electrostatic barrier between the nanosensors and the bacteria. Similar

repulsion was reported in silver nanoparticles, with reduced antibacterial activity

in neutral and, in particular, the anionic nanoparticles, as both were repulsive to

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (Abbaszadegan et al., 2015).

Previous nanoparticle work has shown that the introduction of the net positive

charge (via ACTA) aids spontaneous internalisation of the nanoparticle by

eukaryotic cells (Sun et al., 2009). Super-resolution microscopy was therefore

used to determine whether the polyacrylamide nanosensors remained external to

bacterial cells. It can be concluded that neither the neutral nor the cationic

nanosensors appear to enter the bacterial cells. This was highlighted by the

‘washed’ samples, as fluorescence was absent (Figure 5.2.4-1 & Figure

5.2.4-2). The removal of cationic nanosensors suggests that the nanosensors

were interacting weakly with anionic cell surface molecules such as LPS, as

previously described. The clumping of fluorescence visualised in Figure 5.2.4-1

(bottom row panel), reinforces the suggestion that the cationic nanosensors

interact with extracellular products such as eDNA, as mentioned previously, as

eDNA has been shown to cluster with P. aeruginosa cells in culture (Allesen-Holm
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et al., 2006). The cationic nanosensors are likely to become trapped by the cell

clusters that were not thoroughly broken up during washing steps. Whilst the

absence of fluorescence in the washed neutral nanosensor images emphasise the

idea that the neutral nanosensors remain evenly dispersed and are not interacting

with cells and external material.

The third objective was to use the pH-sensitive nanosensors to measure real-time

pH changes in PAO1-N WT when grown in two different carbon sources. The first

issue to overcome was the photostability of the two pH-insensitive fluorophores,

TAMRA and Rhodamine Red-X. Figure 5.2.5-1a & b) showed that OG/FAM

fluorescence emission remained stable over 21 h in a range of pH buffers; however

Figure 5.2.5-1c & d) showed the gradual decrease in fluorescence intensity

emission at 580 nm for both TAMRA (c) and Rhodamine Red-X (d) based

polyacrylamide nanosensors. This gradual decrease in fluorescence intensity is

referred to as photobleaching and would affect resultant pH values, limiting the

use of the pH-sensitive nanosensors. The change in the number of reads did not

affect the photobleaching of the fluorescence intensity (Supplemental Figure

10-1), whilst a reduction in temperature was shown to have an impact on

Rhodamine Red-X fluorescence (Supplemental Figure 10-2). The fluctuations

seen in Figure 5.2.5-1e & f) are likely due to the emission bandwidth for the

experiment being set at 20 nm, which causes an overlapping of the absorption

(ex:570 nm) and emission (em:590 nm) spectra. This is likely to cause the rapidly

changing fluorescence intensity emission at 590 nm as the initial excitation

wavelength may potentially be detected during the emission measurements.

Rhodamine Red-X-based nanosensors were chosen for pH measurements over

time as the photobleaching of fluorescence intensity at 580 nm was reduced,

compared to TAMRA. This reduction in the fluorescence intensity emission at
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580 nm could be overcome for the calibration step by using a new linear

regression calculated from the fluorescence intensity ratio at every 1 h time point

(Supplemental Figure 10-3c). This would compensate for the gradual increase

in the fluorescence intensity ratio. The decrease in fluorescence intensity emission

at 580 nm could also be seen in Supplemental Figure 10-4, where the

fluorescence intensity was measured during PAO1-N WT growth in either M9

glucose or M9 succinate. The fluorescence intensity emission at 580 nm decreased

slightly over 21 h for M9 glucose and M9 succinate alone, whilst for M9 Glucose

and M9 Succinate with PAO1-N WT the fluorescence intensity emission at 580 nm

decreased much more rapidly (Supplemental Figure 10-4b). This was in a

similar fashion to the fluorescence intensity emission at 520 nm (OG/FAM)

(Supplemental Figure 10-4a). The resultant fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR)

was therefore skewed, due to the decrease in the fluorescence intensity emission

at 580 nm, as seen in Supplemental Figure 10-4c. Another factor was the

change in pH of the medium alone as the temperature increased. This was solved

by the subtraction of the difference in pH between PAO1-N WT and the control

(nanosensors alone).

The resultant pH calculations (Figure 5.2.6-1) showed the pH increasing slightly

before decreasing over the 21 h period. The decrease in pH was likely due to the

production of CO2 as the bacterial cells metabolise the carbon sources present in

the M9 medium.

The fourth objective was to determine the interaction of the polyacrylamide

nanosensors in a biofilm. The observations between cationic and neutral

nanosensor distribution in planktonic culture can also be seen during biofilm

formation. For the neutral nanosensors, they appear to form distinct aggregates

amongst the cells during biofilm formation (Figure 5.2.7-3, fourth row; right
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panel), whilst the cationic nanosensors were well dispersed throughout the biofilm

where they interact with the bacteria. This can be seen by the overlaying of the

OG/FAM, TAMRA, and DAPI fluorescence across the images (Figure 5.2.7-2,

fourth row; right panel). This co-localisation may also be a factor in the different

thicknesses of the biofilms reported. The addition of neutral nanosensors led to

the formation of biofilms with comparable thickness to biofilms without

nanosensors (~8 to 10 µm), as seen in Figure 5.2.7-1 (first row). However, the

addition of cationic nanosensors led to much thicker biofilms (~30-35 µm) as

shown in Figure 5.2.7-2 (first row). The charge of the nanosensors may explain

this observation, as the cationic nanosensors are interacting with the net negative

surface charge of bacteria as previously described. For example, the presence of

negatively charged, B-band LPS in planktonic culture likely aids in the reduction

of aggregation through repulsion (Shephard et al., 2010). However, it is possible

the B-band LPS acts to attract more cationic nanosensors, resulting in the

reduction of the surface charge, which in turn may aid the initial aggregation and

attachment to a surface. The neutral nanosensors, on the other hand, may

potentially be repelled from the cells due to their lack of charge, or may not

interact well with components of the ECM such as eDNA. The cationic nanosensors

may therefore function to attract and even stick multiple cells together, hence the

formation of a thicker biofilm. The combination of the results from the Super-

Resolution microscopy and the CLSM lead to the theory that the charge is essential

to aiding the formation of thicker biofilms by acting as a ‘glue’, through the

interaction with both cells and external products. Finally, with the Super-resolution

images indicating that the nanosensors do not seem enter PAO1-N WT during

incubation in a planktonic culture, any pH variation that might be measured using

the pH-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors would indicate external pH changes
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within the biofilm rather than measuring any pH change inside of the cells.

Altogether, these results suggest that the cationic nanosensors are more suitable

than the neutral nanosensors for biofilm work as the cationic nanosensors are well

distributed throughout the biofilm, providing the potential to detect subtle pH

changes in the microenvironment.

The final objective was to measure pH changes in biofilms with an acetic acid

challenge. The ability of the nanosensors to detect pH changes was demonstrated

in the acetic acid assay. Before the biofilm was treated with acetic acid, the pH of

the PAO1-N WT biofilm showed a variation as the FIR gradually increased through

the biofilm from the top to the bottom (Figure 5.2.8-1b & c). This varies from a

previous biofilm study using pH-sensitive nanosensors. P. fluorescens biofilms

were shown to have a more acidic central base with the upper regions of the

biofilm becoming more neutral (Fulaz et al., 2019). However, variations in the set-

up of their biofilms, such as choice of species (P. fluorescens v. P. aeruginosa),

length of incubation (72 h v. 48 h), and the inclusion of shaking (100 rpm), could

influence the formation of acidic microenvironments within a biofilm. For instance,

the metabolic activity of the cells and the resultant acidic by-products, including

CO2 and organic acids, as well as the distribution of metabolites are likely to be

affected by the method of growth. This serves to highlight the complexities of

biofilm research as biofilm growth can vary drastically between studies.

Once the acetic acid was added, the pH change was detected across the whole of

the representative image (Figure 5.2.8-1). This indicates the nanosensors are

capable of detecting pH changes within a biofilm irrigated with acid. Finally, the

change in the thickness of the biofilm was likely caused by changes in the physical

properties of the biofilm matrix. A similar observation was made when a
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multispecies biofilm was irrigated with acidic media, leading to the contraction of

the biofilm thickness (Stoodley et al., 1997).

To conclude, the pH-sensitive nanosensors were shown to behave differently when

introduced to PAO1-N WT in both culture and biofilm; which is likely due to their

charge. Additionally, by using the cationic nanosensors, pH changes could be

detected in both bacterial culture and a biofilm, as evidenced during irrigation with

acetic acid.
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6. Optimisation of oxygen-sensitive, polyacrylamide nanosensor

manufacture and their use with Pseudomonas aeruginosa

6.1. Introduction

6.1.1. The role of oxygen in microbial biofilms

Chemical gradients are produced as nutrients and oxygen diffuse into a biofilm,

whilst metabolic by-products, such as CO2 and organic acids, are excreted into the

ECM encasing the biofilm (Dashper and Reynolds, 1996, McLean et al., 2008,

Beyenal and Babauta, 2012). The formation of these gradients can influence the

growth of bacteria across the three-dimensional structure, in both single and

multispecies biofilm (Werner et al., 2004). For example, nutrient gradients in

multispecies biofilms can create niche microenvironments suitable for the location

of different microbial species, generated by the availability of nutrients and by-

products produced by neighbouring species (Welch et al., 2016). Biofilms also

typically form at the liquid-surface interface where oxygen can become a limited

resource (Borriello et al., 2004); as the penetration of oxygen can be limited

towards the core of microcolonies, creating anaerobic regions within a biofilm (Xu

et al., 1998). These gradients help create a complex community that requires

studying at the nanoscale.

6.1.1.1. Oxygen availability and biofilm formation

Whilst these chemical gradients are a product of the formation of biofilms, the

initial availability of nutrients and oxygen can also influence the initial attachment

and eventual formation of a biofilm. For instance, oxygen availability has been

shown to influence microbial growth and the formation of biofilm. Uribe-Alvarez

et al. (2016) demonstrated the role of oxygen availability on both planktonic
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culture and biofilm growth for the facultative anaerobe, S. epidermidis. The

stationary phase for planktonic growth under aerobic shaking conditions was

reached within half the time (~12 h) it took under microaerobic (5% CO2) and

anaerobic conditions (~24-27 h). However, biofilm growth was significantly

increased under both microaerobic and anaerobic conditions when compared to

static and shaking aerobic conditions. This would suggest the depletion of oxygen

may induce a protective state for S. epidermidis to enter. One such locus linked

to this action is the intercellular adhesion (ica) operon. Under anaerobic

conditions, ica gene expression is dramatically increased, leading to the production

of polysaccharide intercellular adhesion (PIA), an extracellular polysaccharide that

mediates the cell-cell adhesion of both S. aureus and S. epidermidis; increasing

biofilm formation in both species under anaerobic conditions (Cramton et al.,

2001, Arciola et al., 2015). Similar effects were seen as Gupta et al. (2016) used

a range of oxygen conditions to highlight the effects oxygen availability had on

planktonic growth and biofilm formation of laboratory and clinical strains of

S. aureus, P. aeruginosa and K. pneumoniae. Under oxygen-limiting conditions

(anoxic - 0%, hypoxic - 7-9% O2 & 5% CO2), the planktonic growth of S. aureus

strains SH1000 and FPR3757 was restricted compared to normoxic oxygen levels

(20.8% O2), whilst growth under hyperoxic (95-99% O2) was vastly improved.

Conversely, K. pneumoniae strains AZ1169 and ATCC 33495 planktonic growth

was only reduced under anaerobic conditions whilst unaffected under other

conditions. Finally, P. aeruginosa strains PA14 and PaA planktonic growth only

appeared affected under anoxic conditions whilst normoxic growth sharply

decreased after 20 h. These results highlight the vast range of effects oxygen

availability have on planktonic growth; however, given all three species are

facultative anaerobes, each species preferentially uses aerobic respiration for
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planktonic growth (Alvarez-Ortega and Harwood, 2007). Equally, oxygen

concentration does not always significantly affect biofilm formation, as Gupta et

al. (2016) highlighted. Biofilm mass was unaffected in four of the six strains when

comparing normoxic oxygen levels to anoxic, hypoxic, and hyperoxic. However,

SH1000 and PA14 both produced significantly greater biomass under hyperoxic

conditions. This is where accurately measuring real-time oxygen availability may

be beneficial to understand using oxygen availability as a preventative method to

combat biofilm formation.

6.1.1.2. Oxygen availability and bacterial signalling

To understand why oxygen availability has an effect on biofilm formation, we must

understand how bacteria have adapted to these extreme conditions and what

molecular cell signalling is involved. QS, the interbacterial communication system,

is influenced by oxygen availability. Similar to the action of pH on the structure of

N-Acyl homoserine lactone (AHL), as discussed in 5.1.1, oxygen has been shown

to be a key substrate in the synthesis of the Pseudomonas quinolone signal (PQS).

PQS is a vital QS molecule that regulates virulence factors, as well as a separate

arm of QS (las and rhl) and, more importantly, biofilm formation (Diggle et al.,

2006). The role of PQS in biofilm formation can be linked to the release of eDNA,

as PQS can induce autolysis of a sub-population of cells, leading to an increase in

eDNA (D'Argenio et al., 2002, Allesen-Holm et al., 2006). The precursor to PQS,

2-heptyl-4-quinolone (HHQ), is hydroxylated by the FAD-dependent mono-

oxygenase, PqsH, to generate PQS (Lin et al., 2018); in the absence of oxygen,

PQS is not produced (Schertzer et al., 2010). Therefore, the implication is that

biofilm formation in the absence of oxygen could be reduced due to the absence

of PQS. PQS has also been demonstrated to inhibit the denitrification process in
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P. aeruginosa, interfering with a mode of anaerobic respiration, suggesting a

control mechanism when oxygen is present (Toyofuku et al., 2008).

Another quinolone, albeit one that is not active in QS, has a role in interfering with

the respiratory system of P. aeruginosa (Thierbach et al., 2019). 2-n-heptyl-4-

hydroxyquinoline-N-oxide (HQNO) inhibits the

cytochrome bc 1 complex (Complex III in the electron transport chain), by binding

to the Qi site of the cytochrome bc 1 complex. This binding disrupts the flow of

electrons from the cytochrome bc 1 complex to cytochrome c, causing the

electrons to be donated to oxygen, which in turn produces reactive oxygen species

(ROS) (Hazan et al., 2016). The production of ROS leads to autolysis of the

bacterial cell and the release of key components of the ECM, such as eDNA

(Turnbull et al., 2016). Therefore, the generation of HQNO by P. aeruginosa can

induce cell lysis and promote biofilm formation (Hazan et al., 2016). Altogether,

these are key examples of the influence oxygen can have on the signalling

between bacterial cells, which can inform the response of bacteria to

environmental changes.

6.1.2. Adaptation to oxygen stresses

Microbes are also capable of adapting under extreme oxygen environments,

typically requiring oxygen-limiting conditions for biofilm development. The

following adaptations are examples of P. aeruginosa in oxygen-limiting conditions.

P. aeruginosa encodes all three ribonuclease reductase (RNR) classes (Ia, II and

III). RNRs are a family of enzymes solely responsible for the de novo synthesis of

deoxyribonucleotides (dNTP) and are therefore essential for DNA synthesis and

repair (Crespo et al., 2016). RNR class Ia are oxygen dependent, class II are
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oxygen independent and class III oxygen sensitive (Sjoberg and Torrents, 2011).

The action of class II and III RNRs have been demonstrated to be essential for cell

division in biofilm development and maturation, with biofilm formation drastically

reduced when either class II or class III enzyme is knocked out (Crespo et al.,

2016). Another example of P. aeruginosa adapting to oxygen-limitation is with

aerobic terminal oxidases. P. aeruginosa encodes five aerobic terminal oxidases;

the cyanide-insensitive cytochrome bd-like oxidase (CIO), the cytochrome

bo3 oxidase (CYO), the aa3-type cytochrome c oxidase (aa3), and two cbb3-type

cytochrome c oxidases, cbb3 oxidase 1 (cbb3-1) and cbb3 oxidase 2 (cbb3-2) (Jo

et al., 2014, Arai et al., 2014, Liang et al., 2020). The role of the terminal oxidases

is to catalyse the four-electron reduction of molecular oxygen to H2O in the

electron transport chain, which is the final step of aerobic respiration (Arai et al.,

2014). CIO, CYO and aa3 have low oxygen affinity, meaning they are ideally suited

for respiration when oxygen is in abundance; whilst cbb3-1 and cbb3-2 have high

oxygen affinity, meaning they function under oxygen-limited conditions (Jo et al.,

2014). Incidentally, cbb3-1 is expressed at high levels throughout growth at all

concentrations of oxygen, meaning that P. aeruginosa is prepared for aerobic

respiration when faced with oxygen-limitation without the need for a

transcriptional response (Alvarez-Ortega and Harwood, 2007). These terminal

oxidases play a role in the survival of P. aeruginosa in Cystic Fibrosis (CF) patients,

where biofilms are established within the mucoidal airways of a CF patient. These

mucoid regions contain steep hypoxic gradients due to an increase in epithelial

oxygen consumption below the mucus masses (Worlitzsch et al., 2002). With the

aid of the terminal oxidases, P. aeruginosa is able to transition from an

oxygenated airway to infecting the built-up mucus, where it is able to establish a

biofilm in oxygen-limited conditions. Here, P. aeruginosa has been demonstrated
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to survive by microaerobic respiration, rather than solely on anaerobic nitrate

respiration (Alvarez-Ortega and Harwood, 2007). However, it is likely both

processes are used as P. aeruginosa is capable of using nitrate as an alternative

electron acceptor; as nitrate is reduced to nitrogen oxides by denitrification

enzymes, leading to these nitrogen oxides acting as an alternative election

acceptor (Arai, 2011).

Another adaptation by P. aeruginosa to oxygen stress is the production of

extracellular components that can generate oxygen limitation. This appears with

the typically non-mucoid P. aeruginosa strain PAO1. Under oxygen rich conditions,

Sabra et al. (2002) demonstrated a mucoid phenotype with the production of a

exopolysaccharide coating (likely alginate) on the cell surface of PAO1. PAO1 was

also shown to reduce the transfer rate of oxygen from the gas into the liquid

phase, creating hypoxic conditions in the liquid culture. The exopolysaccharide,

alginate, is a key component of mucoidal strains of P. aeruginosa, and is a

contributing factor to biofilms established in CF patients (Pedersen et al., 1992).

For example, the expression of alginate by P. aeruginosa has been shown to aid

in the coinfection of S. aureus in CF patients by inhibiting the action of anti-

S. aureus secreted factors (Limoli et al., 2017). In a biofilm, alginate has also

been shown to limit oxygen transportation to cells below (Hassett, 1996); when

alginate was layered on top of Pseudomonas, growth was limited compared to

controls. However, when the Pseudomonas was supplemented with nitrate, growth

was less limited due to nitrate being used as an alternative electron acceptor.

These adaptations by P. aeruginosa point towards a bacterial species that is

capable of surviving in fluctuating oxygen conditions whilst being able to adjust

the environment to best suit its survival.
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6.1.3. Biogeography in biofilms

In vivo biofilms are often multispecies, with the potential to combine obligate

anaerobes and aerobes with facultative anaerobes, microaerophiles and

aerotolerant organisms (Welch et al., 2016). The demand for oxygen can therefore

create strata and specialised architecture either to limit the presence of oxygen or

to allow access (De Beer et al., 1994, Xu et al., 1998). For example, oral biofilms

consist of a host of microbes, with a range of aerobic and anaerobic respiration.

Biogeography studies have shown that distinct strata can form in in vitro oral

biofilms (Welch et al., 2016). Aerobes, such as Corynebacterium were shown to

form needle-like structures throughout an in vitro biofilm to provide stability;

whilst facultative anaerobes, such as S. mutans were present towards the surface,

covering the needle structures. Here, S. mutans could consume dietary sugars

and oxygen, whilst producing CO2 and organic acids such as acetate and lactate.

These by-products provide nutrients for anaerobes, such as Veillonella spp., and

are protected from oxygen (Delwiche et al., 1985, Periasamy and Kolenbrander,

2010, Welch et al., 2016). The formation of strata can therefore explain how

anaerobic bacteria are capable of surviving in a biofilm with aerated liquid

constantly passing across the surface, through the process of oxygen limitation

(Stewart and Franklin, 2008).

When studying single species biofilms, such as those of the facultative anaerobe

P. aeruginosa, stratification is still present. Static P. aeruginosa has been shown

to produce stratified biofilms with metabolically active cells towards the surface

where oxygen could penetrate, and inactive cells below (Werner et al., 2004,

Folsom et al., 2010). The inactivity shown in Werner et al. (2004), was due to the

inability of P. aeruginosa to anaerobically metabolise the TSA media provided.

However, if a nitrate substitute was used, the cells may not have become inactive
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as P. aeruginosa is capable of using nitrate as an alternative electron acceptor, as

mentioned above. Distinct structures have also been detected within aerobic

biofilms; for example, horizontal channels and vertical voids have been shown

surrounding dense cell clusters. These voids were demonstrated to facilitate the

transport of oxygen from the bulk liquid through the biofilm itself (De Beer et al.,

1994).

6.1.4. Potential effects of oxygen availability

Biofilms are less tolerant to antimicrobial treatment than planktonic cells, as

discussed previously in 1.4. However, the limited action of certain antimicrobials

is not just restricted to a lack of penetration and subsequent transportation

through the biofilm; another factor affecting antimicrobial killing and increased

tolerance is oxygen limitation (Walters et al., 2003, Borriello et al., 2004).

Certain antimicrobials used to treat bacterial infection require active cells for their

internalisation. For example, aminoglycosides rely on proton motive force (PMF)

for their uptake into the bacterial cell; with limited entry in non-respiring bacteria

(Radlinski et al., 2019). As discussed above, anaerobic regions can form within

biofilms, where cells can become metabolically inactive. These cells are typically

referred to as persister cells (Wood et al., 2013). As the action of some

antimicrobials require active cells using aerobic respiration, the susceptibility of

bacteria to antimicrobials can change.

Gupta et al. (2016) demonstrated the effects of oxygen availability on the

minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) for a range of antimicrobials on both

laboratory and clinical strains of S. aureus, P. aeruginosa and K. pneumoniae. For

the S. aureus strain FPR 3757, increased MICs were apparent for a range of
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antimicrobials when conducted under anoxic conditions; including the

aminoglycosides (gentamicin, amikacin, tobramycin & kanamycin) and the

β-lactams (Meropenem, doripenem, ampicillin & piperacillin/tazobactam). Similar 

increases in aminoglycoside MICs for S. aureus SH1000 were also seen. The

reduced susceptibility of S. aureus to aminoglycosides is due to the antimicrobial’s

requirement for active electron transport, which enables uptake into the cell. In

the absence of oxygen, aminoglycoside uptake is reduced (Krause et al., 2016).

β-lactam susceptibility was also reduced in anoxic conditions for S. aureus.

β-lactams bind to penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs) on the cell membrane where 

they inhibit bacterial cell wall synthesis (Zapun et al., 2008). Reduced oxygen may

reduce PBP expression or the affinity of β-lactams (Gupta et al., 2016). For the 

K. pneumoniae strains AZ1169 and ATCC 33495, the macrolide azithromycin

showed the most significant increase in MICs across all oxygen conditions (anoxic,

hypoxic & hyperoxic) when compared to normoxic conditions. This reduced

susceptibility in both oxygen-limiting and oxygen-rich environments may be due

to the modification of azithromycin targets under different oxygen environments

(Gupta et al., 2016). Finally, for P. aeruginosa strains PA14 and PaA, a reduction

in the MICs to tetracyclines in anoxic, hypoxic and hyperoxic conditions were seen.

This suggests both oxygen-limiting and oxygen-rich environments are playing a

role in downregulating pathways protecting against tetracyclines (Gupta et al.,

2016).

Similar results were shown by Walters et al. (2003) who treated P. aeruginosa

biofilms with ciprofloxacin (a fluoroquinolone) and tobramycin. As mentioned

above, tobramycin is an aminoglycoside, whose uptake is oxygen-dependent;

whilst ciprofloxacin has been shown to be inactive against anaerobes (Appelbaum,

1999). Walters et al. (2003) demonstrated a reduction in the killing of
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P. aeruginosa biofilms below a metabolically active region of cells close to the air

interface. Susceptibility was returned once the P. aeruginosa was dispersed from

their colony biofilms. This was also shown with P. aeruginosa biofilms when 48 h

old biofilms were treated with carbenicillin, ceftazidime, chloramphenicol, or

tetracycline as well as tobramycin and ciprofloxacin for 12 h (Borriello et al.,

2004). Oxygen was present within the top layer where metabolic activity was

occurring. However, below the metabolically active region, P. aeruginosa became

less susceptible to antimicrobial killing.

As well as limiting the action of antimicrobials, oxygen limitation can influence the

host immune response. Computer modelling has been used to determine the

oxygen availability at the interface between a biofilm and neutrophil layer,

mimicking three medically relevant geometries (a biofilm near an air interface

replicating a dermal wound, a biofilm on an implant, and a biofilm aggregate in

mucus) (Wu et al., 2018). Hypoxia was predicted at each interface under certain

plausible parameters. This is significant, as oxygen limitation can reduce the killing

ability of neutrophils due to the inability to generate ROS required for killing (Wu

et al., 2018). Equally, oxygen availability has an impact on the expression of

bacterial toxins. For instance, the expression of the P. aeruginosa exotoxin (ETA)

gene toxA and its positive regulator ptxR is considerably higher when grown

anaerobically under static conditions when compared to normoxic (20% O2) under

shaking conditions (Gaines et al., 2005).

Another implication of oxygen availability is the effect on competition between

different bacterial species. Competition in co-culture between P. aeruginosa and

S. aureus has been shown to be affected by the presence or absence of oxygen.

In normoxic conditions, PAO1 and three CF isolates were shown to drastically

reduce the colony forming units (CFU) of S. aureus. However, under anoxic
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conditions, only one CF isolate could reduce the CFU of S. aureus, whilst S. aureus

was unaffected by the other three P. aeruginosa strains (Pallett et al., 2019).

Similar results were shown in mixed species biofilms, as three of the four

P. aeruginosa strains could not outcompete S. aureus when grown under anoxia;

whilst in normoxic conditions, S. aureus was reduced (Pallett et al., 2019).

Conversely, oxygen availability generated by one bacterial species has been linked

to increasing the virulence of another bacterial species during coinfection in oral

biofilms. S. gordonii has been shown to enhance the bioavailability of oxygen

during infection, allowing Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans to shift from a

primarily fermentative metabolism to a respiratory metabolism that enhances

both its growth yields and persistence in abscesses (Stacy et al., 2016). This is

likely due to the production of H2O2 by S. gordonii which

A. actinomycetemcomitans utilises to produce oxygen (Stacy et al., 2014, Stacy

et al., 2016).

Oxygen, therefore, plays an important role in aiding the removal of biofilms via

both antimicrobials and the host immune response, whilst also influencing the

virulence and cooperation of bacteria. Altogether, oxygen is a vital component to

understand in order to improve treatment methods.

6.1.5. Current tools for oxygen detection

In order to study the oxygen gradients that can form within a microbial biofilm,

adequate tools are required to prevent the disruption of these microenvironments

in order to mimic in vivo conditions as closely as possible.

One such method is the utilisation of protein synthesis as oxygen availability is

essential for this process. Therefore, protein expression or inactivity are good
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markers for the presence of oxygen. For instance, localised gene expression within

a biofilm has been examined using laser capture microdissection microscopy

(LCMM) combined with quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase PCR

(qRT-PCR) (Lenz et al., 2008). The expression of an apparent housekeeping gene,

acpP, and a gene controlled by QS, aprA, was demonstrated to be higher within

the top 30 µm of a P. aeruginosa biofilm. AcpP is required for the synthesis of fatty

acids and new cell membranes; indicating the top 30 µm is most active in

membrane synthesis. As the green fluorescent protein (GFP) is oxygen dependent,

Lenz et al. (2008) also used IPTG-induced GFP in combination with LCMM and

qRT-PCR, to show that gfp expression was significantly higher in the top 30 µm of

the IPTG-induced biofilm than in the middle and lower regions. The lack of

fluorescence signified a reduction in protein synthesis in the lower regions, rather

than inactivity of expressed GFP. This reinforces the suggestion of reduced activity

within the core of a biofilm. Similar protein synthesis at the surface of P.

aeruginosa biofilms was seen in Folsom et al. (2010) and Xu et al. (1998). The

former demonstrated that IPTG-induced GFP fluorescence was limited to the

surface of the P. aeruginosa biofilm, whilst the latter used alkaline phosphatase

activity to show that protein synthesis was limited to the upper 30 µm of P.

aeruginosa biofilm due to oxygen availability.

As well as using protein synthesis as a biological marker, there is a varied

collection of tools used to measure oxygen; one such tool are microelectrodes.

De Beer et al. (1994) set up a flow-cell system consisting of an undefined mixture

of detached bacteria from a mature biofilm and measured the formation of oxygen

gradients in aerobic biofilms using CLSM and oxygen microelectrodes. Using the

oxygen microelectrode, De Beer et al. (1994) probed vertical and horizontal voids

formed in mature biofilms, where oxygen concentrations were higher than the
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surrounding cell clusters. These voids may facilitate the transport of oxygen and

nutrients from the bulk liquid interface into the biofilm. Central regions of cell

clusters were also shown to be anaerobic, with oxygen only detected within the

initial phase of clusters up to a depth of 30 µm. Similarly, Xu et al. (1998), using

oxygen microelectrodes in conjunction with alkaline phosphatase activity,

demonstrated the formation of anaerobic regions below metabolically active bands

of P. aeruginosa approximately 30 µm deep, as mentioned above. However, the

drawback of microelectrodes are the potential disruption to biofilm architecture

whilst unable to provide horizontal readings of a biofilm. Microelectrodes have also

been used more recently in the study biofilm-associated wound treatment. Kiamco

et al. (2017) used microelectrodes to measure dissolved oxygen (DO) penetration

and pH changes in S. aureus biofilms challenged with the antimicrobials

vancomycin or ciprofloxacin in combination with medical-grade honey or

cadexomer iodine.

Another tool currently utilised to detect changes in oxygen concentration are

oxygen-sensitive fluorophores. Companies such as PreSens have moved towards

manufacturing commercially available products capable of detecting either pH or

oxygen gradients in both probe form and as microplates. The oxygen-sensitive

microplates contain two fluorophores, one oxygen-sensitive and one insensitive,

entrapped within a matrix at the bottom of each well, as described in Figure

4.10.1-1. These can provide real-time measurements of oxygen consumption in

planktonic culture but are limited in their ability to measure absorbance. The

separation of the fluorophores from the bacteria also limit the scope for measuring

oxygen gradients within a biofilm.

Fluorescent particles, containing oxygen-sensitive fluorophores, have also been

used to measure oxygen concentrations in bacterial biofilms. An early example of
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oxygen-sensitive microparticles used two fluorophores immobilised to the surface

of silica microparticles, 1.19 ± 0.23 µm in diameter (Acosta et al., 2012). The

oxygen-sensitive fluorophore was tris (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline)

ruthenium (II) dichloride; more commonly referred to as Ru(Ph2phen3)Cl2, whilst

Nile blue chloride was used as a reference. Acosta et al. (2012) incorporated

oxygen-sensitive microparticles into a S. aureus biofilm in order to measure

oxygen across the 3D structure. Each microparticle was slightly larger than an

individual S. aureus bacterium (noted as 0.87 ± 0.01 µm). Their results showed

a gradual decrease in oxygen concentration from the top to the bottom of the

S aureus biofilm. The particle size was used to prevent endocytosis and universal

distribution, however, work in 5.2.4 suggest our polyacrylamide nanosensors

remain extracellular and appear dispersed throughout the biofilm (5.2.7).

Another more recent example of oxygen-sensitive particles is by Jewell et al.

(2019) who encapsulated the oxygen-sensitive fluorophore platinum (II) meso-

tetra(pentafluorophenyl)porphine (PtTFPP) and the oxygen-insensitive

fluorophore 4-Di-16-ASP (4-[4-(dihexadecylamino)styryl]-N-methylpyridinium

iodide) (DiA) within a PEG-lipid shell to produce oxygen-sensitive nanosensors at

~200 nm in diameter. Using these oxygen nanosensors Jewell et al. (2019)

demonstrated that the nanosensors were capable of detecting a reduction in

oxygen with the introduction of glucose and glucose oxidase to a chemically fixed

biofilm, as well as a gradual increase in oxygen over time within a biofilm treated

with the antimicrobial, colistin. Further work by Jewell et al. (2020b) used these

oxygen nanosensors as an alternative method of determining the minimum biofilm

inhibitory concentrations (MBICs) for a range of antimicrobials (tobramycin and

colistin). By measuring oxygen availability, the metabolic activity of antimicrobial-

treated P. aeruginosa biofilms could be inferred. Any change in metabolism could
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then imply antimicrobial activity. This work relied on measuring changes in

fluorescence intensity using a microplate reader; P. aeruginosa biofilms were

grown on peg-lids with embedded nanosensors before being treated with

increasing concentrations of tobramycin or colistin. The fluorescence intensity

changes would therefore be reduced to a single measurement, lacking spatial

distinction across a whole biofilm. In addition, as shown above, cells below a

particular depth (~30 µm) are typically metabolically inactive. However, the

thickness of these biofilms may not necessarily be >30 µm as they were grown

on a peg-lid (biofilm dimensions were not given), meaning cells could potentially

all be metabolically active. This may raise the question whether these biofilms

were a suitable representation of in vivo biofilms. The use of controls would

alleviate the issue of metabolic inactivity, as treatment with no antimicrobials

should provide a baseline for fluorescence intensity and inferred oxygen

availability/metabolic activity of the biofilm as a whole. In addition, there appears

to be no way of confirming their oxygen nanosensors had in fact embedded into

the biofilm forming on a peg-lid.

The final example of oxygen-sensitive particles have been produced by the Aylott

Lab, where the pH-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors discussed in 5.1.2

(Figure 5.1.2-1) have been used to create a dual pH-oxygen nanosensor, by

covalently attaching various porphyrin molecules to the surface of the

polyacrylamide shell (Chauhan et al., 2016). Following on from this work, oxygen-

sensitive nanosensors have been developed, as described in Figure 6.1.5-1.

Figure 6.1.5-1a) shows the chemical structure of the oxygen-sensitive

fluorophore platinum (II) porphyrin and its optimal excitation and emission

wavelengths (ex:405 nm, em:650 nm). The schematic in Figure 6.1.5-1b shows

the structure of the oxygen-sensitive nanosensors. Here, the platinum (II)
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porphyrin fluorophore (Figure 6.1.5-1a) is covalently linked, via the succinimidyl

ester group, to the surface of an inert cross-linked matrix that contains free amine

groups, provided by N-(3-Aminopropyl)methacrylamide hydrochloride (APMA).

Encapsulated within the polyacrylamide shell is the oxygen-insensitive

fluorophore, TAMRA, which provides a reference.

Altogether, this creates an oxygen-sensitive nanosensor that has the potential to

provide real-time, ratiometric measurements of oxygen consumption during

bacterial growth and the potential to map three-dimensional oxygen gradients

within a biofilm. With this, research can be carried out to better understand the

availability of a key chemical of bacterial survival and an essential component

required in the action of antimicrobials and the host defences.
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Figure 6.1.5-1: a) Chemical structure of platinum (II) porphyrin b) Representative

diagram of nanosensors and their mode of action – The matrix contains the fluorophore

TAMRA, whilst platinum (II) porphyrin covalently binds to the free amine group provided by matrix

bound APMA. Oxygen quenches the fluorescence of platinum (II) porphyrin, whilst the fluorescence

from TAMRA remains unaffected.
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6.2. Results

6.2.1. Determining the particle size and charge of the oxygen-

sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors

To verify that the oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors were

appropriately synthesised, each batch was prepared for post-production

characterisation to determine the zeta potential and size, as described in 4.2.1.

The average size, zeta potential and polydispersal index (PDI) is listed in Table

6.2.1-1.

Table 6.2.1-1: Average size, charge and PDI of oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide
nanosensors

Parameters Oxygen nanosensors

Size (nm) 203.54 (±7.37)

PDI (A.U.) 0.21 (±0.01)

Zeta Potential (mV) 4.17 (±0.24)

6.2.2. The quenching of fluorescence from platinum (II) porphyrin by

oxygen is reversible

For the oxygen calibration, the Agilent Fluorescence Spectrometer was used to

generate an emission scan as described in 4.2.3. Figure 6.2.2-1 shows an

emission scan for oxygen nanosensors at 1 mg mL-1 in 1:10 PBS. The emission

scan, from 550-700 nm, measures the response of the oxygen-sensitive

fluorophore, platinum (II) porphyrin, as oxygen is gradually bubbled into the

solution. The scan shows a decrease in fluorescence intensity as the oxygen

gradually increased from the initial measurement at 4.1% of dissolved oxygen

(DO). Once the concentration of DO reaches 60.2%, argon is introduced,

displacing the oxygen and increasing the fluorescence intensity, as shown at
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41.2%, 27.5% and 22.9%. A small peak is present at ~577 nm caused by the

excitation of TAMRA.

Figure 6.2.2-1: Platinum (II) porphyrin fluorescence intensity decreases as the

concentraion of dissolved oxygen increases – The oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide

nanosensors were diluted to a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1 in 1:10 PBS. An emission scan

was performed to detect the fluorescence intensity peaks of platinum (II) porphyrin and TAMRA. The

emissions scan used an excitation of 405 nm, and detected emissions between 550-700 nm.

Between measurements the oxygen nanosensor solution was ‘bubbled’ with argon and the oxygen

concentraion was measured using an oxygen probe (Ocean Insight). To increase the oxygen

concentration after the 60.2% measurement was taken, oxygen was ‘bubbled’ into the solution. n=1
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6.2.3. Auto-fluorescence at 650 nm is present in PAO1 strains

In order to determine whether P. aeruginosa produced auto-fluorescence that may

interfere with readings taken for the platinum (II) porphyrin emission,

fluorescence intensity at 650 nm was measured using four PAO1 strains grown in

the presence and absence of oxygen nanosensors, as described in 4.6.1.

In the presence of oxygen nanosensors, the fluorescence intensity at 650 nm

steadily increases over time, as shown in Figure 6.2.3-1 (solid lines). However,

in the absence of oxygen nanosensors, emission at 650 nm also increases (dotted

lines). Only growth in PAO1-L with the addition of 1mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors

was significantly reduced (Supplemental Figure 10-5).

Figure 6.2.3-1: Fluorescence intensity emission at 650 nm increased over time in the

presence and absence of oxygen nanosensors – PAO1 strains at OD600 of 0.05 were incubated

in M9 succinate & 1% w/v casamino acids, with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors as an additional

condition. Emission at 650 nm was measured every 15 min. Fluorescence intensity increased in both

the presence and absence of oxygen nanosensors. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=2x3
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6.2.4. Increase in fluorescence at 650 nm only seen in P. aeruginosa

To investigate whether other bacterial species also produced auto-fluorescence

that may interfere with the platinum (II) porphyrin emission, fluorescence

intensity at 650 nm was measured using the E. coli strain DH5α, the S. aureus

strain SH1000 and PAO1-N, as described in 4.6.2.

Figure 6.2.4-1a) shows that only PAO1-N (red lines) increases in fluorescence

intensity over time, whilst auto-fluorescence (dotted red line) only appears

present in PAO1-N. Growth was not a contributing factor as all strains grew

similarly in each condition (Supplemental Figure 10-6). Figure 6.2.4-1b)

shows SH1000 and DH5α rescaled without PAO1-N; where there appears a slight 

increase in fluorescence intensity over time with the oxygen nanosensors present.
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Figure 6.2.4-1: Fluorescence intensity emission at 650 nm only increased over time for

PAO1-N when grown in the presence and absence of oxygen nanosensors – Strains at OD600

of 0.05 were incubated in M9 glucose, with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors as an additional condition.

Emission at 650 nm was measured every 15 min. a) Fluorescence intensity emission at 650 nm of

each species grown with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors (solid line) compared to the fluorescence

intensity of each species alone (dotted line). b) Fluorescence intensity emission at 650 nm of

SH1000 and DH5α grown with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors (solid line) compared to the

fluorescence intensity of SH1000 and DH5α species alone (dotted line), rescaled without PAO1-N. 

Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=2x3
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6.2.5. Pyoverdine appears to cause auto-fluorescence

Continuing the investigation into auto-fluorescence, fluorescence intensity at

650 nm was measured using pyoverdine, pyochelin and pyocyanin mutants, as

described in 4.6.3.

Figure 6.2.5-1a) shows that the fluorescence intensity at 650 nm increases over

time for both wildtype strains of PAO1 (Nottingham and C++), as well as the

pyochelin (PAO1-NΔpchEF) and pyocyanin (CW4T1) mutants. Fluorescence

intensity at 650 nm in PA14 is also present, albeit reduced in comparison to the

PAO1 strains. However, the fluorescence intensity for the three mutants lacking

pyoverdine is drastically reduced. Again, growth was not a contributing factor as

all strains grew similarly in all conditions (Supplemental Figure 10-7). Figure

6.2.5-1b) shows a slight increase in fluorescence intensity over time for

PAO1-NΔpvdD, PAO1 C++ΔpvdD and PAO1 C++ΔpvdDΔpchEF when rescaled.
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Figure 6.2.5-1: A pyoverdine mutation significantly reduces auto-fluorescence of

P. aeruginosa at 650 nm – P. aeruginosa strains at OD600 of 0.05 were incubated in M9 succinate

& casamino acids. Emission at 650 nm was measured every 15 min. a) Fluorescence intensity

emission at 650 nm of each P. aeruginosa species over 21 h. b) Fluorescence intensity emission at

650 nm of PAO1-NΔpvdD, PAO1-C++ΔpvdD and PAO1-C++ΔpvdDΔpchEF after rescaling. Error bars

are ±1 S.D. n=2x3
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6.2.6. Oxygen consumption varies drastically between bacterial

species

Having determined that pyoverdine caused auto-fluorescence, PAO1-NΔpvdD

(rather than PAO1-N) DH5α, SH1000 and were used to investigate whether the 

oxygen nanosensors could measure the real-time consumption of oxygen from

different bacterial species, as described in 4.6.4.

Firstly, to confirm that a gas permeable membrane was a suitable additional

control, half of a microplate was covered with a gas permeable membrane and

fluorescence emission at 650 nm was measured, as shown Figure 6.2.6-1a). The

four conditions were atmospheric (~20% oxygen) and ~0% oxygen, either

covered or uncovered. The ‘Atmospheric’ control was created by vortexing the

oxygen nanosensor solution thoroughly before transferring to the microplate;

whilst the ‘~0%’ was created by adding sodium sulphite to the oxygen nanosensor

solution where it can scavenge available oxygen. Both covered readings (yellow &

blue lines) remain steady over 21 h, providing a minimum and maximum oxygen

reading within physiological conditions. Conversely, both uncovered readings

(grey & black lines) decrease over time. This was most apparent with the

uncovered atmospheric measurements. Secondly, to confirm that no auto-

fluorescence was present at 650 nm, measurements were taken in the absence of

oxygen nanosensors, as shown in Figure 6.2.6-1b). Here we see the fluorescence

emission of all three bacteria is consistently low when compared to the two

controls, atmospheric (~20% oxygen) and ~0% oxygen.
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Figure 6.2.6-1: a) Determining the suitability of gas permeable membranes for microplate

assays, b) measuring emission at 650 nm for DH5α, SH1000 and PAO1-NΔpvdD grown in

the absence of oxygen nanosensors – Strains at OD600 of 0.05 were incubated in M9 glucose and

emission at 650 nm was measured every 15 min for 21 h. a) Half of the microplate was covered

with a gas permeable membrane. Emission at 650 nm for atmospheric (blue) and ~0% (yellow)

remained steady over 21 h when covered with the membrane. b) Fluorescence intensity for

PAO1-NΔpvdD, DH5α and SH1000 in the absence of the oxygen nanosensors, in comparison to the 

controls (~0% & atmospheric). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=2x3
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Thirdly, to confirm that the oxygen nanosensors could measure oxygen

consumption over time, fluorescence emissions at 580 nm (ex:540 nm) and

650 nm (ex:405 nm) were measured, as well as absorbance (600 nm) to track

growth. The resultant fluorescence intensity ratio was normalised, as discussed in

4.6.4, assuming that the initial oxygen concentration matched atmospheric

conditions.

The growth varies between the three bacterial species, as shown in Figure

6.2.6-2a, with PAO1-NΔpvdD reaching stationary phase first, followed by DH5α 

then SH1000; whilst oxygen consumption of the three bacterial species over 21 h

can be seen in Figure 6.2.6-2b. An increase in the fluorescence intensity ratio

(FIR) indicates a reduction in oxygen in the wells, as platinum (II) porphyrin

fluorescence intensity increases whilst TAMRA fluorescence intensity remains

insensitive to changes in oxygen. This change in the FIR is most apparent in

PAO1-NΔpvdD (orange line) as the FIR increases rapidly, before the FIR initially

plateaus after ~ 5 h. This plateauing mirrors the time where PAO1-NΔpvdD

reached stationary phase (Figure 6.2.6-2a – orange line). The FIR for

PAO1-NΔpvdD continues to increase between ~8-14 h before it plateaus again.

PAO1-NΔpvdD also reaches the highest FIR of the three species. FIR is slow to

increase for both DH5α and SH1000 within the first 2 h, indicating a lag phase, 

before eventually increasing, albeit at different rates. The FIR for SH1000

increases in a shallow manner over 21 h, mirroring its growth, whereas the FIR

for DH5α rapidly increases between hours 2-5 before plateauing. This varies from 

when DH5α reaches stationary phase after ~ 10 h. 
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Figure 6.2.6-2: Oxygen consumption was detectable in three species – Strains at OD600 of

0.05 were incubated in M9 glucose, with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors as an additional condition.

Absorbance at 600 nm and emission at 580 nm & 650 nm were measured every 15 min. Wells were

covered with a gas permeable membrane. Controls using vortexed oxygen nanosensor solution and

40 mg mL-1 sodium sulphite dissolved in the oxygen nanosensor solution were used as physiological

ranges. a) Stationary phase was reached at varying times by DH5α, SH1000 and PAO1-NΔpvdD. b)

The fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR), varied drastically with PAO1-NΔpvdD increasing the most,

followed by DH5α then SH1000. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=2x3   
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6.2.7. Oxygen consumption plateaus with increasing concentrations

of potassium nitrate

For further testing to determine whether the oxygen nanosensors could detect

changes in oxygen consumption in planktonic culture, PAO1-NΔpvdD was grown

in M9 minimal media with 1% w/v casamino acids either alone or with an

increasing concentration of KNO3 (5 mM, 10 mM or 20 mM), as described in 4.6.5.

Additionally, the experiment was used to determine the excess of KNO3 for

PAO1-NΔpvdD growth.

The results show that the addition of KNO3 to the M9 minimal media significantly

reduces the growth of PAO1-NΔpvdD over 21 h for all conditions, as shown in

Figure 6.2.7-1a & b). The results also show that the FIR is significantly reduced

over time with the addition of KNO3, whilst there is also a significant reduction in

FIR between 1% w/v casamino acids with 5 mM KNO3 and both 10 mM & 20 mM

KNO3 (Figure 6.2.7-1c & d), inferring a reduction in oxygen consumption when

KNO3 is ≥ 10 mM.    
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Figure 6.2.7-1: Oxygen consumption in PAO1-NΔpvdD is significantly reduced when

supplemented with ≥ 10 mM KNO3 - PAO1-NΔpvdD at OD600 of 0.05 was incubated in M9 minimal

media with 1% w/v casamino acids either in the presence of increasing concentrations of KNO3 (

5 mM, 10 mM or 20 mM) or alone. 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors was added to measure the oxygen

concentration. Absorbance at 600 nm and emission at 580 nm & 650 nm were measured every

15 min. Wells were covered with a gas permeable membrane. Controls using vortexed oxygen

nanosensor solution and 40 mg mL-1 sodium sulphite dissolved in the oxygen nanosensor solution

were used as physiological ranges. a & b) OD measured over 21 h showed significantly reduced

growth with the addition of KNO3 when compared to 1% w/v casamino acids alone. No significant

difference was seen in growth between the KNO3 conditions c & d) The fluorescence intensity ratio

(FIR), was significantly reduced between 1% w/v casamino acids alone and when supplemented with

KNO3. FIR was also significantly reduced as KNO3 increased in concentration. (*= P<0.05, **=

P<0.005 & ***= P<0.001). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x4
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6.2.8. Oxygen nanosensors disrupt PAO1-N microcolony formation in

biofilms

A comparison between PAO1-N and PAO1-NΔpvdD was required to determine the

effects of pyoverdine on biofilm growth and auto-fluorescence; therefore, PAO1-N

and PAO1-NΔpvdD biofilms were grown in the presence and absence of oxygen

nanosensors, as described in 4.8.3.

Figure 6.2.8-1 shows a PAO1-N biofilm grown over 48 h in M9 succinate without

oxygen nanosensors. The top panel shows a thin layer of PAO1-N cells ~ 6 µm

thick whilst the second panel shows a few regions of fluorescence at 650 nm

emission but none present at 580 nm. The final panels show clusters of PAO1-N

cells, forming microcolonies throughout the biofilm. Less fluorescence at 650 nm

is present from the top view.
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Figure 6.2.8-1: PAO1-N biofilm grown in absence of oxygen-sensitive nanosensors

produces large microcolonies with reduced fluorescence intensity at 650 nm -

Representative model of PAO1-N grown over 48 h in M9 succinate. Images taken with a Zeiss

confocal laser scanning microscope with a 20x/0.8na objective. First row) Side 3D view of DAPI

(405 nm excitation). Second row) Side 3D view of 580/650 nm emissions to detect

autofluorescence (540 nm and 405 nm excitation respectively). Third row; left image) Top 3D

view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Third row; right image) Top 3D of 580/650 nm emission.
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Figure 6.2.8-2 shows a PAO1-NΔpvdD biofilm grown without oxygen

nanosensors. The top panel shows a thicker biofilm than PAO1-N, with less clear

regions of emission at 650 nm and still no fluorescence present at 580 nm. From

the top view, the PAO1-NΔpvdD appears less densely packed, with fewer

microcolonies present. Fluorescence is also greatly reduced at 650 nm when

viewed from the top.

Figure 6.2.8-2: PAO1-NΔpvdD biofilms grown in absence of oxygen-sensitive nanosensors

produce reduced microcolonies - Representative model of PAO1-NΔpvdD grown over 48 h in

M9 succinate. Images taken with a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope with a 20x/0.8na

objective. First row) Side 3D view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Second row) Side 3D view of

580/650 nm emissions to detect auto-fluorescence (540 nm and 405 nm excitation respectively).

Third row; left image) Top 3D view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Third row; right image) Top

3D of 580/650 nm emission.
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Figure 6.2.8-3 shows a PAO1-N biofilm grown with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen

nanosensors. The thickness of the PAO1-N biofilm grown with oxygen nanosensors

is similar to the thickness when the nanosensors are absent (Figure 6.2.8-1);

however, fewer microcolonies are present, as shown in the top view (bottom left

panel). Clear fluorescence emission is seen at both 580 nm and 650 nm, indicating

the presence of the oxygen nanosensors. The nanosensors also appear fairly well

dispersed throughout the biofilm, yet with clear clusters of nanosensors in regions.
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Figure 6.2.8-3: Oxygen-sensitive nanosensors form clusters within a PAO1-N biofilm -

Representative model of PAO1-N grown over 48 hr in M9 succinate. Images taken with a Zeiss

confocal laser scanning microscope with a 20x objective. First row) Side 3D view of DAPI (405 nm

excitation). Second row) Side 3D view of TAMRA emission (540 nm excitation). Third row) Side

3D view of platinum (II) porphyrin emission (405 nm excitation). Fourth row) Side 3D view of

580/650 nm emission. Fifth row; left image) Top 3D view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Fifth

row; centre image) Top 3D view of 580/650 nm emission. Fifth row; right image) Top 3D view

of DAPI and 580/650 nm emission.
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Figure 6.2.8-4 shows a PAO1-NΔpvdD biofilm grown with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen

nanosensors. Again, the biofilm is thicker than the PAO1-N biofilm, yet the addition

of the oxygen nanosensors disrupt the formation of the microcolonies (bottom left

panel). Clear fluorescence emission is seen at both 580 nm and 650 nm, indicating

the presence of the oxygen nanosensors. The nanosensors appear to form large

clusters throughout the biofilm, at a higher concentration than seen in the PAO1-N

+ oxygen nanosensors condition. This is confirmed by the significant reduction in

fluorescence intensity for both OG/FAM and TAMRA for PAO1-N + oxygen

nanosensors condition, when compared to the OG/FAM and TAMRA measurements

taken for the PAO1-NΔpvdD + oxygen nanosensors condition (OG/FAM P<0.001

& TAMRA P<0.005) (Supplemental Table 10-1).

Fluorescence at 650 nm is also significantly higher across the section of biofilm

when compared to Figure 6.2.8-3, resulting in yellow/orange regions rather than

darker red regions seen in the PAO1-N + oxygen nanosensors biofilm. This is

shown by the maximum intensity z-projection (Supplemental Figure 10-8)

where the average fluorescence intensity ratio for PAO1-N + oxygen nanosensors

(0.42 ± 0.01 A.U.) is significantly lower than the average fluorescence intensity

ratio for PAO1-NΔpvdD + oxygen nanosensors (0.62 ±0.02 A.U.) (P<0.005)

(Supplemental Table 10-1).
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Figure 6.2.8-4: Oxygen-sensitive nanosensors disrupt the formation of microcolonies a

PAO1-NΔpvdD biofilm - Representative model of PAO1-NΔpvdD grown over 48 h in M9 succinate.

Images taken with a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope with a 20x/0.8na objective. First

row) Side 3D view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Second row) Side 3D view of TAMRA emission

(540 nm excitation). Third row) Side 3D view of platinum (II) porphyrin emission (405 nm

excitation). Fourth row) Side 3D view of 580/650 nm emission. Fifth row; left image) Top 3D

view of DAPI (405 nm excitation). Fifth row; centre image) Top 3D view of 580/650 nm emission.

Fifth row; right image) Top 3D view of DAPI and 580/650 nm emission.
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6.2.9. Amphiphilic polymers significantly reduce bacterial attachment

and biofilm formation

By using the Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) Assay in combination with either

OxoPlates or oxygen-sensitive nanosensors, the aim was to determine the

effectiveness of anti-biofouling materials coating individual pegs of the CBD, as

described in 4.10.1.

By measuring the fluorescence intensity changes of the oxygen-sensitive indicator

dye contained in the base of an OxoPlate, oxygen consumption can be tracked

over time. The assumption is that any variation in oxygen consumption is due to

the presence of bacteria attached to the peg-lid after incubation in culture for 5 h.

These measurements can then be compared to the uncoated peg used as a

control. The cut off point for measurements is when the uncoated control peg

(grey dashed line) first begins to plateau, with a similar value 30 min later,

indicating metabolic inactivity. The Area under the Curve (AUC) can then be

calculated as the sum of each measurement over a specific time series and plotted

as a single value; this value is referred to the total fluorescence intensity ratio

(total FIR) over this window of time. Any material that has a lower total FIR than

the uncoated peg is likely to inhibit bacterial attachment, and any that has a higher

total FIR is likely to promote bacterial attachment. All results were normalised as

it was assumed that the initial readings matched atmospheric conditions, as

described in 4.10.1. (Material 5 changed between experiments and so was

discounted).
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For PAO1-N, the cut-off point is 270 min, at which point the measurements from

the uncoated peg begin to plateau (Figure 6.2.9-1a). The AUC is therefore

between 0 min and 270 min (Figure 6.2.9-1b). The total FIR is only significantly

reduced for Materials 3, 4 & 6 (*=P<0.05, **=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001), whilst

there is no significant difference in the total FIR for Materials 1, 2, 7 & 8.

Figure 6.2.9-1: Oxygen consumption was significantly reduced for Materials 3, 4 and 6

indicating reduced attachment of PAO1-N to the coated peg-lids - Using a Calgary Biofilm

Device (CBD) assay, peg-lids coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in PAO1-N culture

before being transferred to an OxoPlate with TSB media. Fluorescence intensity at ex:540 nm,

em:650 nm for the indicator dye and ex:540 nm, em:590 nm for the reference dye was measured

every 30 min for 20 h. a) the fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR) was plotted over time for each

material until ‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau point (270 min). b) The Area Under the Curve (AUC)

was calculated to determine total fluorescence intensity ratio (total FIR) over 270 min. (*=P<0.05,

**=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x9
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For PA14, the uncoated peg only plateaus after 420 min (Figure 6.2.9-1a). The

AUC is therefore between 0 min and 420 min (Figure 6.2.9-1b). The total FIR is

significantly reduced for Materials 1-6, whilst there is no significant difference in

the total FIR for Materials 7 & 8.

Figure 6.2.9-2: Oxygen consumption was significantly reduced for Materials 1-4 and 6

indicating reduced attachment of PA14 to the coated peg-lids - Using a Calgary Biofilm Device

(CBD) assay, peg-lids coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in PA14 culture before

being transferred to an OxoPlate with TSB media. Fluorescence intensity at ex:540 nm, em:650 nm

for the indicator dye and ex:540 nm, em:590 nm for the reference dye was measured every 30 min

for 20 h. a) the FIR was plotted over time for each material until ‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau

point (420 min). b) The AUC was calculated to determine total FIR over 420 min. (*=P<0.05,

**=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x9
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For the S. aureus strain ATCC 6538, the uncoated peg again only plateaus after

420 min, as shown in Figure 6.2.9-3a). This means the AUC is between 0 min

and 420 min (Figure 6.2.9-3b). This time the total FIR is only significantly

reduced for Materials 2, 4 & 6, whilst there is no significant difference in the total

FIR for Materials 1, 3, 7 & 8.

Figure 6.2.9-3: Oxygen consumption was significantly reduced for Materials 2, 4 and 6

indicating reduced attachment of S. aureus to the coated peg-lids - Using a Calgary Biofilm

Device (CBD) assay, peg-lids coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in S. aureus

strain ATCC 6538 culture before being transferred to an OxoPlate with TSB media. Fluorescence

intensity at ex:540 nm, em:650 nm for the indicator dye and ex:540 nm, em:590 nm for the

reference dye was measured every 30 min for 20 h. a) the FIR was plotted over time for each

material until ‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau point (420 min). b) The AUC was calculated to

determine total FIR over 420 min. (*=P<0.05, **=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001). Error bars are ±1

S.D. n=1x9
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Finally, for the E. coli strain ATCC 10536 the cut-off point is 120 min, the quickest

of the four bacterial species Figure 6.2.9-4a), meaning the AUC is calculated

between 0 min and 120 min (Figure 6.2.9-4b). The total FIR is significantly

reduced over 120 min for Materials 3-6, whilst there is no significant difference in

the total FIR over 120 min for Material 1, 2 & 8. Oxygen consumption of planktonic

E. coli is greatly reduced compared to the other three species, similar to the trend

in oxygen consumption shown in Figure 6.2.6-2.

Figure 6.2.9-4: Oxygen consumption was significantly reduced for Materials 3, 4, 6 and 7

indicating reduced attachment of E. coli to the coated peg-lids – Using a Calgary Biofilm

Device (CBD) assay, peg-lids coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in E. coli strain

ATCC 10536 culture before being transferred to an OxoPlate with TSB media. Fluorescence intensity

at ex:540 nm, em:650 nm for the indicator dye and ex:540 nm, em:590 nm for the reference dye

was measured every 30 min for 20 h. a) the FIR was plotted over time for each material until

‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau point (120 min). b) The AUC was calculated to determine total FIR

over 120 min. (*=P<0.05, **=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x9
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By repeating the CBD assay using oxygen-sensitive nanosensors, a comparison

between two oxygen-sensing products could be carried out.

The trends between bacterial species and material are similar to the reduction in

total FIR shown in the OxoPlate data. However, there is no significant difference

between uncoated and the test materials for three of the four bacterial species

(Figure 6.2.9-5b, Figure 6.2.9-6b, Figure 6.2.9-7b & Figure 6.2.9-8b).

The response of the oxygen nanosensors appears to be generally more rapid than

the OxoPlate, however the FIRs appear to fluctuate between each 30 min read as

opposed to the constant increase in FIRs for the OxoPlate readings (all rescaled in

Supplemental Figure 10-9). The FIR for the ‘Atmospheric Control’ using the

oxygen nanosensors also gradually increases over time, whilst this control for the

OxoPlates remains constant. Materials 3, 4 & 6 regularly dip below the

Atmospheric control readings for all four bacterial species, whilst the only results

that are significantly reduced are in Figure 6.2.9-8b, where Material 3 & 6 are

significantly reduced compared to ‘Uncoated’.
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Figure 6.2.9-5: Oxygen-sensitive nanosensors could not detect significant reductions in

oxygen consumption for PAO1-N attachment - Using a Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) assay,

peg-lids coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in PAO1-N culture. The peg-lid was

then transferred to an 96-well plate containing 0.5 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors suspended in TSB

media. Fluorescence intensity at 580 nm and 650 nm was measured every 30 min for 20 h. a) the

fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR) was plotted over time for each material until ‘Uncoated’ reached

its plateau point (360 min). b) The Area Under the curve was calculated to determine total

fluorescence intensity ratio (total FIR) over 360 min. (*=P<0.05, **=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001).

Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x2
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Figure 6.2.9-6: Oxygen-sensitive nanosensors could not detect significant reductions in

oxygen consumption for PA14 attachment - Using a Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) assay, peg-

lids coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in PA14 culture. The peg-lid was then

transferred to an 96-well plate containing 0.5 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors suspended in TSB

media. Fluorescence intensity at 580 nm and 650 nm was measured every 30 min for 20 h. a) the

FIR was plotted over time for each material until ‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau point (420 min). b)

The AUC was calculated to determine total FIR over 420 min. (*=P<0.05, **=P<0.005 &

***=P<0.001). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x2
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Figure 6.2.9-7: Oxygen-sensitive nanosensors could not detect significant reduction in

oxygen consumption for S. aureus attachment - Using a Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) assay,

peg-lids coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in S. aureus ATCC 6538 culture. The

peg-lid was then transferred to an 96-well plate containing 0.5 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors

suspended in TSB media. Fluorescence intensity at 580 nm and 650 nm was measured every 30 min

for 20 h. a) the FIR was plotted over time for each material until ‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau

point (480 min). b) The AUC was calculated to determine total FIR over 480 min. (*=P<0.05,

**=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x2
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Figure 6.2.9-8: Oxygen-sensitive nanosensors detected a significant reduction in oxygen

consumption for Materials 3 and 6 indicating reduced attachment of E. coli to the coated

peg-lids - Using a Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) assay, peg-lids coated in a range of materials were

incubated for 5 h in E. coli ATCC 10536 culture. The peg-lid was then transferred to an 96-well plate

containing 0.5 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors suspended in TSB media. Fluorescence intensity at 580

nm and 650 nm was measured every 30 min for 20 h. a) the FIR was plotted over time for each

material until ‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau point (150 min). b) The AUC was calculated to

determine total FIR over 150 min. (*=P<0.05, **=P<0.005 & ***=P<0.001). Error bars are ±1

S.D. n=1x2
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Using oxygen nanosensors rather than an OxoPlate does provide the opportunity

to measure any potential fluorescence produced by the bacteria in the absence of

oxygen-sensitive and reference fluorophores. For PAO1-N and PA14, auto-

fluorescence is present towards the end of the 20 h measurements, as seen in

Figure 6.2.9-9a & b). The increase in fluorescence intensity is most noticeable in

PAO1-N in both planktonic (black lines) and biofilm (brown lines) wells, whilst

fluorescence intensity only subtly increases for PA14.
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Figure 6.2.9-9: PAO1-N produced auto-fluorescence during CBD-oxygen nanosensor

experiments - The fluorescence intensity in the wells absent of oxygen nanosensors was measured

at 580 nm and 650 nm every 30 min for 20 h, to detect any auto-fluorescence during the experiment.

a) shows the fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR) for PAO1-N over 20 h. b) shows the FIR for PA14, c)

shows the FIR for S. aureus and d) shows the FIR for E. coli. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x2
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The final biofilm mass of each peg-lid was quantified using crystal violet staining.

After 20 h incubation for fluorescence intensity measurements, each peg-lid was

stained using the crystal violet method in 4.10.2.

By staining a material-treated peg-lid that had not been incubated in bacteria,

background crystal violet absorption can be subtracted from the crystal violet

readings generated by bacterial staining. The results can then be compared to the

‘Uncoated’ samples. Figure 6.2.9-10 shows both a simplified version of the above

data and the crystal violet staining after 20 h incubation. Green panels indicate

reduced attachment compared to uncoated, whilst red panels indicate increased

attachment, and yellow panels indicate no significant effect on attachment. A

variation between fluorescence intensity ratio and crystal violet results are due to

different processes being measured; fluorescence intensity is inferred bacterial

attachment whilst crystal violet is measuring final biofilm mass.

Crystal violet staining between the OxoPlate and nanosensor results again shows

similar trends for reduced biofilm formation with E. coli (Materials 1-7) and PA14

(Materials 1-6), whilst PAO1-N biofilm formation appears to be increased in most

materials for both assays. Finally Material 8 appears to increase biofilm formation

across most species for OxoPlate work (Material 8 is a positive control – PDMS)

whilst Material 7 appears to increase biofilm formation across most species for

oxygen nanosensor work.
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Figure 6.2.9-10: Materials 3, 4 and 6 reduced bacterial attachment and biofilm formation

most significantly of the seven materials used – (Top Panels) Comparison of oxygen

consumption between bacterial species and materials for OxoPlate and oxygen nanosensor results.

(Bottom Panels) Comparison of Crystal Violet measurements taken from the peg-lids post 20 h

incubation. Peg-lids were stained with 0.05% crystal violet before two washing steps with H2O.

Crystal violet was removed using 95% ethanol and the resultant crystal violet was measured for

absorption at 590 nm. Final results were subtracted from crystal violet values taken from material

treated peg-lid not incubated in bacteria.
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6.3. Discussion

Oxygen availability plays an essential role in the establishment of microbial

biofilms, whilst oxygen gradients can both inform organisational structure (where

multiple species are present) and form as a result of a mature biofilm. One such

result of the formation of oxygen gradients is the impact low oxygen

concentrations can have on the action of certain antimicrobials. Therefore, there

is a need for novel approaches to probe these oxygen gradients to determine their

effect on biofilm-specific processes. In order to characterise these physicochemical

gradients in biofilms, oxygen-sensitive nanosensors were used in this study.

The first objective was to confirm the suitability of the platinum (II) porphyrin

based oxygen-sensitive nanosensors as a functional analytical tool; and to confirm

whether the P. aeruginosa strain PAO1-N was a suitable model organism to test

the oxygen-sensitive nanosensors. The initial experiment using an Agilent

Fluorescence Spectrometer, concurrently with an oxygen probe, showed that the

oxygen nanosensors themselves were suitable for measuring changes in varying

oxygen concentrations (Figure 6.2.2-1). As oxygen decreased, the fluorescence

intensity at 650 nm decreased. The quenching effect of oxygen was also reversible

as the bubbling of argon into the oxygen nanosensor mixture resulted in the

increase of fluorescence intensity; this was due to the density of the argon, which

can displace the oxygen, allowing an increase in fluorescence intensity. The

sensitivity of platinum (II) porphyrin to oxygen, paired with the insensitivity of

TAMRA could therefore provide the ratiometric measurements required to track

oxygen consumption in planktonic culture and oxygen availability in microbial

biofilms.
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The additional experiments to determine the suitability of PAO1-N as a model

organism highlighted the issues with auto-fluorescence in biological samples,

especially with Pseudomonas species. Wide ranging work measuring the

fluorescence spectra of P. aeruginosa often plot the maximum emission reading

at ≤600 nm when using an excitation wavelength of 400 nm (Sosnin et al., 2014,

Folschweiller et al., 2002). Additionally, previous work to determine the site of

synthesis and exportation of the virulence factor pyoverdine in P. aeruginosa only

measured fluorescence emission at 450 nm (Yeterian et al., 2010). However, none

expands the emission range up to 650 nm in order to detect auto-fluorescence

that is shown in this work.

By measuring emission at 650 nm, using an excitation of 405 nm, auto-

fluorescence was detected in PAO1 growth assays, even when the

oxygen-sensitive nanosensors were absent, as shown in Figure 6.2.3-1. Four

strains of PAO1 were used (Nottingham, Lausanne, Washington and Denmark) in

an effort to determine the source of auto-fluorescence as sublines of the laboratory

strain PAO1 have emerged, leading to genome diversity between the strains

(Klockgether et al., 2010). These results suggested that all four PAO1 strains used

produce a pigment that fits within the fluorescence spectra used to measure

platinum (II) porphyrin fluorescence. This auto-fluorescence was not present in

either S. aureus strain SH1000 or E. coli strain DH5α (Figure 6.2.4-1), indicating

an isolated issue to Pseudomonas spp. So, what was causing the auto-

fluorescence in planktonic culture? Pseudomonas spp. produce a variety of

extracellular pigments that can act as virulence factors and provide distinct colour

changes in planktonic culture. Pseudomonas spp. are capable of producing one or

more of these pigments, including pyocyanin, pyoverdine and pyochelin.

Pyocyanin is a blue pigment and a redox-active phenazine that acts as a virulence
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factor for P. aeruginosa (Lau et al., 2004, Huang et al., 2012) (Figure 6.3-1a).

For example, pyocyanin can act on other bacteria, such as S. aureus, where it can

both inhibit respiration and generate ROS to kill non-respiring S. aureus (Noto et

al., 2017). Both pyoverdine and pyochelin are siderophores; a secreted molecule

which binds and transports iron in iron limited conditions. Pyoverdine is a yellow-

green pigment that is comprised of three distinct structural parts; a

dihydroxyquinoline chromophore that is responsible for its fluorescence, a peptide

chain of 6-12 amino acids bound to the carboxyl group, and a small dicarboxylic

acid bound to the NH2 group of the chromophore (Budzikiewicz et al., 2007)

(Figure 6.3-1b). Finally, pyochelin is a simpler molecule lacking the chromophore

(Hoegy et al., 2014) (Figure 6.3-1c). Pyochelin can be detected with a

fluorescence emission peak at 432 nm when excited at 320 nm (Brandel et al.,

2012), whereas pyoverdine fluorescence emission peak can differ depending on

the P. aeruginosa strain used. For example, Folschweiller et al. (2002) reported

pyoverdine emission peaked at 447 nm when excited at 400 nm, whilst Sosnin et

al. (2014) reported peaks at 435-445 nm and 455-470 nm for two different stains.
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Figure 6.3-1: The chemical structures of the three P. aeruginosa virulence factors (a)

pyocyanin, (b) pyochelin and (c) pyoverdine – Sourced from PubChem

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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As seen in Figure 6.2.5-1, the fluorescence intensity at 650 nm was greatly

reduced in PAO1 C++ΔpvdD, PAO1-NΔpvdD and PAO1 C++ΔpvdDΔpchEF

mutants, whilst the auto-fluorescence was unaffected in the wildtype strains PA14,

PAO1-N and PAO1 C++, as well as the pyochelin (PAO1-NΔpchEF) and pyocyanin

(CW4T1) mutants. This suggested that pyoverdine, or a precursor, was causing

the auto-fluorescence present in previous experiments. This may also explain the

absence of fluorescence seen in DH5α and SH1000, as neither strain produces 

fluorescent pigmentation such as pyoverdine.

The second objective was to detect variations in oxygen consumption in planktonic

culture. Initial experiments were required to confirm that a gas permeable

membrane was an essential addition to the experimental design. As shown in

Figure 6.2.6-1a, fluorescence intensity of the two physiological standards were

measured over time, with and without coverage. The addition of the gas

permeable membrane maintained stable measurements for the atmospheric and

~0% controls, whilst the measurements from the controls without the membrane

decreased over time. This suggested that without a gas permeable membrane,

oxygen could permeate into the wells causing the ‘~0%’ control to gradually

decrease in fluorescence intensity at 650 nm (a decrease in fluorescence intensity

at 650 nm indicates an increase in oxygen). The reduction in fluorescence intensity

for ‘atmospheric’ may also be due to the quenching effect of oxygen causing

gradual photobleaching (Kim et al., 2015). Figure 6.2.6-1b also confirmed that

PAO1-NΔpvdD, DH5α and SH1000 were reliable strains for measuring emission at 

650 nm as only negligible fluorescence was present at 650 nm when each strain

was grown in the absence of the oxygen-sensitive nanosensors.
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Progressing forward using PAO1-NΔpvdD as a reliable Pseudomonas strain,

alongside DH5α and SH1000, both growth (in M9 glucose) and oxygen 

consumption was measured over 21 h, as shown in Figure 6.2.6-2. Growth

varied significantly between the three species, with PAO1-NΔpvdD reaching

stationary phase first, followed by DH5α then SH1000 (Figure 6.2.6-2a). The

effect of glucose supplementation on Staphylococci species growth has been

previously shown to be significantly decreased, whilst E. coli and P. aeruginosa

remained unaffected (Luo et al., 2020).

Initially looking at Figure 6.2.6-2c, the atmospheric control remained stable over

time; this would indicate oxygen levels remained consistent across all control

wells, which would infer any fluorescence intensity change to the porphyrin would

be due to oxygen being consumed by the cell. Figure 6.2.6-1b also confirmed

that bacterial cells were not the contributing factor to any fluorescence intensity

changes i.e. by the production of auto-fluorescent molecules. The fluorescence

intensity ratio (FIR) for ‘~0%’ did increase slightly over 21 h; however, this may

be explained by excess sodium sulphite still scavenging oxygen during that period

of time.

Looking next at the FIR for each bacterial species, the FIR varied greatly over

21 h, suggesting oxygen consumption was different between each species.

PAO1-NΔpvdD consumed oxygen at a greater rate and to a greater extent. The

initial increase in FIR matched the increase in Optical Density (OD) as it appeared

PAO1-NΔpvdD lacked any lag phase in growth. This rapid change in FIR mirrored

the PAO1-NΔpvdD growth rate, where the FIR plateaued at a similar time as

PAO1-NΔpvdD reached stationary phase. There also appeared to be a second

phase to the FIR increase between ~8-15 h, which indicates oxygen was still
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required to maintain stationary phase. Whilst P. aeruginosa is versatile

metabolically (Arai, 2011), the initial rapid increase in FIR would suggest that

PAO1-NΔpvdD was preferentially using oxygen during the exponential phase of

growth. The FIR of SH1000 appeared to follow a similar trend as PAO1-NΔpvdD

did, with the increase in the FIR mirroring the growth rate. The initial plateau

matched the growth, indicating SH1000 was in lag phase, before the FIR slowly

increased in line with the growth curve without a clear plateau stage, as SH1000

did not reach stationary phase. Again, this would suggest oxygen consumption

matching cell replication. For DH5α the initial plateau indicated a lag phase, which 

was confirmed by the growth curve. However, DH5α varied from the other two 

species (where a gradual increase in the FIR was followed by a plateau). For DH5α 

the plateau in the FIR (~5 h) was much earlier than the plateau seen in the growth

rate (~10 h). This would indicate that DH5α, a facultative anaerobe, switched to 

fermentation during planktonic growth. Further work would be required to confirm

whether these results highlight the efficiency of bacteria to consume oxygen, as

both E. coli and P. aeruginosa reached similar cell density yet P. aeruginosa

consumed significantly more oxygen. This could be achieved by performing MTT

cell viability assay to confirm endpoint cell viability. It must also be taken into

consideration that the terms used to describe the growth of planktonic cells in

these experiments (i.e. lag and stationary phase) are not so easily defined for

bacterial growth in vivo. Microbes in nature most likely exist in a biofilm rather

than in a planktonic form. This would lead to the overlapping of cell growth,

dormancy, and cell death.

The effect of efficiency and metabolic flexibility can provide a competitive

advantage when infecting various sites. This is shown in the ability of E. coli to

infect streptomycin-treated mouse intestine (Jones et al., 2007); where oxygen
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was shown to be key for the colonisation of mouse intestine. E. coli has a metabolic

hierarchy where aerobic respiration is the highest level in the hierarchy, followed

by nitrate respiration and finally anaerobic respiration (Unden et al., 1994). This

provides an initial advantage to grow and exhaust carbohydrates present. Once

resources are depleted, E. coli can switch to anaerobic respiration to continue

growth. This action would overwhelm their competitors and improve colonisation.

The above results showed that the nanosensors could measure oxygen

consumption for a range of bacterial species, the next step was to see whether

variations in oxygen consumption could be seen when P. aeruginosa was supplied

with nitrate. Pseudomonas also has a hierarchical metabolism where it will

preferentially metabolise amino acids before moving to hydrocarbons (Rojo,

2010). P. aeruginosa is also capable of using nitrate as an alternative electron

acceptor, as mentioned above (Arai, 2011). Using PAO1-NΔpvdD with and without

potassium nitrate (0, 5, 10 & 20 mM), supplemented by casamino acids (1% w/v),

the objective was to detect any difference in oxygen consumption when nitrate

was added. Planktonic growth was reduced when PAO1-NΔpvdD was

supplemented with KNO3 (Figure 6.2.7-1); this may be the case as nitrate can

act as an environmental cue to transition from planktonic growth to biofilm

development. The two-component nitrate sensor-response regulator pair

NarX/NarL can detect exogenous nitrate and initiate both swimming and swarming

of PAO1, leading to the development of a biofilm (Van Alst et al., 2007). However,

the possible presence of a biofilm was not confirmed during this assay. Oxygen

consumption also increased between 1% w/v casamino acid alone and the KNO3

supplemented conditions (Figure 6.2.7-1c &d). This was likely due to

PAO1-NΔpvdD using the nitrate as an alternative electron acceptor. There was

also a significant difference between 1% w/v casamino acids with 5 mM KNO3 and
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the 10 mM/20 mM conditions. As the KNO3 increased in concentration, the FIR

flattened for 10 mM and 20 mM, whilst the FIR for 5 mM continued to increase.

This suggested that 10 mM KNO3 was an adequate concentration to provide an

alternative to oxygen for P. aeruginosa.

The third objective was to determine the interaction of the oxygen nanosensors in

a P. aeruginosa biofilm. The initial question was whether to proceed with

PAO1-N WT or PAO1-NΔpvdD to limit the impact pyoverdine may have an auto-

fluorescence during imaging. The fluorescence intensity (em:580/650 nm) in

Figure 6.2.8-1 (PAO1-N WT alone), was absent at 580 nm and negligible at

650 nm, indicating little to no auto-fluorescence that may interfere with the

fluorescence of the oxygen nanosensors when embedded in a biofilm. Similar

results were shown when PAO1-NΔpvdD was grown in the absence of nanosensors

(Figure 6.2.8-2) as the fluorescence intensity of the 650 nm was also negligible.

It was likely that any auto-fluorescent pigment was substantially removed during

the biofilm set-up for imaging, as part of the preparation process was the removal

and replacement of the growth media with saline. Pyoverdine is secreted into the

media in order to scavenge available iron; as the growth media was removed, it

was likely that the secreted pyoverdine was removed, reducing the potential for

auto-fluorescence with PAO1-N WT. Additionally, the structure of the biofilm

varied between the two biofilms grown in the absence of nanosensors. PAO1-N WT

produced a thinner biofilm (~6 µm) than PAO1-NΔpvdD (~10 µm) but with more

microcolonies. The reduction in microcolonies was likely caused by the absence of

pyoverdine, as it is an important factor for biofilm formation due to intracellular

iron acting as a signal for biofilm establishment (Banin et al., 2005, Kang et al.,

2018). PAO1-N WT thus appeared to be the most suitable stain for follow-on

oxygen nanosensor work.
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Figure 6.2.8-3 and Figure 6.2.8-4 showed representative images of PAO1-N WT

and PAO1-NΔpvdD, respectively, with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors. However,

further optimisation of the protocols used to incorporate the oxygen-sensitive

nanosensors is required, as it is not yet fully reproducible. As a general theme,

there were occasions where the oxygen nanosensors disrupted microcolony

formation or were not uniformly dispersed throughout the biofilm; this did not

appear to be limited to a particular batch of oxygen nanosensors. These results

may hinder the use of the oxygen nanosensors for static biofilm work in the future.

The aspects of the protocol that could be optimised to improve the incorporation

of the oxygen nanosensors would include using a nutrient rich medium such as

Luria Broth (LB), rather than a minimal media, whilst longer incubation times

(>48 h) may also allow for improved biofilm formation. Finally, a change from a

glass surface to polystyrene may improve bacterial attachment and encourage

improved microcolony formation.

Understanding what may have disrupted the microcolony formation is also

important. Planktonic growth appeared unaffected by the nanosensors

(Supplemental Figure 10-5); which would suggest the surface attached

platinum (II) porphyrin was not inhibiting the growth of PAO1-N WT. The charge

of the oxygen nanosensors was reduced, when compared to the pH-sensitive

nanosensors (4.17 ±0.24 mV vs. 18.18 ±2.359 mV), yet the oxygen nanosensors

still possessed a positive charge which, as discussed above, can improve biofilm

thickness in PAO1-N WT. The only remaining difference is particle size. The oxygen

nanosensors were 203.54 nm (±7.37), a similar size to the oxygen nanosensors

produced by Jewell et al. (2019) (163.4 ±1.5 nm), yet much larger than the pH-

sensitive nanosensors used in this thesis (44.61 ±2.35 nm). It is unclear whether

the oxygen nanosensors used by Jewell et al. (2019) disrupted P. aeruginosa
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biofilm formation, however it appeared that their nanosensors clustered in a

similar fashion as our nanosensors. It is therefore possible that the size of the

nanosensors prevented the formation of microcolonies in PAO1-N WT biofilms.

The final objective was to elucidate the anti-biofilm properties of a range of

polymer materials. Preventing bacterial attachment was of interest to Unilever as

their aim is to develop a treatment method that could limit bacterial attachment

to clothes during washing and to the washing machine itself. To test these

materials, a commercially available oxygen-sensing product (PreSens OxoPlate

OP96U) was used to measure oxygen availability as a proxy for bacterial

attachment. The second part of the objective was to compare this commercial

product to our oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors.

Peg-lids coated with a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in bacterial

culture, before being incubated in media either aliquoted into an OxoPlate or a 96-

well plate containing oxygen nanosensors; where fluorescence intensity readings

were taken every 30 min for 20 h. The more cells attached after the initial 5 h

incubation, the more oxygen that would, theoretically, be consumed during the

second 20 h incubation step. Materials that were significantly below the uncoated,

polystyrene control could be considered an inhibitor of attachment whilst any

result significantly above the uncoated control could be considered a promoter.

The final biofilm mass was also quantified using Crystal Violet staining to

determine whether the attached cells could form a biofilm. A similar method of

measuring oxygen consumption to infer growth has been used by Jewell et al.

(2020b), incorporating their oxygen nanosensors in the biofilm during initial

incubation for cell attachment, rather than in the media during biofilm formation.

This method would not have been conducive for this work as we were focused on
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bacterial attachment and biofilm formation between materials rather than

treatment to uniform biofilms.

Of the seven materials tested for their anti-biofouling potential, Material 8

(Polydimethylsiloxane – PDMS) was used as an additional, positive control. Both

PDMS and polystyrene aid attachment due to the hydrophobic interactions

between bacteria and the surface material (Fletcher and Loeb, 1979);

thermodynamics dictates the binding of bacteria to surfaces; attachment is more

extensive to hydrophilic surfaces when the surface tension of the bacteria is larger

than the solution used to suspend the bacteria. However, if the surface tension of

the suspending solution is larger than that of the bacteria, attachment to

hydrophobic surfaces is increased (Absolom et al., 1983); therefore, this made

PDMS and polystyrene excellent controls. Comparing PDMS to the ‘Uncoated’

polystyrene control, showed no significant difference in the fluorescence intensity

ratio; this would indicate PDMS had no impact in the reduction of attachment.

For the other materials, significant differences between oxygen consumption was

seen for all four bacterial species compared to the ‘Uncoated’ polystyrene control.

(Figure 6.2.9-1, Figure 6.2.9-2, Figure 6.2.9-3 & Figure 6.2.9-4).

Developing Anti-biofouling Materials (1.2.1) explained why each material was

chosen, whilst Error! Reference source not found. shows the materials used.

To summarise; Materials 1 & 2 were PEOX 200 kDa and PEOX 500 kDa

respectively. These were Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) with PEOX 500 kDa having an

increased number of repeat units. Both were hydrophilic with PEOX 500 kDa being

less water soluble compared to lower the molecular weight PEOX 200 kDa.

Materials 3 & 4 were the Poloxamers, F127 and P123, respectively. These were

PEO-PPO-PEO block copolymers where the end tail PEO regions were hydrophilic
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and the central PPO region was hydrophobic, creating an amphiphilic polymer. The

first two numbers (12) define the proportion of the PPO region (multiplied by 300),

whilst the final number defines the proportion of the PEO region as a percentage

of the total molecular weight. Therefore, both had the same chain length

hydrophobic region whilst F127 had more hydrophilic character compared to P123.

Once coated on the peg-lid, the hydrophobic central region absorbs into the

hydrophobic polystyrene of the peg-lid while the hydrophilic portions extend to

form a linear brush layer (O'Connor et al., 1999, Razatos et al., 2000).

Finally, Materials 6 & 7 were P20 and P26 respectively. P20 was a copolymer of

Poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate, Lauryl Methacrylate, and Poly(ethylene

glycol), forming a PEGMA:LMA:PEG monomer with a molar ratio of 9:4:1; whilst

P26 was a copolymer using Poly(glycerol methacrylate) forming a PGMA:LMA:PEG

monomer with a molar ratio of 67:5:1. Similar to the PEO regions of the Poloxamer

materials, the PEG region of these copolymers form a linear brush layer, whilst

the PEGMA region forms a bottlebrush structure Figure 1.2.1-1.

As mentioned previously, bacterial adhesion and bacterial attachment are subtly

different; non-motile bacteria adhere to surfaces at low and moderate velocities,

whilst at higher velocities non-motile bacteria are simply transported away. For

motile bacteria, attachment can occur at any fluid velocity (Tuson and Weibel,

2013). I will proceed with the term attachment for this section henceforth.

Using the composite data from Figure 6.2.9-10 (top left panel), F127 (Material

3), P123 (Material 4) and P20 (material 6) were the most successful at reducing

bacterial attachment, with S. aureus attachment to F127 the only species

unaffected. All three materials were amphiphilic, containing either poly(ethylene

glycol) (PEG) or poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) brush layers, which have been most
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commonly used as anti-biofouling materials. (O'Connor et al., 1999, Razatos et

al., 2000, Marsh et al., 2002, Harris et al., 2004, Cheng et al., 2005, Cheng et al.,

2007, Nejadnik et al., 2008, Gunkel et al., 2011, Perez-Roldan et al., 2014, Ozcelik

et al., 2017, Stirpe et al., 2020).

So with these results, which factors play a role in the prevention of bacterial

attachment? Bacterial cells deal with both hydrodynamic and phyisocochemical

effects when interacting with a surface, however it is not believed that electrostatic

and van der Waals forces between a bacterial cell and a surface (DLVO theory)

are strong enough to aid in the reversible adhesion of bacteria to a surface

(Vigeant et al., 2002). Hydrodynamic effects can lead to bacteria swimming closely

to a surface where they undergo torque from the surface as well as torque from

their shape (“form drag”). This hydrodynamic effect causes bacteria to become

entrapped against a surface as their orientation sees them constantly swim into a

surface (Vigeant et al., 2002). This effect is likely to aid attachment for

hydrophobic materials but is unlikely to aid attachment to the hydrophilic

materials discussed. As mentioned above, thermodynamics influence bacterial

attachment; when faced with a hydrophilic brush layer, as seen with F127, P123

and P20, bacterial attachment is hindered (Absolom et al., 1983). The brush-like

layer can also prevent bacterial attachment by blocking the strong interaction

forces between the bacteria and the polystyrene surface below. For example,

Kolewe et al. (2018) demonstrated, through the use of PEG hydrogels, that the

thickness, as well as softness, has an effect on bacterial attachment to surfaces;

concluding that thicker, softer hydrogels reduced attachment the most. Finally,

steric repulsion may also prevent attachment in F127, P123, and P20 (Razatos et

al., 2000, Chen et al., 2010). Steric repulsion occurs as bacterial proteins

approach the hydrophilic PEG/PEO chains that make up the brush layer; the
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compression of these chains can increase surface tension, leading to the shift in

the thermodynamic properties, which discourage bacterial attachment (Jeon et

al., 1991).

Interestingly, for the OxoPlate work (data not shown), Material 5 was

P21 (Poly(PEGMA2000/LMA/PEG500), A:B P21). Attachment was only reduced

for E. coli and S. aureus whilst there was no significant difference for PAO1-N and

PA14. This is interesting when compared to P20, which significantly reduced the

bacterial attachment for all four species. The difference between P20 and P21 was

increased molecular weight of PEGMA. This suggests that an increase in PEGMA

reduces the effectiveness of the PEGMA:LMA:PEG random copolymer. P26

(material 7) material is also amphiphilic yet bacterial attachment was uninhibited.

It is believed that the PEGMA in P20 provides an additional, secondary layer of a

brush-like structure, commonly referred to as a bottlebrush structure (as

described in Figure 1.2.1-1), that is lacking in P26, due to the substitution of

PEGMA for PGMA (Cheng et al., 2005, Maan et al., 2020). Finally, PEOX 200 kDa

(Material 1) and PEOX 500 kDa (Material 2) had varying effects on bacterial

attachment. Both reduced the attachment of PA14 but had no significant effect on

either E. coli or PAO1-N. These two materials are forming simple, self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs) over the polystyrene, rather than forming a brush layer that

is seen with the Poloxamers and the PEGMA:LMA:PEG copolymers. This lessens

the ‘physical’ barrier, or steric hindrance, that would prevent the strong attraction

between the bacteria and the hydrophobic polystyrene.

The Crystal Violet results (Figure 6.2.9-10 - bottom left panel) showed that over

the 20 h incubation period, Materials 1-6 reduced biofilm formation for three of

the four bacterial species. However, across the 20 h period, PAO1-N biofilm

formation was significantly increased (compared to the ‘Uncoated’ polystyrene
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control). This is most interesting for Materials 3-6 as these significantly reduced

bacterial attachments. This would indicate that even though the material

discouraged the attachment of PAO1-N, it had no effect on the formation of a

biofilm. Similar results were shown in Nejadnik et al. (2008) as bacterial

attachment was reduced using F127 as an anti-biofouling material yet biofilm

formation was still present, albeit at a slower rate. For P26 (Material 7) Crystal

Violet bound more readily for the control peg-lid (no attached bacterial cells). It is

likely that this skewed the P26 results for the Crystal Violet assay as the resultant

absorption at 590 nm was a negative value. To conclude the first part of the

objective, the OxoPlate data and resultant Crystal Violet results suggested that

Materials 3, 4 & 6 were the most effective in limiting bacterial attachment (oxygen

consumption data) and inhibiting biofilm formation (crystal violet data).

The second part of the objective was to compare the commercial product

(OxoPlate) to our oxygen nanosensors. By comparing these two methods,

significant limitations could be seen with the oxygen nanosensors in this system.

One major factor was that the experiment required large quantities of oxygen

nanosensors; for example, the OxoPlate work used 12 replicates for each

condition/material. Even with a large number of replicates, final error bars for the

OxoPlate results were relatively large, indicating variation between repeats. This

could be due simply to variation in metabolism between repeats; or that the

oxygen was slow to permeate out of the matrix at the bottom of the well creating

a slower response of the fluorophores trapped within the matrix. However, the

response time of the PreSens OxoPlate system is noted as < 30 secs at 37oC

(PresSens OxoPlate manual). Owing to the limited yield of oxygen nanosensors,

fewer repeats were carried out in comparison to the OxoPlate results. There are,

nevertheless, two possible benefits of using the oxygen nanosensors; 1) faster
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response to oxygen changes as nanosensors would be in closer proximity to the

peg-lids and cells; and 2) the nanosensors provide the option of producing

additional controls that are capable of detecting auto-fluorescence as part of the

experiment. Although this could feasibly be addressed with the OxoPlate assay by

including two separate control plates using ‘empty’ 96-well plates rather than

OxoPlates. Additionally, the Crystal Violet assay produced dissimilar results

between the two experiments. It is likely the number of repeats could have

produced more confidence in the Crystal Violet results from the oxygen

nanosensor work; however, the results for both the bacterial attachment and the

Crystal Violet are unclear and more work is required to be confident the oxygen

nanosensors could replicate the results produced by the OxoPlates.

Overall, the system in place has been designed for OxoPlate use and a high

number of repeats are required to produce significant results. Using the Oxygen

nanosensors can provide a more rapid response to oxygen consumption; however,

there are limitations of reliably scaling up the experiment using oxygen

nanosensors.
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7. Proof of Principle – Mapping pH changes in Streptococcus

mutans biofilms using fluorescent, ratiometric, pH-sensitive

polyacrylamide nanosensors

7.1. Introduction

7.1.1. The importance of chemical gradients in biofilms

Chemical gradients produced by the diffusion of nutrients, metabolites and

signalling molecules play a crucial role in the establishment and maintenance of

microbial biofilms (Hunter and Beveridge, 2005, Hidalgo et al., 2009). Of particular

importance is the formation of dynamic pH gradients, which can be produced

within various regions of a biofilm; generating individual microenvironments as

part of a biofilm (Vroom et al., 1999, Horev et al., 2015). These pH gradients

typically result from the accumulation of metabolic byproducts-, such as lactic and

acetic acid, within the biofilm and can contribute to the pathology of a biofilm-

related disease. These include the development of dental caries, (Schlafer et al.,

2015, Klein et al., 2015) the reduction of the antimicrobial activity of

aminoglycosides (Wilton et al., 2016), or influencing the complex communication

within a biofilm. For example, the QS molecule N-Acyl homoserine lactone (AHL)

is stable below pH 5 whilst hydrolysis begins to occur between pH 6 to 8 (Yates et

al., 2002).
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7.1.2. Oral biofilms and Streptococcus mutans

Oral biofilms play a crucial role in the aetiology of oral diseases, such as dental

caries, gingivitis and periodontitis, which can lead to increased economic burden

and reduced quality of life (Flemmig and Beikler, 2011, Decker et al., 2014).

Oral biofilms are characterised by a bacterial shift from early colonisers of the

tooth towards increasingly acid-producing (acidogenic) and acid tolerant (aciduric)

species (Schlafer et al., 2011). On a cleaned tooth surface, the acquired enamel

pellicle (AEP), composed of host derived salivary components (lysozyme, amylase,

mucin and agglutinins), as well as bacterial components (glucosyltransferases,

fructosyltransferases and lipoteichoic acid (LTA)) initially covers both hard and

soft oral tissue. This AEP covering provides the basis for bacterial attachment to

the enamel of the tooth surface (Kolenbrander, 1993, Hannig et al., 2005,

Krzysciak et al., 2014). In the early stages of colonisation, Actinomyces species,

including A. naeslundii and A. oris, are predominant colonisers; proceeded by the

mitis-group streptococci, Streptococcus oralis, Streptococcus mitis,

Streptococcus gordonii and Streptococcus sanguinis (Dige et al., 2009, Li et al.,

2004, Schlafer et al., 2011). The adherence of the mitis-group of streptococci to

the enamel is enhanced by host-derived amylase, present in the AEP coating the

tooth surface, which selectively binds to this group of bacteria (Scannapieco,

1994, Scannapieco et al., 1995). By establishing microcolonies and altering

physiological conditions, these pioneer species help to develop conditions for

further bacterial involvement. Other bacterial species are encouraged to

proliferate, adhere and aggregate to the tooth surface or established

microcolonies, leading to the formation of mutualistic, multispecies communities

(Kolenbrander, 1993, Colby and Russell, 1997). Middle colonisers, such as

Fusobacterium nucleatum, require specific species to be present before colonising
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(Periasamy et al., 2009), whilst late colonisers, such as the periodontopathogen

A. actinomycetemcomitans, show an ability to grow in the presence of commensal

bacteria such as Veillonella species (Periasamy and Kolenbrander, 2009). As the

multispecies community expands, acidogenic species such as the mutans

streptococci (MS) group and Lactobacilli begin to colonise. However, as pathogenic

microbes become predominant in this mutualistic community, dysbiosis of the

microbiome can occur, which can lead to the elevation of cariogenic bacteria such

as the Gram-positive bacterium S. mutans (Zhan, 2018, Mieher et al., 2018).

S. mutans is both an aciduric and acidogenic bacterium, and a pre-dominant

species in late stage oral biofilms (Takahashi and Nyvad, 2011, Klein et al., 2015).

The interest in oral bacteria, such as S. mutans, lies in their participation in dental

caries, the most common infection affecting humans. (Balakrishnan et al., 2000).

The transition of S. mutans from planktonic cells to sessile, biofilm-forming cells

occurs through either a sucrose-independent or sucrose-dependent mechanism

(Scharnow et al., 2019).

For sucrose-independent attachment, the AEP provides receptors to initiate

bacterial attachment to the tooth surface (Gong, 2000), e.g. amylase adherence

to mitis-group streptococci, as previously described. For S. mutans, the

agglutinins play a key role in their adhesion and aggregation. The agglutinins

interact with AgI/II, a major surface protein anchored in the cell wall of S. mutans

that acts as an adhesin (Brady et al., 2010, Krzysciak et al., 2014). This interaction

leads to the continued promotion of biofilm formation.
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Figure 7.1.2-1: Sucrose –dependent biofilm formation of S. mutans – S. mutans biofilm

formation begins with the attachment of a single cell, promoted by the presence of glucans generated

by glucosyltransferases (α-1,6 linkage shown). Increased acid production occurs as the biofilm 

matures.

For sucrose-dependent attachment (Figure 7.1.2-1), S. mutans expresses a

range of streptococcal glucosyltransferases (GtfB, GtfC & GtfD), that are

extracellular or cell-associated exoenzymes. These Gtfs hydrolyse sucrose and use

the resultant glucose to synthesise various glucan polymers (Vacca-Smith et al.,

1996, Bowen and Koo, 2011, Souza et al., 2020) These glucan polymers then

provide anchoring sites on the tooth surface and aid aggregation of bacteria. GtfB

is surface-associated, binding to the surface of both S. mutans and other bacterial

species (e.g. Actinomyces spp.) that do not express Gtfs, where it synthesises

primarily insoluble glucans (α-1,3 glycosidic linkages), aiding the aggregation and 
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cohesion of the multispecies community. GtfD produces metabolisable

polysaccharides that can also act as a primer for GtfB. Finally, GtfC is present in

the AEP where it is adsorbed into the enamel and produces a mixture of insoluble

and soluble glucans (α-1,6 glycosidic linkages) that aids adherence to the tooth 

surface (Bowen and Koo, 2011, Krzysciak et al., 2014, Scharnow et al., 2019).

S. mutans also produce proteins, referred to as to as Glucan-binding proteins

(Gbps - GbpA, GbsB, GbpC & GbpD), that mediate the interaction of glucans with

bacteria. Incidentally, Gtfs can also bind glucan, however Gbps are non-

glucosyltransferases (Lynch et al., 2007). GbpA is secreted and has been shown

to contribute to biofilm architecture, promoting taller microcolonies via binding to

α-1,6 glycosidic linkages within glucan (Banas et al., 2007, Lynch et al., 2007). 

GbpB appears to lack a role in adhesion or aggregation, rather GbpB is likely to

have a role in cell-wall construction and cell maintenance (Fujita et al., 2007).

GbpC appears to be the most vital Gbps, and is associated with the bacterial cell

wall, where it acts as a receptor for glucan (Krzysciak et al., 2014). GbpC also

shares structural similarities with AgI/II and can adhere to agglutinin present in

the AEP, providing an overlapping system to aid S. mutans adhesion in both a

sucrose dependent and independent manner (Mieher et al., 2018). Finally, GbpD

is another secreted Gbp which appears to play a similar role as GbpA, contributing

to the structure and cohesiveness of the biofilm through glucan interactions (Lynch

et al., 2007). These interactions enable S. mutans and other oral bacteria to

continue to colonise and establish more biofilm (Klein et al., 2009, Koo et al.,

2010, Bowen and Koo, 2011, Scharnow et al., 2019).

Once established on the tooth surface, S. mutans ferments available

carbohydrates, readily found in a sugar-laden diet, via glycolysis; resulting in the

production of pyruvate (Takahashi and Nyvad, 2011). The resultant pyruvate can
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be metabolised to produce lactate, which is then secreted in the form of lactic acid

(Dashper and Reynolds, 1996, Krzysciak et al., 2014). In the absence of oxygen,

S. mutans can also produce formate, acetate and ethanol (Abbe et al., 1982).

Under strict anaerobic conditions, pyruvate formate lyase (PFL) can convert

pyruvate to formate and acetyl CoA, resulting in the secretion in the form of acetic

acid (Yamada et al., 1985). These short-chain organic acids can provide an energy

source for other bacteria present in the oral biofilm; for example, the early

colonising Veillonella species are unable to utilise glucose to support growth,

instead Veillonella spp. ferments available lactic acid (Delwiche et al., 1985,

Periasamy and Kolenbrander, 2010). As well as providing an energy source for

other microbes, these acids also promote the demineralisation of the tooth’s

enamel via the shift in solubility of hydroxyapatite, a key component of enamel

(see Figure 7.1.2-2). Therefore, the acidification of the biofilm at the tooth

surface leads to the formation of dental caries (Selwitz et al., 2007, Salli and

Ouwehand, 2015, Xiao et al., 2017).

Figure 7.1.2-2: The equation for the solubility of hydroxyapatite (HA) – Hydroxyapatite is

the main component of enamel. As the local acidity decreases, the solubility equation shifts towards

the right. This results in the demineralisation of the enamel and the formation of dental caries.

Oral biofilms are inherently multispecies; however, the introduction of pathogenic

species, such as S. mutans, is a key component to caries formation (Li et al.,

2010, Laitala et al., 2012). S. mutans has become the target of research as the

reduction or elimination of S. mutans has shown to lessen caries (Zhan et al.,

2006, Laitala et al., 2013). Therefore, S. mutans is a perfect model organism to

determine the efficacy of an analytical tool that is capable of tracking pH changes

in situ.
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7.1.3. Nanosensors in oral biofilm studies

In order to accurately detect and map pH microenvironments within oral biofilms,

a system capable of providing real-time pH measurements at a single cell level is

required. Previous research has used pH-sensitive fluorophores or proteins as

tools to detect these pH gradients within S. mutans biofilms. These include using

the cell surface displayed pH-sensitive green fluorescent protein, pH-luorin, fused

to the S. mutans cell surface protein SpaP (Guo et al., 2013a), or the pH-sensitive

fluorophores lysosensor yellow/blue conjugated with dextran (Xiao et al., 2012,

Xiao et al., 2017), and C-SNARF-4 (Schlafer et al., 2015, Dige et al., 2016,

Schlafer and Dige, 2016); to investigate acid production in S. mutans. pHluorin

comes in two forms, ratiometric and elliptical, providing a limited physiological pH

range between pH 5.5 – 7.5 (Miesenbock et al., 1998). Ratiometric pHluorin

displays a bimodal excitation spectrum with peaks at 395 and 475 nm, and an

emission maximum at 509 nm (Miesenbock et al., 1998, Mahon, 2011, Reifenrath

and Boles, 2018). During protonation, ratiometric pHluorin excitation at 395 nm

decreases with a corresponding increase in excitation at 475 nm (Mahon, 2011).

However, an elliptical pHluorin was used by Guo et al. (2013a), which gradually

loses fluorescence as the pH is decreased. At < pH 6, the excitation at 475 nm is

completely quenched, whilst at 390 nm the excitation is weak (Miesenbock et al.,

1998). Lysosensor yellow/blue exhibits a dual-emission spectral peak with

emission maxima at 452 and 521 nm that is pH dependent, providing a pH range

between 3.5 – 7 (DePedro and Urayama, 2009, Xiao et al., 2017). C-SNARF-4 also

exhibits a dual-emission spectral peak with emission maxima at 580 and 640 nm,

providing a pH range between 4 – 8 (Hunter and Beveridge, 2005, Schlafer et al.,

2015). Each technique has its drawbacks, due in part to limited physiological range

(pH 5.5 – 7.5 for pHluorin) and exposure to cellular components (as discussed in
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1.6.2). To avoid these pitfalls, our ratiometric, fluorescent pH-sensitive

nanosensors, consisting of a combination of fluorophores encapsulated within an

inert polyacrylamide matrix were used in this study (see Figure 5.1.2-1).
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7.2. Results

7.2.1. S. mutans growth is uninhibited by polyacrylamide

nanosensors at low concentrations

In order to use the pH-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors in further

experiments with S. mutans, it was necessary to determine whether the

nanosensors would be detrimental to the growth of bacteria when incubated

together. 21 h growth assays were therefore performed, as described in 4.5.2.

The OD600 was taken every 15 min with S. mutans NCTC 10449 grown in BHI

media and either neutral or cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors ranging from 0.1

to 10 mg mL-1.

Figure 7.2.1-1: S. mutans growth is uninhibited by neutral polyacrylamide

nanosensors – S. mutans NCTC 10449 at OD600 of 0.05 was incubated in BHI media and

nanosensors for 21 h. (a) OD600 was measured every 15 min, which was plotted on a log scale

against time. (b) Area under the curve is represented in the bar chart. Error bars are ±1 S.D.

n=2x3 ***=P<0.001
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Figure 7.2.1-2: S. mutans growth with cationic polyacrylamide nanosensor is

uninhibited below 0.5 mg mL-1 – S. mutans NCTC 10449 at OD600 of 0.05 was incubated in

BHI media and nanosensors for 21 h. (a) OD600 was measured every 15 min, which was plotted

on a log scale against time. (b) Area under the curve is represented in the bar chart. Error bars

are ±1 S.D. n=2x3 ***=P<0.001

For the neutral polyacrylamide nanosensors, there was no significant effect on the

growth of S. mutans NCTC 10449 over 21 h, except for 5 mg mL-1, where growth

was significantly improved (P<0.001) (Figure 7.2.1-1). However, for the cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors, growth was reduced at 10 & 5 mg mL-1

(***=P<0.001) and only improved (over S. mutans grown alone) at 1 mg mL-1

(***=P<0.001) (Figure 7.2.1-2). Measuring the fluorescence intensity at

ex:488 nm; em:520 & ex:540, em:580 nm also confirmed that NCTC 10499 did

not produce auto-fluorescence when grown in a planktonic culture

(Supplemental Figure 10-10).
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7.2.2. The introduction of glucose and sucrose drastically reduces the

pH of the medium when added to starved, planktonic S. mutans

In order to determine the response of starved planktonic S. mutans to the

introduction of a fermentable carbon source (glucose & sucrose) versus a non-

fermentable carbon source (xylose & xylitol), the pH-sensitive nanosensors were

used to measure potential pH changes in the medium as an indirect indication of

the fermentation of a carbon source, as described in 4.7.

Fluorescence microscopy revealed that the addition of either glucose or sucrose

to the starved NCTC 10449 leads to a change in fluorescence intensity during a

30 min period (Figure 7.2.2-1a). This is in comparison to xylose, xylitol, and

saline (control) which remains unchanged over the same period. Further imaging

using pH buffers (pH 3 – 8) with 1 mg mL-1 cationic nanosensors was taken to

determine fluorescence intensity ratios from known pH values. Using these values,

the linear regression was applied to the fluorescence intensity ratios calculated

from each condition, providing a pH value for each time-point. These results show

a drastic reduction in pH from ~ pH 5.3 to ~ pH 3.8 when either glucose or

sucrose is added (Figure 7.2.2-1b), whilst the pH remained constant for the other

conditions. Further controls show that the addition of the carbon sources to saline,

in absence of cells, produced no pH change themselves (Supplemental Figure

10-11).
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Figure 7.2.2-1: The addition of either glucose or sucrose to starved S. mutans results in a

reduction of the extracellular pH – Changes in fluorescence intensity were measured using

fluorescent images of starved planktonic S. mutans NCTC 10449 in culture with 1 mg mL-1 cationic,

pH-sensitive nanosensors. An initial image was taken at time point 0 min before either 1% w/v

glucose, 1% w/v sucrose, 1% w/v xylose, 1% w/v xylitol or saline was added. Further images were

then taken every 5 min for the remaining 30 min. All images were taken using a Nikon inverted

fluorescence microscope. Scale bar 50 µm. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=3x2
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7.2.3. Sucrose supplementation improves microcolony formation in a

S. mutans biofilm

In order to optimise the generation of a robust and reproducible biofilm, S. mutans

strain D282 was grown in the presence or absence of a 1% w/v sucrose

supplement, as described in 4.9.1.

Additionally, the establishment and growth of the biofilm was tested both with and

without the cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors. Both conditions were evaluated

using CLSM. S. mutans strain NCTC 10449 was not used for biofilm work as there

appeared to be auto-fluorescence at ex:488 nm, em:520 nm (Supplemental

Figure 10-12); which would interfere with the fluorescence emission of OG and

FAM.

The addition of sucrose supplementation at 1% w/v results in the formation of

microcolonies within the biofilm as seen in Figure 7.2.3-1a; whilst in the absence

of sucrose, smaller aggregates of cells form (Figure 7.2.3-1b). The thickness of

the biofilm remains similar between each condition; with sucrose supplementation

producing a biofilm 15-20 µm thick and without supplementation 16-20 µm thick

(see Figure 7.2.3-1c iii-iv). The introduction of nanosensors at the beginning of

incubation does not appear to restrict the establishment of a biofilm in the

presence or absence of the sucrose supplement (see Figure 7.2.3-2 ai & bi); as

both microcolonies and small aggregates are still present. However, the thickness

of the biofilm appears slightly reduced for both supplemented (8-16 µm) and un-

supplemented cultures (10-15 µm) (see Figure 7.2.3-2 aiv & biv).
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Figure 7.2.3-1: Microcolony formation in S. mutans biofilm formation is improved with 1%

w/v sucrose supplementation– Representative images taken with a Zeiss confocal laser scanning

microscope using a 63x/1.46na objective. S. mutans was grown in Todd Hewitt media with a 1%

w/v sucrose supplement (a) or Todd Hewitt alone (b) for 48 h at 370C, 5% CO2. The media was

removed and replaced with Todd Hewitt alone for both (a) & (b) for a further 24 h. Prior to imaging

the media was replaced with saline and the cells were stained with DAPI. c) are 3D representative

models of (a) and (b) with i) & ii) representing the top view and iii) & iv) representing the side

view. Scale bar 20 µm. n=2x2
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Figure 7.2.3-2: Altered distribution of cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors in a S. mutans

biofilm dependent on sucrose – 3D representative models taken using Zeiss confocal microscopy.

S. mutans was grown with 1 mg mL-1 cationic, pH-sensitive, polyacrylamide nanosensors- in Todd

Hewitt media with a 1% w/v sucrose supplement (a) or Todd Hewitt alone (b) for 48 h at 370C, 5%

CO2. The media was removed and replaced with Todd Hewitt alone for both (a) & (b) for a further

24 h. Prior to imaging the media was replaced with saline and the cells were stained with DAPI. i)

DAPI alone, ii) OG/FAM & TAMRA alone, iii) Overlay of i) & ii), iv) side view of DAPI alone, v) side

view of overlaid channels. n=2x2
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7.2.4. The addition of cationic, polyacrylamide nanosensors with the

inoculum results in the formation of distinct structures within

the biofilm

To analyse the penetration of the cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors to an

established biofilm, 1 mg mL-1 was added to an S. mutans biofilm. This was

compared to an S. mutans biofilm grown with nanosensors present at the point of

inoculation onto the substratum, as described in 4.9.2.

The cationic nanosensors appear to associate in distinct regions within the biofilm

when introduced to the inoculum from the initial set up (0 h), as seen in Figure

7.2.4-1. These structures are able to remain as the media was replaced twice,

once after an initial 48 h incubation and again before imaging (Figure 7.2.4-1a).

These nanosensor structures appear to form separate from the S. mutans

microcolonies (stained with DAPI) of the biofilm itself. When the nanosensors are

applied to an established biofilm (after 48 h), fewer pockets of nanosensors can

be detected (compare Figure 7.2.4-1a. to Figure 7.2.4-1b); instead, small

aggregates of nanosensors form.
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Figure 7.2.4-1: The addition of cationic nanosensors to an established S. mutans biofilm

led to limited penetration of the nanosensors – Representative images taken with a Zeiss

confocal laser scanning microscope of S. mutans strain D282 stained with DAPI. D282 was incubated

for 48 h at 37oC, 5% CO2 with 1 mg mL-1 pH-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors from the initial

inoculation of the substratum (a) or after 48 h incubation (b). After 48 h incubation the media was

removed and replaced with Todd Hewitt alone (a) or 1 mg mL-1 nanosensors suspended in Todd

Hewitt media (b) for a further 24 h. Prior to imaging, the media was removed and replaced with

H2O. Scale bar 20 µm. n=1x2
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7.2.5. Cationic nanosensors show responsiveness to various pH

solutions

To investigate the responsiveness of the cationic, pH-sensitive polyacrylamide

nanosensors when grown within a S. mutans biofilm, the nanosensors were

challenged with a range of pH solutions and the change in fluorescence intensity

was measured, as described in 4.9.3.

Figure 7.2.5-1a shows an initial reduction in the fluorescence intensity ratio

(FIR), with it plateauing after 2 min, as the pH first decreases using a pH 4

solution. An almost instant increase in the ratio then occurs with the addition of a

pH 7 solution. The FIR then reduces with the addition of gradually lower pH

solutions with plateauing requiring approximately 2 min with each solution.

Figure 7.2.5-1b provides similar results as the FIR changes almost instantly with

the addition of the pH solutions.
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Figure 7.2.5-1: Embedded pH-sensitive nanosensors responded to various pH buffers –

Snapshot images taken every minute for 25 minutes with a Zeiss confocal scanning microscope

using a 63x/1.46na objective. a) After an initial image was taken (time point 0 min) a pH 4 solution

was added; followed by the addition of a pH 7 solution at 5 min, pH 6 solution at 10 min, pH 5

solution of 15 min and finally a pH 4 solution at 20 min. b) A second example of nanosensor

responsiveness to changing pH, using a different order of addition. After an initial image was taken

(time point 0 min) a pH 6 solution was added; followed by the addition of a pH 5 solution at 5 min,

pH 4 solution at 10 min, pH 7 solution of 15 min and finally a pH 6 solution at 20 min. Images shown

were taken at 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, 20 min and 25 min respectively. Scale bar 20 µm. Error bars

are ±1 S.D. n=1x3
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7.2.6. The glucose challenge resulted in a significant reduction in

fluorescence intensity when introduced to an S. mutans biofilm

The response of an S. mutans biofilm to a glucose challenge was examined by

introducing 1% w/v glucose into the medium hydrating the biofilm, as described

in 4.9.4.

Measuring fluorescence intensity using CLSM reveals a reduction in the FIR when

the S. mutans biofilm is challenged with 1% w/v glucose, as seen in Figure

7.2.6-1a; whilst there is only a slight reduction in the FIR when distilled water is

added. These changes in fluorescence intensity can be visualised in the time-lapse

panel (Figure 7.2.6-1b) as the assigned colour changes from yellow to orange,

caused by the reduction in fluorescence from the pH-sensitive fluorophores, OG &

FAM. The decrease in fluorescence intensity with the addition of a 4.5 pH buffer

also confirms that the nanosensors are responsive to induced pH changes.
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Figure 7.2.6-1: pH changes were brought on by the addition of glucose to a mature

S. mutans biofilm with embedded pH-sensitive nanosensors – Snapshot images taken with a

Zeiss confocal scanning microscope with a 63x/1.46na objective. After an initial image was taken

for time point 0 min, either 1% w/v glucose or water was added to the biofilm. Further images were

taken every minute for 20 min then at 25 and 30 min. After 30 min, a 4.5 pH buffer was added and

further images were taken every minute for 5 min a) Represents the fluorescence intensity ratio

changes over time after the glucose challenge and b) The panel shows visual representation of the

fluorescence intensity changes seen in a). The images represent the combination of the OG/FAM

(ex:488 nm, em:520 nm) and TAMRA (ex:540 nm, em:580 nm) channels which depict the change

in fluorescence when glucose had been added, compared to when water had been added. Duplicate

images at 0 min and 5 min post pH treatment were taken to visualise DAPI stained S. mutans

(magenta) Scale bar 20 µm. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x3
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7.3. Discussion

Oral biofilms inhabited by pathogens such as S. mutans are the most prevalent

bacterial disease in developed countries, contributing to a decline in the standard

of living and creating an economic burden (Colby and Russell, 1997). S. mutans

has to adapt to the shifting availability of carbohydrates caused by changes in host

behaviours. These can be brought on through the fluctuation of diets, as well as

through host secretions of glycoproteins and those carbohydrates produced by the

oral microbiome itself (Moye et al., 2014). S. mutans is therefore versatile in the

carbohydrates it can utilise (Colby and Russell, 1997). S. mutans is a pre-

dominant species found in oral biofilms and participates in the production of dental

caries. These dental caries are formed by secreted organic acids, which are a result

of the fermentation of carbohydrates present in a typical human diet

(Featherstone, 2000). As the acidity of an oral biofilm decreases, the solubility of

hydroxyapatite (a key component of enamel) shifts, leading to chemical

dissolution of the hydroxyapatite and the demineralisation of the enamel of a tooth

(Figure 7.1.2-2) (Abou Neel et al., 2016). In order to design a suitable treatment

strategy for the prevention of dental caries, we must understand the response of

oral biofilms to the introduction of a variety of dietary carbohydrates.

Before using the polyacrylamide nanosensors with S. mutans, growth assays were

required to determine whether the nanosensors would inhibit growth. For neutral

polyacrylamide nanosensors, growth was unaffected, for the exception of

5 mg mL-1
, which improved the growth of S. mutans over 21 h. For the cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors, growth was significantly reduced at the higher

concentrations (10 & 5 mg mL-1) whilst growth was significantly improved at

1 mg mL-1. As S. mutans required 5% CO2 for planktonic growth, it can be
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speculated that improved growth in the presence of the cationic nanosensors was

due to the likely coating of cells, where it may have reduced access of oxygen.

The first objective was to use the pH-sensitive, polyacrylamide nanosensors to

detect pH changes generated by S. mutans in planktonic culture, when treated

with a range of carbohydrates. By using pH-sensitive nanosensors dispersed

within the medium of starved planktonic S. mutans, changes in fluorescence

intensity were measured and the resultant external pH changes calculated (Figure

7.2.2-1). With the addition of simple mono- and disaccharides such as glucose or

sucrose, a reduction in the pH was observed, as S. mutans is capable of the

metabolism of both glucose and sucrose via glycolysis to produce pyruvate

(Takahashi and Nyvad, 2011). The resultant pyruvate is metabolised to form

lactate which would be secreted in the form of lactic acid, leading to the reduction

of the pH of the medium (Dashper and Reynolds, 1996). Interestingly, the

presence of oxygen in the medium would inhibit the action of pyruvate formate

lyase (PFL), preventing the pyruvate from being converted to formate and acetyl

CoA (Yamada et al., 1985).

However, with the addition of xylose or its derivative, xylitol, the external pH was

unchanged throughout the experiment. This was a result of both xylose and xylitol

being non-fermentable by S. mutans (Paulino et al., 2003). Xylose is initially taken

up and reduced to xylitol, which is then phosphorylated to xylitol-5-phosphate

(X5P). As S. mutans is unable to metabolise X5P further, X5P is accumulated

intracellularly (Kakuta et al., 2003). This accumulation of X5P has been attributed

to the inhibition of glycolytic enzymes; leading to the repression of acid production

(Miyasawa et al., 2003, Kakuta et al., 2003). However, Takahashi and Washio

(2011) demonstrated that the presence of X5P had no effect on acid production

when supragingival plaques were rinsed with glucose after an initial application of
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xylitol. This would imply that xylitol is simply a non-fermentative sugar alcohol

rather than an inhibitor.

The second objective was to generate a reproducible and robust model for the

growth of an S. mutans biofilm, incorporating the pH-sensitive, cationic,

polyacrylamide nanosensors. Glass surfaces have been shown to be suitable

surfaces for S. mutans biofilm formation as an alternative to hydroxyapatite (HA)

discs or polystyrene, albeit with a reduction in adhesiveness (Yoshida and

Kuramitsu, 2002, Kreth et al., 2004). However, for the purposes of this work, Ibidi

glass chambers are suitable as dense biofilms with microcolonies were formed.

The mechanism underlying the influence of sucrose upon the production of glucans

via glucosyltransferases and the establishment of biofilms on an enamel surface

with glucan-binding proteins (Gbps) has been discussed in the literature (Fujita et

al., 2007, Koo et al., 2010), and was summarised in 7.1.2. In order to determine

the effectiveness of sucrose on the attachment and development of an S. mutans

biofilm, sucrose was added exogenously. The addition of 1% w/v sucrose vastly

improved the formation of microcolonies (Figure 7.2.3-1a) in comparison to the

absence of any sucrose supplementation (Figure 7.2.3-1 b). Kreth et al. (2004)

described similar results, when comparing 0%, 0.1% and 1% sucrose

supplementation. In the absence of sucrose, S. mutans attached in small

aggregates to form a thin biofilm; whilst with 1% sucrose, S. mutans formed a

thick biofilm with dense microcolonies (Kreth et al., 2004). Salli et al. (2016) also

showed a significant increase in S. mutans colonisation of a hydroxyapatite (HA)

surface with the addition of 1% sucrose to artificial saliva, whilst xylitol

supplementation limited the ability of certain S. mutans strains from adhering to

HA. The generation of microcolonies in Figure 7.2.3-1a) is likely a result of glucan

synthesis, which not only provides sites for adhesion to the enamel of a tooth, but
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also adhesion to other microorganisms (Bowen and Koo, 2011, Krzysciak et al.,

2014, Scharnow et al., 2019). This explains the absence of microcolonies when

sucrose is not present, as the sucrose independent pathway will not play a role in

the formation of these biofilms as AEP was not present; therefore, agglutinins

would not be able to aid the adhesion of S. mutans to the surface. Previous

research has also shown that the addition of a sucrose supplement to a S. mutans

biofilm leads to the up-regulation of many genes involved with adhesion (gbpB as

a glucan-binding protein) and biofilm formation (atlA, vicR &, wapA), in

comparison to growth medium containing glucose (Decker et al., 2014). The base

medium used in the experiments by Decker et al. (2014) is comparable to

Todd Hewitt media used for this study, which contains D--glucose at 0.2%. This

would explain the formation of a biofilm with the absence of sucrose, as seen in

Figure 7.2.3-1, as adhesion and biofilm formation genes are still expressed

without sucrose, as shown in Decker et al. (2014). Incidentally, the use of sucrose

as a supplement for future experimentation was further reinforced by Decker et

al. (2014) who showed an up-regulation in carbohydrate uptake genes

(SMU.104, SMU.105 and sorA) which would improve the response of S. mutans to

a fermentable carbon source such as glucose.

The S. mutans biofilm in the presence of nanosensors, both with and without

sucrose, appeared generally unaffected as the pattern of formation remains the

same; microcolonies were present with sucrose supplementation, whilst only small

aggregates were present without sucrose (Figure 7.2.3-2). However, the effect

on the dispersal of the cationic nanosensors between different bacterial species is

noticeable. As described in 5.2.7, the cationic nanosensors promoted the

formation of thicker P. aeruginosa biofilms, whilst the nanosensors themselves

were well distributed. However, when grown with the Gram-positive S. mutans,
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the thickness of the biofilm appeared slightly reduced and the nanosensors

appeared to form distinct structures, separated from the S. mutans microcolonies.

It is not clear why the nanosensors did not promote a thicker biofilm with

S. mutans and why the nanosensors formed clusters around the microcolonies.

However, it is likely that the clustering of nanosensors around the S. mutans

microcolonies is influencing the thickness of S. mutans biofilms. As mentioned

above, cationic (36-41 mV) block copolymer nanoparticles have been shown to

coat a range of Gram-positive bacteria as the ζ potential of the bacterial cells 

changed from negative to positive (Li et al., 2018). Therefore, it is reasonable to

believe the cationic nanosensors used in the current study would interact with

S. mutans in a similar fashion, as shown in 5.2.4. However, as the nanosensors

appear to form clusters separate to the S. mutans microcolonies; it is likely the

cationic nanosensors are interacting with negatively charged, extracellular

polymeric substances within the ECM of the biofilm rather than the cells

themselves. One such extracellular polymeric substance could be eDNA, which is

speculated to be the most likely candidate that the cationic nanosensors are

interacting with in P aeruginosa cultures and biofilms (as discussed in 5.3). In

contrast, eDNA may not play as crucial a role in the formation of an S. mutans

biofilm when supplemented with sucrose alone. For example, when treated with

DNase I, an S. mutans biofilm supplemented with sucrose showed no significant

reduction in biomass when compared to untreated. However, when S. mutans was

grown with sucrose and starch, the DNase I treatment showed a significant

reduction in biomass (Klein et al., 2010). This would suggest eDNA is not vital for

biofilm formation, however it is still present in the ECM (Klein et al., 2015). A

second candidate would be the glucan structures that S. mutans generate in the

presence of sucrose. Yet it would be unlikely that charge is the determining factor
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for any interaction between the glucan structures and the cationic nanosensors,

as in vitro glucan is uncharged (Bowen and Koo, 2011). Furthermore, the

clustering of the nanosensors in the biofilm grown in absence of sucrose Figure

7.2.3-2b) would suggest that glucan is not the key component in the interaction

of the cationic nanosensors with the ECM, as glucan production will be limited

under this condition. A third candidate would be lipoteichoic acid (LTA) which is

produced in significant amounts by S. mutans (Rolla et al., 1980). Due to its

negative charge, LTA can confer this negative charge to the ECM (Klein et al.,

2015, Pedraza et al., 2017) which will aid the interaction with the cationic

nanosensors.

To conclude, the thicker biofilm in PAO1-N WT was likely caused by a combination

of cell coating and the interaction with ECM components such as eDNA, acting as

a glue to promote greater aggregation; whilst the effect on an S. mutans biofilm

differs due to the distinct ECM formation. Xiao and Koo (2010) perfectly

summarises the development of distinct ECM domains during S. mutans biofilm

formation, providing spatial distribution of S. mutans microcolonies. These distinct

ECM domains can be seen in Figure 7.2.3-2, Figure 7.2.4-1, Figure 7.2.5-1

and Figure 7.2.6-1, where the nanosensors are clustered. It is likely that the

cationic nanosensors are interacting with a negative component, such as LTA and

eDNA, where these components are embedded within the ECM that typically forms

pockets in and around the S. mutans microcolonies, limiting the effect of the

cationic nanosensors on the thickness of the biofilm. It is worth noting that the

sequestration of the nanosensors to the ECM should not be a limitation as the ECM

facilitates the creation of highly acidic microenvironments (Klein et al., 2015).
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Additionally, part of the second objective was to determine whether the cationic

nanosensors could be introduced to a mature biofilm. Previous work measuring

pH changes in microbial biofilms have introduced pH-sensitive fluorophores to a

mature, established biofilm (Hunter and Beveridge, 2005, Schlafer et al., 2015,

Dige et al., 2016). Previous results show that the cationic, polyacrylamide

nanosensors used in our lab can be introduced along with S. mutans at the initial

stage of inoculation of the substratum (Figure 7.2.4-1). When added to the

inoculum, the nanosensors form distinct structures close to the microcolonies of

S. mutans, as discussed previously. However, with the addition of the nanosensors

to an established biofilm, the nanosensors were unable to penetrate the biofilm

completely. This could be due to either particle size or the charge. Focusing on

the particle charge; biofilms generally have an overall negative charge due to

components of the extracellular matrix (Zhang et al., 2011), which can impact the

penetration and dispersal of nanoparticles through a biofilm (Javanbakht et al.,

2016). Prior research may explain why our cationic nanosensors could not fully

diffuse into the biofilm and were instead sequestered into small clusters. Tseng et

al. (2013) showed that the penetration of the positively charged antimicrobial

tobramycin was limited in P. aeruginosa biofilms, as it was sequestered in the

periphery; whilst the penetration of a neutral antimicrobial ciprofloxacin was not

restricted. Meanwhile, Peulen and Wilkinson (2011) were able to show that the

self-diffusion of anionic silver nanoparticles into a P. fluorescens biofilm was

reduced due to charge as well as increasing size. Finally, Javanbakht et al. (2016)

showed that the zeta potential (mV) of cationic nanoparticles drastically shifted to

a negative reading after the nanoparticles were incubated in a S. mutans biofilm

(22.mV ± 0.3 before incubation and -15mV ± 0.5 after incubation). This would

infer that cationic nanosensors are attracted to the negatively charged
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components of the biofilm, leading to the coating and the potential sequestration

of nanoparticles. This may explain why our cationic nanosensors added after 48 h

were not penetrating the biofilm due to their inability to diffuse sufficiently into

the biofilm.

The third objective in this study was to determine the responsiveness of pH-

sensitive, polyacrylamide nanosensors to a variety of pH solutions. The results, as

seen in Figure 7.2.5-1, showed a change in the fluorescence intensity ratio

between the pH-sensitive fluorophores OG and FAM, and the pH-insensitive

fluorophore TAMRA. Guo et al. (2013a) demonstrated similar changes in

fluorescence intensity by treating a biofilm of S. mutans, tagged with surface

expressed pHluorin, initially with a pH 5.5 buffer followed by a pH 7.5 buffer. Our

pH-sensitive nanosensors were able to detect pH changes rapidly with the

fluorescence intensity changing almost immediately and plateauing within a

maximum of 2 min with each addition. The speed of response is important as

previous research has detected pH changes in S. mutans biofilms within 5 min of

treatment with glucose (Schlafer et al., 2015). This would suggest that the

polyacrylamide nanosensors were suitable for detecting and measuring rapid pH

changes within a biofilm when treated with a carbon source. Furthermore, the

nanosensors were capable of responding to various pH changes, from a reduction

to an acidic environment up to a neutral environment and vice versa. This proved

the pH nanosensors could provide a flexible system to measure various pH

changes.

The final objective was to detect potential pH changes generated by an S. mutans

biofilm when treated with a fermentable sugar. The negligible change in the

fluorescence intensity ratio when water was added may be caused by residual

carbon still present in the biofilm. Nevertheless, with the addition of 1% w/v
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glucose to an established biofilm containing cationic, pH-sensitive polyacrylamide

nanosensors, a reduction in the FIR over a period of 30 min was observed. The

FIR was calculated by dividing the fluorescence intensity emitted at 520 nm (OG

& FAM) by the fluorescence intensity emitted at 580 nm (TAMRA). As the

fluorescence intensity at 580 nm stays unchanged due to TAMRA being insensitive

to pH, the ratio will only change as the fluorescence at 520 nm changes. A

fluorescence intensity ratio decreasing over time indicates a reduction in

fluorescence at 520 nm caused by the reduction in the pH. Therefore, this result

inferred a pH decrease as the S. mutans fermented the glucose added, resulting

in the production of acidic by-products that could be secreted into the extracellular

matrix and detected by the nanosensors. However, until a suitable calibration

method is developed, a pH value for the individual time points cannot be assigned.

The response of our cationic, pH-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors can be

compared to other systems used to measure real-time pH changes. Guo et al.

(2013a) showed a decrease in pH over a 60 min period when introducing 2%

sucrose to an S. mutans biofilm with surface expressed pHluorin. The medium of

the S. mutans biofilm was initially increased to pH 7.5 before adding 2% sucrose.

This may have been carried out to maximise the range of the pH-sensitive protein

(pHluorin pH range is 5.5-7.5). Similarly, the S. mutans biofilms in Figure 7.2.6-1

were initially incubated in a saline solution, before being treated with 1% w/v

glucose. This provides a suitable starting point to detect pH changes created by

an S. mutans biofilm. Due to surface expression of the pHluorin, changes in

fluorescence intensity could be detected closer to the cell surface as well as the

surrounding medium. Guo et al. (2013b) demonstrated a greater pH decrease

within the microcolonies (pH 7.5 to pH 5.5) than within the medium (pH 7.5 to pH

7). This may be a limiting factor for our nanosensors as they are isolated within
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the ECM rather than dispersed within the microcolonies themselves. However,

acidic by-products from fermentation remain within the ECM, creating localised

acidic regions, rather than diffuse out into the medium, as shown by Xiao et al.

(2012), Xiao et al. (2017), suggesting our nanosensors should still be capable of

detecting changes in acidity within the ECM. Another comparison can be made

with Schlafer et al. (2011), who used C-SNARF-4 to measure pH changes in five

early oral colonisers; A. naeslundii, S. oralis, S. mitis, S. gordonii and

S. sanguinis. Rapid pH changes were seen in certain fields of view, as saliva

containing either 0.4% glucose or 10% glucose was added. The pH decreased

from 7.5 to 5.5 over an hour in some regions, whilst in other regions it required

>6 h to reduce to pH 5.5. This may explain the issues with reproducibility with our

biofilm work, as the field of view was reduced to focus on fewer microcolonies in

greater detail.
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8. Conclusions and Future Work

8.1. Conclusions

Accurately measuring and mapping chemical gradients that form within the

extracellular matrix of a biofilm is of great importance to the improvement of

treatment methods to combat microbial biofilms. Biofilms are associated with life-

threatening infections in Cystic Fibrosis patients and lowering the quality of life

and health of an affected host through dental caries and periodontitis, whilst

biofouling has been linked to hospital-associated infections through catheters. The

generation of chemical microenvironments, such as pH gradients are an important

factor for bacterial survival as well as contributing to biofilm-associated diseases

such as dental caries and periodontitis, whilst the availability of oxygen plays a

crucial role in the survival of bacteria in both planktonic states and biofilms. The

formation of these gradients aids in the protection of bacteria from host immune

responses and antimicrobial agents; by developing tools either to use these

microenvironments to our advantage or to bypass these protective mechanisms

and eradicate the cells could lead to better treatment methods to combat microbial

biofilms.

As discussed in the Aims and Objectives (2), this work was aimed at characterising

the interaction of both pH-sensitive and oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide

nanosensors in a range of different bacteria, as well as elucidating their suitability

for measuring changes in pH and oxygen gradients produced by these bacteria.

This work began by confirming whether the neutral or cationic pH-sensitive,

polyacrylamide nanosensors would inhibit the growth of our chosen bacterial

candidate, the well-studied P. aeruginosa laboratory strain, PAO1-N WT. The pH
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nanosensors were shown to have no inhibitory effect on the growth of PAO1-N WT

at concentrations ≤ 1 mg mL-1 when introduced to a bacterial culture. 1 mg mL-1

was therefore chosen for a working concentration to strike a balance between

adequate signal-to-noise ratio and the potential inhibitory effects of the

nanosensors on the growth of PAO1-N WT.

When the pH nanosensors were added to both planktonic cultures and biofilms,

the cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors were shown to co-localise with

PAO1-N WT, where they were likely interacting with extracellular components,

such as LPS, coating the bacterial cells. In a biofilm, this co-localisation led to a

thicker biofilm formation over 48 h. Conversely, the neutral polyacrylamide

nanosensors became dispersed within a planktonic culture; whilst in a biofilm the

neutral nanosensors formed distinct regions amongst the cells. Both nanosensors

also appeared to remain outside of the cell so that any pH measurement was made

in the extracellular environment. Once the cationic nanosensors were embedded

in a PAO1-N WT biofilm, the nanosensors were capable of detecting pH changes

in a biofilm as evidenced during irrigation with acetic acid. However, by using the

pH nanosensors to measure pH changes in real-time during planktonic growth, a

particular limitation came to light. The photostability of both pH-insensitive dyes,

TAMRA and Rhodamine Red-X, led to photobleaching over time, whilst increasing

temperature caused a change in the pH of the medium used.

The work continued by using oxygen-sensitive polyacrylamide nanosensors to

measure oxygen consumption in planktonic culture and oxygen availability in

microbial biofilms. Work was required to optimise the manufacturing of oxygen-

sensitive nanosensors; initial methods produced nanosensors lacking fluorescence

intensity suitably high enough for detection, whilst cationic nanoparticles

functionalised with platinum (II) porphyrin led to the nanosensors forming
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precipitates in the media during both planktonic growth and biofilm assays. Using

neutral nanoparticles for functionalisation proved to produce oxygen-sensitive

nanosensors suitable for measuring oxygen consumption in planktonic culture.

Planktonic growth using PAO1 strains highlighted an issue with Pseudomonas spp.,

as Pseudomonas spp. produce an auto-fluorescent virulence factor called

pyoverdine. Pyoverdine contains the dihydroxyquinoline chromophore that when

excited at 405 nm caused the pyoverdine to emit at 650 nm. By using

PAO1-NΔpvdD as an alternative to limit auto-fluorescence at 650 nm, the oxygen

nanosensors were able to measure real-time consumption of oxygen across

different bacterial species, while the introduction of an additional supplement,

potassium nitrate, was capable of altering oxygen consumption.

By comparing the biofilm formation of PAO1-N WT against PAO1-NΔpvdD, work

showed that PAO1-N WT was the most suitable strain for biofilm analysis as long

as growth media was removed and replaced with saline before imaging. This

limited auto-fluorescence at 650 nm as pyoverdine was likely removed during

preparation. However, further issues arose with the oxygen-sensitive nanosensors

when used in biofilm analysis. The inclusion of the oxygen nanosensors into a

PAO1-N WT biofilm led to the disruption of microcolonies, which was likely due to

the size of the nanosensors (203.54 ±7.37 nm).

By adapting the Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) to use a commercially available,

oxygen-sensing microplate (PreSens – OxoPlate), a range of biocompatible, non-

toxic polymers were tested to determine which had the potential as an

anti-biofouling material. The Polaxamers F127 and P123 as well as the

PEGMA:LMA:PEG polymer, P20, were able to significantly reduce bacterial

attachment and biofilm formation when compared to a polystyrene control.
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Expanding this work, the oxygen nanosensors were used as a comparison to the

OxoPlate; however, more limitations arose with the oxygen nanosensors. Although

the oxygen nanosensors appeared more sensitive than the OxoPlates, and

provided the option to include additional controls, the limited yield of nanosensors

impacted the number of repeats meaning more data would be needed to be

collected before a direct comparison with the OxoPlate assay can be made.

The work finished by utilising the well-studied biological system, S. mutans; where

carbohydrate supplementation induces a pH response. This biological system

provided an opportunity to test the range and potential of the pH sensitive,

polyacrylamide nanosensors as a real-time analytical tool capable of accurately

determining pH changes in extracellular media. By using the pH nanosensors in

planktonic culture, the pH nanosensors responded to a range of carbon sources

when added to starved S. mutans. The pH decreased as both glucose and sucrose

were added, whilst the pH remained unchanged as xylose and xylitol were

introduced into the medium. Similar results were also seen when glucose was

added to a S. mutans biofilm with embedded pH nanosensors.

Practically speaking, the pH nanosensor system would have uses in the testing of

oral hygiene products or sweetener alternatives soft drink production, in order to

determine the impact on pH production. The nanosensors can provide flexibility,

as a screening tool measuring pH changes in large-scale fluorescence assays; or

as a more focused tool, tracking changes in the pH microenvironment of

established oral biofilms over time, providing potential 4D analysis. The oxygen

nanosensors have great potential to provide an insight into real-time oxygen

consumption in planktonic culture; however, their current particle size is likely to

limit their use in biofilm analysis.
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8.2. Future Work

COVID-19 had an impact on the final months of this work. Due to the lockdown at

the end of March, until access in August, lab work was halted completely. A three-

month extension to my funding was granted and lab work restarted at the end of

August; however, restrictions put in place to maintain a COVID secure facility

meant that the scope of experiments had to be scaled back, whilst particular

facilities became difficult to access. Before this, time was spent organising the

connection of a Gas Control Module to a TECAN, which would have provided the

opportunity to measure a range of oxygen concentrations in order to produce an

oxygen calibration curve. This would have then meant an oxygen value (%) could

have been assigned to the fluorescence intensity ratios calculated.

Without the impact of COVID-19, there would have be certain experiments

required to finalise the findings reported in the thesis. Further work with Super-

Resolution Microscopy would have been performed to delve further into the

interaction between PAO1-N WT and the cationic pH nanosensors; including the

addition of DNase I to confirm the hypothesis that the cationic nanosensors are

forming clusters with eDNA. Further Super-Res work to determine the interaction

of both the neutral and the cationic pH-sensitive, polyacrylamide nanosensors with

S. mutans would have also been carried out.

Another experiment to confirm the hypothesis that pyoverdine was causing the

auto-fluorescence would have been performed by including iron as a supplement

during planktonic growth. This is due to the addition of iron sequestering the

fluorescence of pyoverdine (Rong and Kisaalita, 1998); therefore, the addition to

a growth assay may have prevented the increase in auto-fluorescence.
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Moving forward with the project, there is scope for the continued use of both the

pH-sensitive and oxygen-sensitive nanosensors.

8.2.1. A biological system for oxygen nanosensors

The susceptibility of a biofilm to antimicrobial treatment is calculated as either the

minimal biofilm eradication concentration (MBEC), or the minimal biofilm

inhibitory concentration (MBIC). These values provide the concentration of an

antimicrobial required for the subsequent treatment of a biofilm-associated

infection. Currently the Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) is used to determine the

MBIC of antimicrobials, where biofilms are grown on peg-lids and submerged in

varying concentrations of antimicrobial before being stained with Crystal Violet.

This method can be time-consuming and may not produce accurate concentrations

for effective treatment.

An alternative could be to use the oxygen nanosensors as an analytical tool in the

CBD, whereby the oxygen nanosensors measure oxygen availability within the

well. As the antimicrobial halts the metabolism of the treated biofilm, an accurate

MBIC for the antimicrobial can be calculated. As highlighted by Jewell et al.

(2020b), measuring metabolic activity of bacteria to determine the effectiveness

of antimicrobials is limited only to respiring cells, which would rule out anaerobic

bacteria. This also limits the antimicrobial that could be used i.e. only

antimicrobials that target metabolism directly, such as aminoglycosides,

fluoroquinolones and polymyxins. Another factor to consider is the production of

ROS during antimicrobial treatment. Stress-induced ROS production can lead to

‘self-destruction’, resulting in the release of ROS into the extracellular matrix

(Zhao and Drlica, 2014, McBee et al., 2017, Hong et al., 2019). This stress-

induced ROS production and release is only likely at concentrations above the
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MBEC; therefore, it could provide a more accurate MBEC calculation as well as

detect real-time cell death by measuring the release of ROS. More detailed work

could be carried out once the nanosensors have been refined enough to embed

within a static biofilm. Time-lapse biofilm assays of established, static biofilms

treated with a range of antimicrobials could exploit the oxygen nanosensors as a

tracking tool to detect the penetration of antimicrobials. Additionally, flow-cell

systems such as BioFlux could be used to create antimicrobial gradients within the

channel to match antimicrobial concentration, whilst using the emission from the

nanosensors to calculate the MBIC and MBEC. For instance, a BioFlux 24-well plate

allows the user to generate a concentration gradient across the channel; therefore,

oxygen availability within microcolonies could be measured in real-time as an

antimicrobial, at varying concentrations, is flowed through the channel.

The oxygen nanosensors could also augment our CF lung infection models, in

particular as a tool to measure oxygen gradients that may be generated within

microbial biofilms forming on lung epithelial cells, as well as a method to detect

ROS production. ROS is of particular interest in lung infection models as

intracellular ROS production by lung epithelial cells has been shown to increase

when treated with PQS (Abdalla et al., 2017). The platinum (II) porphyrin based

oxygen-sensitive nanosensors used in this work have the potential to detect

intracellular ROS production, as similar zinc (II) porphyrin functionalised

nanoparticles have been demonstrated to be internalised by human mesenchymal

stem cells (hMSCs), whereby they act as photosensitizers in the intracellular

production of ROS after stimulation with visible light (Lavado et al., 2015).

However, intracellular ROS production can also be detected using fluorescent

dyes, for example; (4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)-4-

(trifluoromethyl)-2H-chromen-2-one (BPTFMC) is transformed in the presence of
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hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to the fluorescent entity7-hydroxy-4-trifluoromethyl-

coumarin (HTFMC) (Lavado et al., 2015) whilst dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF),

dihydroethidium(DHE), and MitoSOX Red have been used to as oxidant-sensitive

probes (Abdalla et al., 2017). So rather than internalise the oxygen nanosensors

within epithelial cells, the oxygen nanosensors could be embedded into an in vitro

lung infection model to measure extracellular release of ROS or to measure oxygen

gradients at the interface between an established microbial biofilm and an lung

epithelial layer. However, a consideration for the inclusion of the oxygen

nanosensors in a biofilm model such as this must be made, as the internalisation

of oxygen nanosensors by the eukaryotic cell should be avoided to prevent internal

ROS measurements occurring. This could be achieved by embedding the oxygen

nanosensors into compressed collagen sheets that can used to construct 3D

matrices, as described by Giuntini et al. (2014). The generation of potential

anaerobic regions within the biofilm could then be combined with detecting the

expression of genes involved in the denitrification process or the oxygen-

dependent production of PQS by PqsH, as discussed in 6.1.1.2, via the use of

fluorescent tagging.

Similar work could be translated into chronic wound infection models where both

hypoxia and ROS production are present (Sen, 2009, Dunnill et al., 2017). Here

oxygen nanosensors could be used to measure and map hypoxic regions that may

form in chronic wound infections, as well as to detect ROS production. Another

aspect of interest in wound infection would be the detection of virulence factors

such as Arginine-specific Aminopeptidase of Pseudomonas aeruginosA (AaaA -

PA0328). Previous work has highlighted the importance of AaaA in wound infection

models. AaaA acts as a cell-surface tethered auto-transporter which cleaves N-

terminal arginine-peptide/protein from an unknown substrate (Luckett et al.,
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2012). Scavenged arginine can then serve as an alternative nutrient source in

oxygen-limiting environments (Vanderwauven et al., 1984). PAO1ΔaaaA has been

shown to grow equally well as PAO1 WT when fed solely arginine; however, when

supplied with peptides with amino terminal arginine, PAO1 ΔaaaA was unable to

grow (Luckett et al., 2012). Under low oxygen conditions, arginine catabolism

occurs via the arginine deiminase (ADI) pathway. A transcriptional regulator of

the ADI pathway is the anaerobic nitrate regular (ANR) (Lu et al., 1999). The

induction of ANR is enhanced by exogenous arginine, through another regulatory

protein called ArgR. Expression of aaaA is positively regulated by ArgR, with a 3.7

fold increase in aaaA expression under aerobic conditions when supplemented with

L-arginine (Lu et al., 2004). The expression of aaaA is therefore linked to the

availability of oxygen.

By using the oxygen nanosensors as an analytical tool, AaaA production could be

tracked as oxygen availability becomes limited. By using a transcriptional reporter,

such as the bacterial Lux reporter, inserted into the PAO1-NΔpvdD mutant, aaaA

expression could be measured via luminescence, whilst oxygen availability is

measured by the oxygen nanosensors. This could determine the concentration of

oxygen required to detect the induced expression of aaaA as an arginine scavenger

in planktonic culture. A similar assay could be performed using a flow-cell system

to simultaneously detect the formation of anaerobic/microaerophilic regions of

microcolonies and the potential production of AaaA through fluorescent labelling.

8.2.2. Oral care and pH

For the pH nanosensors, there are a few avenues of interest that could be

explored. Initially, it would be beneficial to produce an S. mutans biofilm that is
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more biologically relevant, by adopting a growth medium more representative of

the oral cavity. This could be achieved by using an artificial saliva medium that is

similar to the AEP i.e. supplemented with mucin and agglutinins. This would aid in

the attachment of S. mutans without the need for sucrose. The addition of a

fluorescent metabolic indicator dye, such as 5-Cyano-2,3-ditolyl tetrazolium

chloride (CTC) (ex:488 nm, em:630 nm), could also be used to simultaneously

track metabolism during sucrose/glucose treatment (Guo et al., 2013b).

By using the pH nanosensors embedded within an oral biofilm, the nanosensors

also could provide an analytical tool in measuring pH changes induced by a range

of oral products. Of particular interest as a treatment method, is the addition of

arginine. A collection of oral bacteria, including S. gordonii and S. sanguinis, are

capable of catabolising arginine to produce ornithine, which in the process

generates ATP and ammonium (Burne and Marquis, 2000, Berto et al., 2019).

These species perform this catabolism through the use the arginine deiminase

system (ADS), which is absent in S. mutans. ADS functions to protect the bacterial

cells from low pH environments created by microbial species such as S. mutans

and Lactobacilli, through the production of ammonium (Casiano-colon and

Marquis, 1988, Griswold et al., 2004). The metabolism of arginine has been shown

to have a two-fold affect; firstly, it has been shown by Bijle et al. (2020) to reduce

the viable count and biofilm mass of S. mutans, as arginine supplementation

improved the growth of Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG, a common probiotic bacterial

species. The enhanced growth caused a significant reduction in S. mutans biofilm

development and a reduction in lactic acid production. Secondly, arginine

supplementation has been shown to increase the pH of the bulk medium and

protect S. sanguinis from acid damage (Casiano-colon and Marquis, 1988). This

would suggest that the addition of arginine could both limit S. mutans involvement
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in dental plaque but also raise the net pH to prevent the demineralisation of the

tooth’s enamel.

The work shown in this thesis could therefore be built-upon by the introduction of

additional oral bacteria that contain ADS such as S. gordonii S. sanguinis, to test

oral care products. As oral biofilms are inherently multispecies, the response of

S. mutans in a single species biofilm may be drastically different to its response

when in a biofilm with other species. The limiting factor with the introduction of

additional microbial species is that the pH-sensitive nanosensors occupy both the

green and red channels in fluorescent microscopy. This would limit fluorescent

labelling of bacteria to either ends of the spectrum. The introduction of a flow-cell

system, such as BioFlux, to test the oral care products could also have some

interest to determine the effects of concentration across a mature S. mutans or

polymicrobial biofilm as the BioFlux system can create concentration gradients.
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10. Supplemental

Supplemental Figure 10-1: Comparison between TAMRA-based and Rhodamine Red-X-

based cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors shows reduced fluorescence intensity

(photobleaching) over time (measured every hour) – 4 mg mL-1 cationic polyacrylamide

nanosensors containing either TAMRA or Rhodamine Red- as a reference dye were suspended 1:10

PBS and diluted to a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1 in a range of pH buffers (2.5-8).

Fluorescence intensity was measured every 1 h for 21 h at 37oC using: ex:488 nm, em:520 nm for

(a & b), ex:540 nm, em:580 nm for (c & d), and ex:570 nm, em:590 nm for (e & f). Error bars

are ±1 S.D. n=1x3.

Click here to return to 5.2.5 or 5.3
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Supplemental Figure 10-2: Comparison between TAMRA-based and Rhodamine Red-X-

based cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors shows reduced temperature (25oC) affects

the fluorescence intensity of both OG, FAM, TAMRA and Rhodamine Red-X – 4 mg mL-1

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors containing either TAMRA or Rhodamine Red- as a reference dye

were suspended 1:10 PBS and diluted to a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1 in a range of pH

buffers (2.5-8). Fluorescence intensity was measured every 15 min for 21 h at 25oC using:

ex:488 nm, em:520 nm for (a & b), ex:540 nm, em:580 nm for (c & d), and ex:570 nm, em:590

nm for (e & f). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x3.

Click here to return to 5.2.5 or 5.3
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Supplemental Figure 10-3: Measuring fluorescence intensity of Rhodamine Red-X-based

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors for the calibration of fluorescence intensity readings

from bacterial growth – 4 mg mL-1 cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors containing Rhodamine

Red-X as a reference dye were suspended in M9 salts are diluted to a working concentration of

1 mg mL-1 in a range of pH buffers (2.5-8). Fluorescence intensity was measured every 15 min for

21 h at 37oC using: ex:488 nm, em:520 nm for (a) and ex:540 nm, em:580 nm for (b). (c)

Fluorescence intensity ratio calculated from the fluorescence intensity of (a) and (b). Error bars are

±1 S.D. n=3x3.

Click here to return to 5.2.6 or 5.3
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Supplemental Figure 10-4: Measuring fluorescence intensity of Rhodamine Red-X-based

cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors incubated with PAO1-N WT – 4 mg mL-1 cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors containing Rhodamine Red-X as a reference dye were suspended in

either M9 Glucose or M9 Succinate and diluted to a working concentration of 1 mg mL-1. Nanosensors
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were diluted in either PAO1-N WT at an OD of 0.05 (solid blue or orange) or M9 media alone (dashed

blue or orange). PAO1-N WT was also measured in absence of nanosensors (red or green line).

Fluorescence intensity was measured every 15 min for 21 h at 37oC using: ex:488 nm, em:520 nm

for (a) and ex:540 nm, em:580 nm for (b). (c) Fluorescence intensity ratio calculated from the

fluorescence intensity of (a) and (b). (d) pH calculated from fluorescence intensity ratio (c) and a

‘rolling’ linear regression from the fluorescence intensity ratio calculated in Supplemental Figure

10-3c. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=3x3.

Click here to return to 5.2.6 or 5.3

Supplemental Figure 10-5: Growth of PAO1 strains is uninhibited by oxygen nanosensors

– PAO1 strains at OD600 of 0.05 were incubated in M9 succinate & 1% w/v casamino acids, with

1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors as an additional condition. Absorbance at 600 nm was measured

every 15 min. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=2x3

Click here to return to 6.2.3 or 6.3
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Supplemental Figure 10-6: Measuring growth for DH5α, SH1000 and PAO1-N grown in the 

presence and absence of oxygen nanosensors – Strains at OD600 of 0.05 were incubated in M9

glucose, with 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors as an additional condition. Absorbance at 600 nm was

measured every 15 min. Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=2x3

Click here to return to 6.2.4
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Supplemental Figure 10-7: Measuring the growth of Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains

growth over 21 h - P. aeruginosa strains at OD600 of 0.05 were incubated in M9 succinate &

casamino acids. Absorbance at 600 nm was measured every 15 min. a) OD of PAO1-N, PAO1 C++,

PA14, CW4T1 (pyocyanin mutant), PAO1-NΔpchEF, PAO1-NΔpvdD, PAO1-C++ΔpvdD and

PAO1-C++ΔpvdDΔpchEF shows growth from all strains. b) Area under the curve of PAO1-N in

comparison to PAO1-NΔpvdD, PAO1-C++ΔpvdD and PAO1-C++ΔpvdDΔpchEF shows significantly

increased growth in the three mutants. ***=P<0.001, ** = P<0.005 & * = P<0.05. Error bars are

±1 S.D. n=2x3

Click here to return to 6.2.5
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Supplemental Figure 10-8: Maximum Intensity Z-projections of (a) PAO1-N +

1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors and (b) PAO1-NΔpvdD + 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors

shows increased nanosensor concentration and increased fluorescence intensity in

PAO1-NΔpvdD - Maximum intensity z-projections were produced in ImageJ using OG/FAM and

TAMRA channels, removing slices where fluorescence intensity was absent. Each maximum intensity

z-projection was used to calculate the average fluorescence intensity for OG/FAM and TAMRA

(Supplemental Table 10-1) and a resultant fluorescence intensity ratio was calculated to

determine an average fluorescence intensity ratio across the biofilm. Scale bar 50 µm.

Supplemental Table 10-1: Fluorescence Intensity emissions of OG, FAM & TAMRA, and the

resultant fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR), calculated from the Maximum Intensity Z-

projections of PAO1-N + 1 mg mL-1 oxygen nanosensors and PAO1-NΔpvdD + 1 mg mL-1

oxygen nanosensors - Three ROIs were captured from each maximum intensity z-projection

(Supplemental Figure 10-8) and the fluorescence intensity was measured for each ROI. The first

P value represents a t-test between the OG/FAM measurements across the two conditions

(green text) and the second P value is the corresponding TAMRA measurements across the two

conditions (red text). The final P value represents a t-test between the two fluorescence intensity

ratios calculated between the two conditions (black text).

Fluorescence Intensity (A.U.)

ROI 1 ROI 2 ROI 3 Average S.D. ± P value

PAO1-N OG/FAM 17.97 18.01 16.72 17.57 0.73 0.000383

TAMRA 42.49 44.06 40.11 42.22 1.99 0.005363

FIR 0.42 0.41 0.42 0.42 0.01 0.000298

PAO1-
NΔpvdD

OG/FAM 36.15 37.31 34.12 35.86 1.62

TAMRA 56.89 61.80 55.72 58.14 3.23

FIR 0.64 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.02

Click here to return to 6.2.8
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Supplemental Figure 10-9: Measuring oxygen consumption with two methods to

determine the effectiveness of anti-biofouling materials in preventing the attachment of

different bacterial species (Rescaled) - Using a Calgary Biofilm Device (CBD) assay, peg-lids

coated in a range of materials were incubated for 5 h in PAO1-N, PA14, E.coli strain ATCC 10536 or

S. aureus strain ATCC 6538 culture. After incubation the peg-lids were transferred to either an

OxoPlate with TSB media or oxygen nanosensors suspended in TSB. Fluorescence intensity at

540/590 nm and 540/650 nm (OxoPlate) or ex: 540, em:580 nm & ex:405 nm, em:650 nm was

measured every 30 min for 20 h. The fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR) was plotted over time for

each material until ‘Uncoated’ reached its plateau point. OxoPlate results are shown in a) (PAO1-N),

c) (PA14), e) (S. aureus) & g) (E. coli) whilst oxygen nanosensor results are shown in b), d), f) &

h). Error bars are ±1 S.D. n=1x2

Click here to return to 6.2.9
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Supplemental Figure 10-10: S. mutans strain NCTC 10449 produces no auto-fluorescence

– NCTC 10449 at OD600 of 0.05 was incubated in BHI media and nanosensors for 21 h. The

fluorescence intensity (ex:488 nm, em:520 nm & ex:540 nm, 580 nm) was measured every 15 min.

(a) Fluorescence intensity (520 nm) for NCTC 10449 alone and compared to neutral and cationic

polyacrylamide nanosensors (10 mg mL-1). (b) Fluorescence intensity (580 nm) for NCTC 10449

alone and compared to neutral and cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors (10 mg mL-1). Error bars

are ±1 S.D. n=2x3
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Supplemental Figure 10-11: No change to external pH was seen with addition of the

carbohydrates to saline alone – Changes in fluorescence intensity were measured using

fluorescent images of saline with 1 mg mL-1 cationic, pH-sensitive nanosensors. An initial image was

taken at time point 0 min before either 1% w/v glucose, 1% w/v sucrose, 1% w/v xylose, 1% w/v

xylitol or saline was added. Further images were then taken every 5 min for the remaining 30 min.

All images were taken using a Nikon inverted fluorescence microscope. Error bars are ±1 S.D.

n=3x2.
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Supplemental Figure 10-12: S. mutans strain NCTC 10449 produces auto-fluorescence

when grown in a biofilm – Representative images taken with a Zeiss confocal laser scanning

microscope using a 40x/1.2na objective. NCTC 10449 was grown in BHI media with a 1% w/v

sucrose supplement (centre) or with the addition of 1 mg mL-1 cationic polyacrylamide nanosensors

(left & right panels) for 24 h at 37oC. After 24 h, the media was replaced with 50% BHI and re-

incubated for 24 h at 37oC. (Left) A z-slice taken from an NCTC 10449 biofilm with 1 mg mL-1

cationic nanosensors; this image was taken with laser power 6.0 A.U. and gain settings 800 A.U. for

both ex:488 nm, em:520 nm (OG/FAM) and ex:540 nm, em:580 nm (TAMRA). (Centre) A z-slice

taken from an NCTC 10449 biofilm with no nanosensors; this image was taken with the TAMRA gain

reduced to 700 A.U. and the OG/FAM gain reduced to 620 A.U. to remove background fluorescence.

(Right) A z-slice taken from the same biofilm as the left panel; the image was taken with the same

settings as the centre panel. Scale bar 20 µm. n=3x2
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